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As I gather, Bartholomaeus Glanville took his name from the most noble
family of the earls of Suffolk. As a youth he faithfully observed the
Franciscan way of life. When older he frequented the Vale of Isis, Paris,
and even, if the surmise is correct, Rome herself. A wise man, he spent
the first parts of his studies acquiring skill in philosophy and, equally,
theology: in the former, so that he might investigate more precisely the
causes of material things; in the latter, so that he might, so to speak,
illumine his mind with a divine radiance. Aristotle, Plato and Pliny were
his companions in that situation; distinguished by his mastery of them,
he elegantly composed and put forth the book of Properties of Things:
which the hand of time constantly tended, so that its fame has justly
grown to greatness.1
Historians have been interested in the De proprietatibus rerum of Bartholomew
the Englishman since the sixteenth century, when John Leland (d.1552) included
the compiler in his catalogue of esteemed English writers and planted the notion
of Bartholomew’s Glanville origins. Successive ages and literary cultures have
found their own uses for the work and its compiler and their own reasons to
investigate him and the image of creation that he helped to perpetuate. The
present age is no exception — Bartholomew’s identity, career, philosophy and
achievement have all been examined and re-assessed since Leland’s time. It is
not the intention here to enter into the debate about Bartholomew’s identity
but, rather, to draw conclusions about the ways in which later cultures perceived
and represented him. We do have sufficient evidence to be able to introduce
him as a not-too-shadowy figure, and to follow traces of some of the personae
he acquired over time. These traces, in the form of written responses and attitudes
to him and his work, invite the historian’s scrutiny as testimony to changes in
medieval people’s ideas about things and their properties. The work becomes a
point of reference by which we can judge adherences to, or departures from,
orthodox medieval representations of the world and society.
Who was Bartholomew the Englishman?
Bartholomew is known today from his single large compilation of knowledge
referred to throughout the Middle Ages as De proprietatibus rerum, ‘On the
properties of things’. There have been debates about his nationality and
background: when he lived; whether he was an Englishman, Frenchman or
Burgundian, or in the English ‘nation’ at Paris; whether he was educated at
Oxford or Chartres. In the nineteenth century Léopold Delisle questioned the
accepted notion, illustrated above, that Bartholomew was a fourteenth-century
member of the Glanville family of Suffolk and identified him as a French compiler
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of the thirteenth century. Michael Seymour has suggested that Johannes Anglicus
and Bartholomaeus Anglicus, both of whom were sent to Magdeburg, may have
been members of the natio anglicana in Paris after studying at Oxford. Seymour
tentatively identifies him with Bartholomew of Prague, minister provincial of
newly-converted Bohemia in 1255–56.2  Gerald Se Boyar argues that he was
educated at Chartres. It is generally agreed, however, that Bartholomew
completed ‘Properties’ in Saxony in about 1240, that he was extremely well
read, but that he might not have had with him in Magdeburg all the books he
draws on — in other words, he cites from memory.3
For a contemporary account of him we must rely on a few mentions by early
Franciscan writers. Giordano of Giano (professed c.1217 and a member of the
second mission to Germany in 1221) supplies the few contemporary glimpses
we have of Bartholomew’s career. According to Giordano, brother Bartholomaeus
Anglicus was one of two friars then in France sent to organise the new Franciscan
province of Saxonia; he himself arranged to conduct them thither in 1231.
According to the Franciscan chronicler Thomas of Eccleston, writing in the
following century, the Englishman Haymo of Faversham and ‘three other
professors’ were admitted to the Order at St Denys in Paris in about 1223.4  One
of these others may have been Bartholomew. He became the sixth minister
provincial of Saxonia in 1262 and held the office for almost 10 years. The date
of his death may have been 1272, since another brother was elected in his place
at the provincial chapter held at Magdeburg that year.5  A younger Franciscan,
Salimbene of Parma, looking back from the vantage point of the 1280s, recalls
that Bartholomew had gained a reputation over the years as a great master of
the Scriptures in Paris and refers to ‘his book on the properties of things, which
volume is divided into nineteen separate books’.6
Evidence suggests that Magdeburg had been a site of violent conversion to
Christianity.7  According to Giordano, the Franciscans had settled at Magdeburg
as recently as 1223, and his account indicates that in the middle years of the
century the church was still involved in efforts to extend its control eastwards.
It also reveals that at that time Saxony still had a reputation (if only from a
Parisian perspective) as a dangerous frontier of Christendom.8  Bartholomew
may have compiled ‘Properties’ to provide instruction, spiritual and practical
guidance, and moral encouragement to recruits in the studium, since he tells us
that his compilation brings together simply the words of wise and holy men for
simple and humble brethren who might not otherwise have access to them.9
This was a conventional statement of a compiler’s intent, but Bartholomew’s
clear language style and accessible imagery do seem to take into account the
comprehension levels of educated and less-educated students; while he himself
was clearly a scholar, his language and content appear to cater for a spectrum
of readers from the scholarly to the earthy.10
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The early membership of the Order was made up of laymen and laywomen, but
clerics began to fill its offices during Francis’ lifetime. As Lawrence Landini
shows, coercive popes, able ministers and sympathetic bishops were all factors
in the Order’s growth and social integration but also in its inexorable
clericalisation.11 The date of the completion of ‘Properties’ coincided with events
of great significance for the Order, as Juris Lidaka points out, because the
dismissal of Elias as Minister General in 1239 turned recruitment policy away
from laity and towards those with a clerical education.12 This hastened the
clericalisation process but worsened controversy over the possession of books
and other material goods. After difficult years of division, papal support resumed
under Nicholas III, who issued the Bull Exiit qui seminat in 1279, formalising
the right of Friars Minor to have the use not only of food, clothes and office
books but also ‘necessary material for the pursuit of wisdom’.13
Bartholomew’s work is often referred to as the most popular medieval
encyclopaedia, and grouped with other large-scale compilations of the late twelfth
to thirteenth centuries, in particular De naturis rerum of Alexander Neckam
(1156–1217); De natura rerum of Thomas de Cantimpré (1201–80); Speculum
naturale of Vincent de Beauvais (1187–1264); and the interpretations of Aristotle
of Albert the Great (1193–1280).14 These compilers were close contemporaries
who all produced their major works in the 1230s to 1250s. They did not
necessarily come into contact with each other, and they differ in the degree to
which each incorporates the liberal arts curriculum, in the empiricism or
otherwise of their approaches to nature, and in the way they organise their
material. The works have in common that their compilers were clerics and
mendicant scholars who drew upon the writings of the church fathers and of
the classical philosophers, their commentators and translators. While the group
as a whole has in the past been described as innovative, it has now been
convincingly identified with a much earlier-established genre of medieval
compilatio, or ‘world book’, following early-medieval models such as Isidore of
Seville’s Etymologiae and Honorius of Autun’s Imago mundi. Bartholomew is the
only Franciscan compiler among them whose work is accessible to
English-speaking readers.15  ‘Properties’ can then be considered as one of a
peer-group of compilations of knowledge made in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries that arose from the church’s immediate need but that gained lasting
prestige during the Middle Ages. The works of Bartholomew’s near
contemporaries Neckam, de Cantimpré, Albert the Great and Vincent de Beauvais
also have histories of reception during the later Middle Ages but, while their
traces can be found in the work of later writers (for example, Ranulph Higden
made much use of Vincent’s Speculum maius in his fourteenth-century universal
history Polychronicon, and Geoffrey Chaucer also evidently knew Vincent's
work), they were not translated into English or printed in England.16
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Michael Twomey, discussing how one might approach a reception history of
medieval encyclopaedias, has proposed three phases in the history of the genre:
the earliest phase from the seventh century, when encyclopaedias were used as
pedagogical aids in the schools, both setting and ownership being institutional
and the user a teacher; a later phase when encyclopaedias were used as raw
material for sermons and the chief users were preachers; and the still-later period
when the encyclopaedia might be part of a private library, a possession with
monetary value figuring in inheritances and bequests. In this phase production
might be by professional scribe, possibly in the vernacular, and users might be
educated laymen together with regular and secular clergy. The reception history
of Bartholomew’s work exemplifies and firms these suggested phases. Twomey
concludes that ‘Properties’ became ‘the pearl of great price’ for book owners
and for writers in later-medieval England: ‘For literary authors, both religious
and secular, Bartholomaeus’ encyclopaedia is far and away the encyclopaedia
of choice — at least, as far as current research suggests — with Vincent’s
Speculum a distant second.’17  Moreover it continues after 1500, into the era of
print and Protestantism. Twomey warns, however, that, although there might
be evidence to identify individuals and intellectual communities who owned
and used the book, the motives of users are extremely difficult to reconstruct
and any reception history must necessarily be tentative. While individual use
and ownership can only occasionally be substantiated within the life story of
‘Properties’, the hope is that we may learn from such a long span of use something
about the successive cultures that found it significant.
Evidence for the travels and longevity of ‘Properties’
First, a note on nomenclature used in this book: since we have no definitive
version of the Latin text of De proprietatibus rerum and no copy extant from
Bartholomew’s time, I have chosen to use an abbreviated name, ‘Properties’, for
his work. This is intended to distinguish what we might call the notional
compilation, known to us only through a variable array of manuscript material,
from the concrete and complete versions of it that are available between hard
covers. A printed edition of the Latin text produced in Germany in 1601 is
available in facsimile edition and I abbreviate this to ‘DrP’ in citations.18 The
Oxford critical edition of John Trevisa’s English-dialect translation completed
in 1398, On the Properties of Things, is abbreviated to Properties.19
Bartholomew’s compilation is extant in about 100 Latin manuscripts and
fragments; a complete manuscript runs to about 400 folios. The layout, running
headings, tabula and marginalia of the earliest extant manuscripts of ‘Properties’
testify that scribes were reproducing the work in scholarly format by the end
of the thirteenth century, consistent with the view that it was promoted as a
handy reference work for preachers.20  Lidaka concludes that Bartholomew
compiled ‘Properties’ as a useful manual for the evangelising German friars in
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the 1230s: ‘As a general introduction, De proprietatibus rerum aided those who
needed help in finding material: this made it useful for libraries and for the less
advanced, but it would not be of much value to the well educated.’ He adduces
evidence for its reception in the thirteenth century that ‘places it squarely at
such a lower level of readership’.21  Nevertheless, research into the ownership
of ‘Properties’ manuscripts suggests that the work’s readership soon came to
extend beyond the boundaries of the Franciscan Order, and that the text was
used by scholars of other Orders who required moralised compendia of
knowledge as an aid to sermon writing and biblical exegesis. In 1297 the
Dominican Master General Boccasini (later Pope Benedict XI) may have given
the book to a Dominican convent, and Pope John XXII may have bought a copy
in 1329.22  Charles Samaran suggests that the copy owned by the Avignon
Cardinal Pierre de Prés was the one acknowledged by his protégé, the Benedictine
Pierre Bersuire, to be a main source for his Reductorium morale of c.1343.23
A vernacular translation of ‘Properties’ appeared in 1309 when Vivaldo Belcalzar
made an abridged version in the dialect of Mantua for his lay patron, Guido
Buonalcosi. Later manuscripts and printed editions testify that ‘Properties’ was
subsequently translated into several European languages, including English,
during the fourteenth century, and that translation and original were copied,
adapted and mined for material over the next two centuries. It was printed in
Germany and France as soon as presses were active in the 1470s. In 1398 John
Trevisa completed the English translation, On the Properties of Things, for his
patron Lord Thomas Berkeley IV (d.1417). Of this version, Seymour lists eight
manuscripts and three fragments extant in England, the United States and Japan,
dating from the early to the late fifteenth century. In 1495 Wynkyn de Worde
made the first printed edition of the English version, followed by the editions
of Thomas Berthelet in 1535, and Stephen Batman in 1582.24 There are in
existence, therefore, incunables and early printed editions of the work, in both
the Latin and the vernacular versions, dating from the 1470s to about 1600.25
After the early 1600s it ceased to be reprinted but remained of interest to
antiquarians and to modern historians.
The Franciscan Order was an international mendicant brotherhood whose
members travelled widely to study, preach and evangelise. The wide distribution
of Bartholomew’s work reflects its rapid spread across Europe and across social
milieux. Of the Latin text, Seymour lists nearly 100 manuscripts of English,
French, German and Italian provenance, now found in collections in western
and eastern Europe and the United States, dating from the late-thirteenth to the
sixteenth centuries. From the fourteenth century, vernacular versions — Italian,
French, English, Provençal, Spanish and Dutch — add to this number.26  As a
result ‘Properties’ was absorbed into separate continental cultures and has other




It will be seen that the materials present a wide array of possible avenues for
the scholar to explore: in the manuscript and printed material available across
countries and continents; through the work’s association with the growth-years
of an international religious order; and in the range of questions raised by existing
studies. It is also hard to separate the functions of the continental and English
translations made at a time when France and England were closely engaged
through war and also through a shared chivalric culture. Here, a cross-section
of available manuscripts and printed materials, testifying to the work’s status
and function at key points in that story, form a longitudinal sample of the
compilation’s English reception. These key points are: the time of its composition
in the 1240s; of its translation into English in the 1390s and of subsequent
manuscript production; and the era of change accompanying the Protestant
Reformation and the growth of printing, from the 1490s to the 1580s. Such focal
points allow us to examine how far it can be of use to the historian in defining
the mental horizons of past readers; and to ask whether, as an account of the
significance of things that fed into later-medieval and early-modern literature,
it might help us to understand those cultures better. Different medieval
readerships produced changes in content, dissemination and modes of production:
for how long could ‘Properties’ remain valid as a library substitute, repository
of knowledge and guide to salvation? During the English Reformation, why did
this Catholic work find favour with sponsors and censors at a time of so much
controversy about the English church and its doctrine? What continuities emerge
to account for its survival?
The present book includes a survey of the modern literature on Bartholomew
and his work, and outlines changes that have taken place in historians’
assessments of the character and worth of ‘Properties’. New light is still being
thrown on the medieval literary compilatio, and on the place of Bartholomew
within it. Chapter 2 points to significant recent and ongoing projects and locates
the present study with reference to them. The aim has been to bring together
English-language scholarship on and surrounding the subject, but some of the
most significant work at the time of writing is being carried out in Belgium,
Germany and France, and is gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 2: The 19 Books of De proprietatibus rerum. 27
On God and the names of GodDe DeoBook 1
On angels, good and badDe proprietatibus angelorumBook 2
On the soul and reasonDe animaBook 3
On the bodily humoursDe humani corporisBook 4
On the parts of the bodyDe hominis corporeBook 5
On daily lifeDe etate hominisBook 6
On diseases and poisonsDe infirmitatibusBook 7
On earth and the heavenly bodiesDe mundoBook 8
On time and motionDe temporibusBook 9
On matter, form and fireDe materia et formaBook 10
On the air and weatherDe aereBook 11
On birdsDe avibusBook 12
On water and fishesDe aquaBook 13
On the earth and its surfaceDe terraBook 14
On regions and placesDe regionibus et provinciisBook 15
On rocks, gems and mineralsDe lapidibus et metallisBook 16
On plants and treesDe herbis et plantisBook 17
On land animalsDe animalibusBook 18




The context of the early years of the Franciscan Order provides the starting-point
for the story of ‘Properties’ and its journey through time. Chapter 3 sets the
reader in the world of the book at a mundane level of household, vineyard and
rural domain. It explores the notion that the reader may access Bartholomew’s
work through more than one mode of interpretation, and not only by starting
at the beginning. The first level of organisation apparent to the reader is the
text’s ordered sequence of 19 Books, comprising headed chapters on topics from
the esoteric to the mundane (see Figure 2). At this level, the headings and
sequence of the 19 Books and their chapters signal the linear ordering of the
compilation and reflect the hierarchy of the universe from God down to the
humblest of earthly things. However, at another level Bartholomew creates a
web-like structure, accessible at many points, based on relationships between
people and objects through their biblical, symbolic and affective associations.
Many of the topics are earthy and practical, and (it is argued) could be
dipped-into and cross-referenced for subjects on which to reflect or prepare a
sermon. This exploration is preparatory to an examination in Chapter 4 of ways
in which the text could have functioned for thirteenth-century readers, especially
the new Orders of friars, as world-book and library substitute in both spiritual
and practical senses. These chapters explore the possibility that, while the work
can be read sequentially or even piecemeal, an underlying complexity of content,
connotation and levels of discourse amplifies the range of meaning available to
contemplative readers. Bartholomew was writing for members of an innovative
and controversial Order while being answerable to the highest authorities of the
7
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established church. It is arguable that the church’s campaign to teach and train
orthodox preachers affects the way Bartholomew presents, to recruits of varying
levels of education, Francis’ unconventional teaching on the properties of the
created world, and prepares them for a form of religious life that pushes at the
boundaries of accepted clerical practice.
The marginal glosses
At this point mention must be made of a manuscript feature that is used in this
study to support the notion of underlying meaning. At some stage in the
thirteenth century a reader recorded interpretations of the column text in the
margins of a manuscript. The earliest glossed Latin manuscripts have been dated
close to the time of Bartholomew’s death in about 1270. These interpretations
were accepted and copied (with some anomalies) along with the rest of the work,
forming an integral part of it for readers and copiers of thirteenth-century
manuscripts.28 The marginal commentary constitutes an essential aspect of the
early reception of the work, dating as it might from the lifetime of the author,
but even if the glosses are contemporary with Bartholomew we cannot, of course,
infer authorial intentions from them. All the glosses can do is tell us something
about the work’s reception by a generation of readers close to him in time.
Meyer considers that although we cannot dismiss the possibility that the glosses
originated with Bartholomew, they may reflect interpretations most useful to
preachers. According to Lidaka, Bartholomew ‘is cited in sermons and sermon
aids more often than in any other kind of work’.29 While we do not have an
accompanying gloss for the whole work (and none, for example, in Book 15),
there are sufficient to support the theory that for readers of the later thirteenth
century the ‘hidden meanings’ related to the tasks of preaching and to the correct
interpretations of biblical texts. Overall, the glosses strongly suggest that
‘Properties’ could be and was read by some as a vocational guide for prelates
and preachers, whether within or outside the Franciscan Order, who could find
in the work subject matter for sermons to strengthen orthodoxy at a time when
the church was combatting heresy.
The glosses are quite dense in the Books where they have survived but elswhere
we have none. The vernacular translators discarded them, effectively freeing
non-clerical readers from prescribed responses to the main text. Manifestations
of the text or parts of it made in later centuries demonstrate very different
readings. Given the nature of the glosses as a disseminated body they must,
however, be taken into account as significant for at least those readers who
treated them as a necessary accompaniment to the text, whether these were early
readers close to Bartholomew in time or much later readers with access to Latin
manuscripts preserved in libraries. This is not to suggest that the glosses show
us a ‘correct’ reading of ‘Properties’, or even the one that Bartholomew expected
or intended: they do show us one possible reading, meaningful in a certain time
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and place. It must also be acknowledged that such a work might contain a great
many allusions and nuances of meaning that are no longer available to the
historian. While the glosses give us clues to the sub-textual lessons that could
be construed or reinforced at the time they were written, they do not make those
lessons fully explicit to us today.
The focus in subsequent chapters is upon the lively presence of ‘Properties’ in
the world of English letters during the later-Plantagenet and Tudor reigns.
Chapter 5 examines changes wrought upon ‘Properties’ under the patronage of
noble secular bibliophiles and scholars in late-medieval England. The English
translation of 1398 provides a focal point for the work’s reception in a particular
cultural context — one in which ‘Properties’ retains authority while undergoing
changes to its language, content and presentation. Chapter 6 uses manuscript
examples to show that ‘Properties’ not only survives but increases its readership
over the late Middle Ages, while re-writers invoke the compiler as ‘master’ of
received knowledge about the properties of the created world. It also discusses
the first English printed version of ‘Properties’. Chapter 7 examines
Bartholomew’s status as a supposedly English writer, and the late-Elizabethan
printed version made by Stephen Batman at a time when much new knowledge
was becoming available from various sources. A sample of Batman’s responses
helps us to measure the distance — long in some respects but surprisingly short
in others — between his image of the world and his conception of ‘property’,
and those of Bartholomew.
Approach and method
An early motivation for this study was the sense that Bartholomew’s work should
not be described, as it has been in the past, as an early encyclopaedia — with
consequent emphasis on its apparent failures of logic, objectivity and
consistency.30  A modern response to it may involve pleasure and a sense of
participation in glimpses of narratives and scenes from everyday life; a panorama
that a reader could enter at any point, pull apart into separate Books, or re-read
many times — one tempered to the needs of readers with close links to a rural
community or accustomed to monastic reading practices. Remarkably, the modern
Canadian poet David Solway has found inspiration in Bartholomew; finding ‘a
growing sense of delight with … the language of both the Latin original and of
Trevisa’s translation. … It was the earthy and material quality of the language,
its floral exuberance, rather than the encyclopaedia of often abstract subjects,
which I found compelling, almost irresistible.’31  A historian too may appreciate
the vitality and narrative colour that Bartholomew infuses into a morally useful
compilation of knowledge.
The approach taken here follows pointers from the work of educationists of the
1970s based upon Wolfgang Iser's theories of reading. These theories produced
empirical models of the reading process and literacy acquisition that are arguably
9
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relevant to the study of medieval readers.32  Presumably, as we do, medieval
readers decoded written symbols and, as they did so, constructed meaning from
them with varying degrees of competence. If we can assume that the
physiological/phenomenological processes involved in reading were the same
in the thirteenth-century reader as they are in us, and also that good teachers
of that time knew from experience how to help students to learn and remember,
then Iser's notion of ‘active reading’ may tend to support the idea that
Bartholomew constructed ‘Properties’ with students’ learning needs in mind.33
We have no information on, or concrete evidence about, the text of ‘Properties’
as Bartholomew first presented it for students at Magdeburg. For later readers,
including ourselves, it has come mediated by the responses of many others; yet
much of the existing literature on ‘Properties’ has focused on attempts to pin
down the ‘authentic’ text, as an idealised abstraction or exemplar. There has
been little attention paid to the individuals who commissioned, produced and
read such books, then as now, in response to a desire or need specific to their
own lives. Carl Reiter offers another useful approach to the responses of medieval
readers who copied and amended earlier works; they can, he argues, be regarded
in a sense as that work’s re-writers or re-creators. What they pass on to the next
reader is something new to some extent, but the work’s authority remains. He
invokes Iser’s theory of the active nature of the reading process to support his
view of manuscripts as concrete, battered objects behind which lurk actual
historical readers. Whether produced in professional scriptoria or
owner-produced in the home for here-and-now purposes, we can see the books
they re-created as ‘artifacts of the reading process’ rather than, or as well as,
carriers of an established text.34  It must be acknowledged, however, that
historical hindsight requires a complementary approach that does treat works
as entities (for example Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales or the Bible). Nor can it be
denied that scholarly and painstaking studies of manuscript affiliations provide
vital evidence about a work’s transmission over time. They are a valued
prerequisite for longitudinal studies such as this one.
The text of ‘Properties’ is long and dense, even in Trevisa’s English translation,
so the approach taken here is to limit detailed examinations and close readings
to a sample of the Books and to examples from the work’s themes as they emerge,
and as the referential and multi-stranded nature of the text reveals itself. The
study does not pretend to be a comprehensive explanation of the range of things
and properties that Bartholomew treats: rather, it aims to highlight parts of the
textual landscape and the possible relationships between them, to indicate the
way the whole may have worked for its medieval readers as they roamed within
the text or stopped to ruminate at particular points.
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Chapter 2. Literary approaches
There is a still-increasing quantity of evidence attesting to the long life and wide
dissemination of ‘Properties’, in the form of manuscripts, incunables and
fragments of the 19 Books, and in other medieval writings deemed to be derived
from the compilation. In the past, students of ‘Properties’ worked in some
isolation on locally available manuscripts and printed materials, and separate
scholarly traditions developed in European countries, each with their own claims
to affinity with Bartholomew. These include France, where he studied and where
most of the Latin manuscripts reside; Germany, where he taught and wrote;
Italy, birthplace of the Franciscan Order and location of the earliest vernacular
translation; and England. Now, researchers have the benefit of easier access to
manuscripts and incunables. In addition, they have the benefit of a century of
insights and labours from other scholars and can gain a clearer picture of the
context in which the compiler lived and worked. Over the past century,
researchers have focused mainly on the identity and career of Bartholomaeus
Anglicus; on the manuscript tradition of the Latin ‘Properties’ and the English
translation, On the Properties of Things; on the nature of the text; and on the
genre that comprises ‘Properties’ and other medieval compilations of knowledge.
The accumulation of studies reflects changes in the way the modern world has
responded to a medieval compilation of knowledge and its related concepts.
The search for the compiler and his work
In 1888 Léopold Delisle brought Bartholomew to the attention of European
scholars when he catalogued and wrote about a set of singly-bound manuscripts
in the Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, which all dealt with the properties of things.
Delisle concluded that they were all 'du même genre', the aim of which was to
use the observation of natural phenomena for the instruction and edification of
the faithful. He recognised that they all dealt with properties of the natural
world but included symbolic properties, leading to speculation on their medieval
authorship and literary function.1  Among them was a scarcely-known
fourteenth-century allegorical treatise which he named Proprietates rerum
moralizatae, ‘The moralised properties of things’, which bore an evident close
relationship to another one, De proprietatibus rerum, ‘On the properties of things’.
Delisle argued that the former was derived from the latter and therefore the
compiler of De proprietatibus rerum must pre-date the fourteenth century and
could not be the supposed Glanville, known as a learned British author since
Leland’s time. Having thus shaken the basis of belief in Bartholomew’s
late-Middle English origins, Delisle further asserted from the internal evidence
in Book 15’s chapter on France that the compiler was a fellow Frenchman.2
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A flurry of debate about the author and his country of origin, in German and
French, followed Delisle’s article. P. Perdrizet examined textual evidence for
the English, not French, nationality of the author. H. Matrod gave an enthusiastic
account of the Bibliothèque nationale’s manuscripts of ‘Properties’ from a French
Franciscan perspective, seeing Bartholomew as a popular guide into the 'garden'
of science and Roger Bacon, on the other hand, as a direct investigator of nature.
Matrod was convinced of Bartholomew’s enriching influence on English culture,
saying that Shakespeare, Jonson, Spenser, Marlowe, Massinger, Lyly and Drayton
were ‘all nourished by De Proprietatibus’.3  In Germany, Anton Schönbach and
Edmund Voigt turned their attention to the history of the manuscripts of
‘Properties’ and to the problems of textual consistency and affiliation.4 T.
Plassmann, also a Franciscan, to some extent quelled the argument about
Bartholomew’s origins, citing contemporary sources to establish that Bartholomew
lived early in the thirteenth century, taught in Paris and worked in Magdeburg,
and that only ‘Properties’ could be safely assigned to him.5  Meanwhile in
England, the antiquarian Robert Steele had published an ‘epitome’ of extracts
from Berthelet’s 1535 edition of Trevisa. The German scholars approached
‘Properties’ as philologists and codicologists, but prefatory comments by Steele
and William Morris show that their interest in the work was largely political
and aesthetic. Steele justifies his interest in Bartholomew’s work by saying that
‘Properties’ was one of the documents ‘by the help of which we rebuild for
ourselves the fabric of mediaeval life’; Morris praises the ‘quaint floweriness’
of the language, fancifully modernised by Steele, and recommends the book as
a corrective to ‘the just-past epoch of intelligence dominated by Whig politics’.6
Steele’s book testifies mainly to a late-Victorian conception of the Gothic, but it
did serve to maintain scholarly awareness, in the English-speaking world, of
Bartholomew and his work.
After World War I, Gerald Se Boyar, an American Franciscan, reviewed the
literature on ‘Properties’ in a seminal work that brought the topic into the ambit
of English-speaking scholars. He aimed to make a careful study of the
encyclopaedia as a whole and to fix its place in the history of the encyclopaedic
writings of the Middle Ages.7  Se Boyar was also keen to convince readers of a
connection between Bartholomew and Shakespeare and to show ‘that Shakespeare
was at least familiar with the book, whether he owned a copy or not, and that
it was an important reference book’.8
In 1952, Elizabeth Brockhurst followed the lead of Se Boyar’s research but her
resources were limited. Using only material in the British Library, she confined
her analysis to parts of Book 1 of the English translation, and parts of Books 2,
3 and 4 from the Latin ‘Properties’.9  For Brockhurst, the only available printed
version, other than the sixteenth-century editions in the British Library, was
Steele’s pastiche. Nevertheless, she adduced evidence for the work’s popularity
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and for the continuity of its core content over time, situated the translation
within the Trevisa canon, and described seven of the manuscripts of the English
Properties. Her method and approach, given her lack of access to data, were
narrowly focused upon textual affiliation and variation within a very small
sample of manuscripts and incunables. In France, Pierre Michaud-Quantin was
similarly constrained in the 1960s. He suggested that one must consider how
the encyclopaedias answered the needs of readers in order to gain 'une
perspective sur la culture et la mentalité du milieu dans lequel elles sont
apparues'. But Michaud-Quantin has not space enough in a short article to do
more than reinforce the notion that ‘Properties’ was a somewhat inadequate
textbook of information.10
Over time, and in separate countries, research into the context in which the
work appeared and the excavation of related documents have brought the
compiler more clearly into focus. Most recently, Juris Lidaka has clarified the
time and circumstances of composition, while Michael Seymour has fleshed out
the few biographical details to create a speculative biography, and to reconstruct
Bartholomew’s use of literary sources.11 The well-attested identity of the
compiler as a Franciscan of a particular time and place is now sufficiently
established to underpin further investigations of his work.
Later approaches
During the 1960s, work began in England and America on Michael Seymour's
three-volume critical edition (1974–88) of Trevisa’s translation.12  Seymour's
edition was a major achievement which made the work, with the addition of
critical apparatus, accessible to scholars of Middle English. The research that
was involved in achieving a ‘best reading’ of Trevisa’s lost copy-text, and in
tracing the Latin exemplars possibly available to him, also cultivated a
still-productive research area into the manuscript provenances and affiliations.
In addition, the team of editors involved in the project went on to provide much
of the English-language literature on Properties, in further critical editions of
manuscript sections of the work.13
In particular, it produced studies of John Trevisa and his work as a pioneer
translator of serious prose works into the vernacular.14  In the context of Lollard
dissent at this time and of the contentious issue of Bible translation, Trevisa’s
work as a stage in the establishment of vernacular prose writing and his
involvement in the translation of devotional prose works have been the subject
of conjecture.15 Together the comprehensive work of David Fowler on the life
and work of John Trevisa, the Seymour edition of Properties and modern studies
of late-fourteenth-century literary patronage in England and in France provide
a clearer picture of the culture and the conditions of production within which
Properties appeared in an English vernacular dialect.16
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The quantity of research into the manuscript tradition of ‘Properties’ and
Properties involved in the edition also led to studies of individuals and
institutions that owned or bequeathed copies in France and England.17  Seymour
brought together evidence for ownership of ‘Properties’ in England and France
on the basis of wills and library catalogues. Anthony Edwards took the search
further, looking at contemporary writings showing evidence of other writers’
direct knowledge of the work in the later Middle Ages. He concluded that
‘Properties’ and its translation came to be a resource freely mined by other
writers, and he cites evidence from direct citations and borrowings found in
late-medieval texts across a wide range of genres.18 The important studies of
the translation, the ownership and the borrowings, help to contextualise the
work within a widening English readership of the later Middle Ages.
The modern edition of Trevisa’s Properties, and the significant body of secondary
literature surrounding it, open up the subject for research into the work’s
function for English readers, writers and sermon audiences of that era. However,
while it is an essential basis for further research, Seymour’s edition of Properties
is haunted by the ghost of the lost exemplar towards which the editors aspire.
The pursuit of a complete version of the text involves a particular approach and
special skills, but it usefully draws attention to another possible approach: that
of seeing the manuscript tradition as multi-stranded. In one strand, the work
maintains basic integrity in its 19 Books, a repository of ancient wisdom
maintained in ecclesiastical and academic libraries; in others, readers adapt it
and abstract from it to meet new needs, and according to the methods of
production available to them.
The question of genre
Because a number of compilations appear around the turn of the thirteenth
century, coeval with the translations from Aristotle and the growth of secular
colleges in Paris, they have been grouped together in the literature and labelled
‘encyclopaedias’. Robert Collison lists ‘Properties’ as one of the medieval
encyclopaedias that amass contemporary knowledge from the Christian, Arab
and Buddhist medieval worlds.19  K. W. Humphreys includes ‘Properties’ among
the ‘scientific books’ held in the library of St Croce, Florence, in 1426.20  An
exhibition held in the Newberry Library, Chicago, to commemorate the 200th
anniversary of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, includes Wynkyn de Worde's
‘Properties’ as the first printed example of the genre.21
In the introduction to their volume on Christian imagery, R. Kaske and his
colleagues comment: ‘During the past several decades, we have become
increasingly aware of the allusive density of medieval literature, and of the
extent to which much of its imagery depends on certain large bodies of traditional
Christian learning.’ While potentially of great value as a clue to the multivalent
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nature of medieval works, this density can be hard for us to penetrate.22 To
assist the reader in this task Michael Twomey, in an appendix to the volume,
lists and describes compendia roughly contemporary with ‘Properties’ that he
categorises as 'major' and 'minor' encyclopaedias.23  He includes ‘Properties’
among the major works, along with Isidore of Seville's Etymologiae, Rabanus
Maurus' De rerum naturis, Honorius Augustodunensis' Elucidarium and Imago
mundi, the German Lucidarius (c.1190, a guide for the laity); Alexander Neckam's
De naturis rerum and Laus sapientie divine; Thomas of Cantimpré's Liber de natura
rerum and Vincent of Beauvais' Speculum maius. Twomey finds the 'minor' works
harder to categorise, but includes Isidore's De natura rerum; Ps-Isidore's De ordine
creaturarum; Bede's De natura rerum and Summarium Heinrici; Lambert of St
Omer's Liber floridus; Hildegard of Bingen's Physica and Causae et curae;
Pseudo-Hugh of St Victor's De bestiis et aliis rebus; Secretum secretorum; Arnoldus
Saxo's De finibus rerum naturalium (mid-thirteenth century); Brunetto Latini's
Trésor; Book of Sidrach (mid-thirteenth century, also called Fountain of All
Knowledge); and Placides et Timéo (a platonic dialogue, c.1250–1300). He includes
some of Bartholomew’s near-contemporary sources, such as the work Magnae
derivationes by Uguccione da Pisa (d.1210: 'an etymological dictionary with an
encyclopedic range'). Twomey considers that this work formed the basis for the
alphabetically organized Catholicon by Johannes de Balbis, completed in 1286.
Such a survey allows us to see Bartholomew’s undertaking in the context of a
widely felt impulse to compile useful knowledge, and to realise that although
the compilers presented their work in different ways, they partook of the same
pool of authorised knowledge, borrowed from each other, and shared the same
general views about the value and purpose of their undertakings. This appendix
is a useful database for the researcher, as it supplies an overview of each work's
content and dissemination history and does indeed provide one kind of map of
the genre.
The faulty encyclopaedia
As recently as 1987 a symposium held at Caen (published 1991) showed that the
idea of the medieval encyclopaedia as a genre was still firmly in place.24  Among
the papers, Sylvain Louis summarises the French thinking at that time on
‘Properties’, while M. De Boüard sees the genre as the expression of a new phase
of medieval natural philosophy, comprising two types of encyclopaedia: the
scientific/objective, and the symbolic/edifying. He sees a 'liberating' change
occurring, from the latter to the former, and remnants of allegorisation as
'contaminating' some of the ‘scientific’ type.25  In English-language histories
also, as an encyclopaedia ‘Properties’ fell short in the judgement of historians
who tended to assess it by criteria we apply today to that type of work —
impartiality, balance, order, consistency, factual accuracy and careful editing.26
The earlier twentieth-century literature on the history of western science tended,
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therefore, to place ‘Properties’ and comparable works within the march of
progress and to find them wanting. Lynn Thorndike expressed the view that
writings such as ‘Properties’ represented a primitive stage of scientific thought,
and their longevity was therefore deplorable. In his later work, reprinted in
1967, Thorndike reproved the late-medieval encyclopaedists for failing to
‘advance’.27 To Charles Raven, their works were inconsistent, repetitive,
subjective, without original thought or analysis, and cluttered up with marvellous
and legendary content.28  Even more recently, Edward Grant stated: 'Without
access to the hard core of Greek science, the Western world could not rise above
the level of the Latin encyclopedists.'29
The world-book tradition
In the last decades of the twentieth century, the earlier assumptions about
‘Properties’ and its peers started to be questioned as historians rethought the
nature of so-called medieval science as an enterprise in its own right and with
a particular function in its own time. The contentious issue of genre arises in
part from the fact that Bartholomew placed side by side the teachings of the
Church Fathers and extracts from the works of Aristotle newly available in Latin
— for him and his readers, the respectively old and revered, and modern and
controversial. David Greetham examines ‘Properties’ as a specifically Franciscan
work, addressing what he sees as a fundamental problem; namely, that
Bartholomew is trying to provide biblical exegesis, practical information and
affective stories all at the same time. Thus his work ‘exemplifies the intellectual
discomforts of the medieval philosophy of science’.30  Greetham concludes,
however, that the inherent contradictions within ‘Properties’ contributed to its
popularity, and helped to transmit a 'tensioned and ambiguous' philosophy of
nature through the course of the Middle Ages and into the sixteenth century.
More recently, and in the context of an ongoing debate about the nature of
medieval investigation of the natural world, David Lindberg concludes:
Science was no more autonomous and isolated, no more situated in a
social and institutional vacuum, during the medieval period than in more
recent eras; and we cannot pretend to have fully grasped the nature and
significance, or even the content, of medieval science until we have
thoroughly contextualized it. 31
Contextual elements relevant to this study include the role of the
thirteenth-century church as the primary patron of learning and its efforts to
combat Cathar heresy; changing techniques of book production; the expansion
of the book market into the lay world; and the friars’ pursuit of a philosophy
of nature combining allegorical and classical elements. The troubles surrounding
the Catholic church at the time were an important factor in the production of
authoritative books; French and Cunningham show that the friars’ compilations,
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particularly those of the Dominicans, were tools designed for waging intellectual
war on the Cathars. This urgent ecclesiastical need for patronage and control
through teaching had a gradual effect on the theory and practice of authorship
and compilation.32  In addition, the friars — particularly the Franciscans —
were intent upon the study of the natural world as a way of understanding God.
French and Cunningham also examine and elucidate the character and function
of the friars’ natural philosophy (which privileges light and its symbolic
properties) in the context of the concerns of the church and of the Order. They
conclude that Roger Bacon, for example, drew on ‘Properties’ to investigate
physical phenomena, especially light, in order to align Aristotle’s teaching with
Franciscan beliefs and orthodox doctrine: ‘The famous medieval conflict between
“science” and “religion” is in fact a construct of the nineteenth century. The
medieval discipline of natural philosophy, by contrast, was one in which nature
was explored in the cause of defending Roman Catholicism — fighting heresy
and promoting lay spirituality.’33
The inclusion of religious allegory in the medieval compilations, then, has been
a problem for historians because it appears to muddy the springs of scientific
thought and to contradict their assumed purpose. In the 1980s, ‘Properties’ and
its encyclopaedic contemporaries became the subject of illuminating research
in Europe. Christel Meier traces the sources, models and likely functions of the
compilatio as a genre and suggests new ways of defining it in medieval terms,
noting a discrepancy between the negative judgements of modern readers and
the positive approval of medieval commentators. She suggests that we need to
see the compilations not as high-medieval innovations, but as products of a long
tradition dating from late antiquity and formed by minds already ripe. Their
function was to act as combined library substitute, repository of knowledge and
guide to salvation.34  Heinz Meyer points out that the fourteenth-century
derivatives of ‘Properties’, the Liber moralizatae mentioned above and the
Reductium morale of Pierre Bersuire, testify that the properties of the material
world as described by Bartholomew could indeed hold moral and ethical
significations for the clerical reader and fulfil the criterion of moral utilitas. He
asserts that the consistent body of marginal glosses occurring in early Latin
manuscripts were an essential vehicle within the earliest manuscripts for the
allegorical and moral meanings of the text. The later shedding of the glosses in
fourteenth-century manuscripts indicates that readers became more interested
in the work as a source of factual, rather than moralised, accounts of the
properties of things. However, the complexity of ‘Properties’ forbids a simple
antithesis between worldly and spiritual readings, and may offer a reason for




Thanks to the work of Christel Meier, Heinz Meyer and others, the so-called
encyclopaedias are now considered to be representatives of a long-standing
medieval tradition of compilatio — that is, the encyclopaedic compilation made
for a specific set of purposes and following certain scholarly conventions.36
Meier concludes that compilers from Isidore of Seville in the seventh century,
to Bartholomew and his peers in the thirteenth, take the Genesis account of
creation as a temporal or conceptual starting point for a book of the world, and
use a title such as imago mundi or speculum mundi to reflect that universal scope.
Some compilers (such as Vincent de Beauvais) choose a six-day format that
mirrors the six-day genesis of the created world; others (such as Bartholomew)
order the content from Creator to created, incorporeal to corporeal, reflecting
cosmic hierarchy. Meier notes that individual works give the impression not of
chaos or lack of form but of a closed and complete order: the variety of things
of all kinds appears as abundance and perfection, so that the 'world book' again
resembles the world itself; like the world, nobody can grasp it all, but they can
recognise that there is an ordering principle at work. In addition, a 'world book'
that describes creation implies the inverse notion that the world is a book that
we can read. The main reason for compiling given throughout the life of the
genre is the work’s functional and moral utilitas in leading to knowledge of God.
She deduces that the fundamental criteria for a medieval world book are that it
should function as a library substitute, as a repository of knowledge and as a
guide to salvation; compilers should use the technique of excerption and maintain
a tight connection with tradition.37  In these conclusions and criteria, Meier
provides us with a way of thinking about the compilation genre and about
Bartholomew’s task of aspiring, first and foremost, towards moral and spiritual
usefulness.
Questions about the genre opened up by such reappraisal have been the topic
of a major colloquium in the past decade.38  Papers focus upon the significance
and function of the ‘encyclopaedias’ in the intellectual life of the Middle Ages;
not only European compendia of knowledge, but also Arabic and Jewish. The
papers cover ‘Definitions and theoretical questions’; ‘Organisation of knowledge’;
‘Epistemology of encyclopaedic knowledge’; ‘Cultural and political uses’; and
‘Reception and transmission of texts’. In this last category, Juris Lidaka takes
‘Properties’ as a case-study, and provides a résumé of recent findings concerning
the compiler in his social and political context. Lidaka draws conclusions from
a study of features of the Paris book trade that help our understanding of the
work’s earliest exposure to a widening readership.39  Christel Meier’s paper
published in the same volume summarises and clarifies, in English, her theory
of the functions and purposes of the world-book genre and the concept of moral
utility that underpins it.40
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At the time of writing, the most concentrated research on the genre, and on
‘Properties’ in particular, is being carried out by an international team of
researchers based at the Universities of Münster in Germany, Orléans in France
and Louvain-la-Neuve in Belgium. This project includes the preparation of a
new edition of ‘Properties’ in parallel text (Latin and French), which will treat
the marginal glosses as an integral part of the text.41  At the Catholic University
of Louvain, a team of researchers is currently studying ‘encyclopedias as images
of the world and as vehicles of change in Islamic and western thought in the
Middle Ages’.42 This includes examinations by Godefroid de Callataÿ into
intellectual exchanges between east and west; studies of the bestiary and animal
iconography by Baudouin Van den Abeele, who is also a participant in the new
edition of ‘Properties’ mentioned above; and particular attention on the part of
Jérémy Loncke to ‘Properties’ as a significant representative of the genre.43
These and other researchers have spoken on Bartholomew’s work and on other
aspects of the encyclopaedic genre at colloquia held in 2003 and 2005.
Other corners of the field
It will be seen that European scholars have been interested in Bartholomew for
a long time. But ‘Properties’ and its compiler are only one aspect of a much larger
field of study that has been increasingly well-dug in recent decades: that is, the
studies of what medieval texts can reveal about medieval ‘science’ — both as
explanation of, and the practice of preserving knowledge about, the material
world and its contents, predicated upon a belief in the world’s purposeful
creation by God. Meier’s assessment of the major compilations as images of a
world created and provided for by God, formulated as aids to salvation as well
as learning, serve to validate this broader project. Any study, therefore, of
medieval responses to ‘Properties’ must take into account seminal and ongoing
researches into medieval concepts of knowledge and its moral utility; medieval
literary theory; methods of codifying, organising and presenting knowledge in
compilations of various kinds; and of the sources, content and forms of
informational texts.
In particular, two related kinds of medieval compilation, each with its own
manuscript tradition and its own specialist scholars, complement the discursive
sources. One of these is the codification of medieval world history and Christian
teaching represented in the works of art we know as mappaemundi, the
development of which tends to parallel that of the world-book encyclopaedias.
The other is the medieval body of received wisdom about ‘things’ made during
the six days of Creation — animals, birds, fishes and plants — and their religious
significance, embodied in the tradition of bestiary manuscripts dating from late
antiquity to the fifteenth century. Recent studies in these areas, as well as this
study of the reception of ‘Properties’, indicate that while there are obviously
formal differences between maps, bestiaries and compilations such as ‘Properties’,
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they can all be seen as clerical productions directed towards the goal of preserving
religious knowledge and teaching Catholic doctrine. Indeed, Margriet Hoogvliet
has argued that maps and encyclopaedias should be seen as complementary and
the name mappamundi applied to both.44  Similarly, the bestiary literature has
proliferated in recent decades.45  Scholars conclude that animals and birds could
be significant in the Middle Ages as objects of practical interest encountered in
real life; analogues of humanity; players in the important historical events
recounted in the Christian Scriptures; and visible signs of the ‘invisible things
of God’ that the preacher needed to expound. Writers therefore valued an
authoritative source-book on the symbolic properties of creatures. In clerical
and secular adaptations of the later Books of ‘Properties’, that is, those about
birds, plants and animals, we find Bartholomew described as ‘Master of kind’
and even as ‘Bartholomew the bestiary’. As later chapters will show, this study
is therefore also indebted to modern exponents of the bestiary and of medieval
animal symbolism.46
To conclude this survey of the long-accumulated literature on Bartholomew and
his work, it should be pointed out that our compilation here is one example of
a textual type within an increasingly explored area. The earlier literature on
‘Properties’ is an invaluable resource in that so much groundwork has been done
as a basis for fresh research into the compiler, the manuscripts and the
translations, and the place these occupied in late-medieval English life and letters.
Twentieth-century research into the context in which the work appeared, and
the excavation of related documents, has brought the compiler more clearly into
focus. Research into the genre of the thirteenth-century compilatio as a tool of
the militant Catholic church, and as part of a wider exchange of knowledge
between east and west, has improved our understanding of the genre’s context
and function. However, in the present century, important ongoing research is
being shared and published in languages other than English. The important
studies of the English translation, the later-medieval ownership of manuscripts
and the literary borrowings from Bartholomew help to contextualise the work
within a widening English readership of the later Middle Ages. The size and
scope of the work has so far prevented the appearance of a detailed reception
history, but the present study offers a limited contribution to such a project by
examining, in English, the work’s transmission and diffusion in a significant
area of its medieval and early-modern readership.
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Chapter 3. ‘Properties’ as a guide to
salvation
The subject of this and the following chapter is a suggested way of reconstructing
early perceptions of Bartholomew’s work during the first phase of its life story.
They can only be suggestions as we have no hard evidence for earliest readers’
responses to the text, but our understanding of the medieval use of allegory can
alert us to the need to look beneath the surface at both things and their properties
as Bartholomew presents them.
Bartholomew summarises the contents of each Book in his preface.1 The
categories seem, on the face of it, clear and well-defined, leading modern readers
to expect the kind of ordered and objective descriptions of things consistent
with modern expository texts. These are not forthcoming, however, and
commentators have expressed bafflement at Bartholomew’s failure to keep to
his stated categories in a rational manner. Léopold Delisle, for one, had referred
in the 1880s to ‘le désordre qui règne dans le Proprietatibus rerum’.2 The
following passage expresses a twentieth-century English researcher’s frustration
at the apparent incompatibility of chapter arrangements with the ‘system’
Bartholomew predicts in the Praefatio:
This excellent system, which should be compared with those of
contemporary encyclopedias, keeps Bartholomew from gross lapses into
incoherence; but within its framework some faults of arrangement are
apparent. Repetition is a common failure … a more careful revision would
have decreased the length of the book by eliminating duplications [such
as the two chapters on bees] … In Book XVIII the animals are not classed
under species, but alphabetically, with their young distinguished
separately; so that ‘De bove’ … occurs at chapter xiii, ‘De tauro’ at
chapter c … Even more oddly, ‘De cornu’, of the horn, ‘De ficario’, of
the seller of figs, and ‘De bubulco’, of the oxherd, occur among the
animals. Birds and insects are classed together in Book XII, and reptiles
with animals in Book XVIII; but their eggs receive consideration in Book
XIX, among the assortment of objects which could not be fitted in
elsewhere.3
Elizabeth Brockhurst was a pioneer of ‘Properties’ studies in England, and her
thesis was seminally important in that it drew the attention of post-war English
historians to Bartholomew and his compilation within an English manuscript
tradition. I quote the above in order to emphasise the contrast with the approach
taken in this chapter, which seeks to explain the work’s organisation and content
as appropriate for its own time and purpose. Although the work’s allegorical
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nature has been acknowledged and discussed in recent years in several languages
it still remains to describe Bartholomew’s ‘excellent system’ in terms of his own
day and readership, in English, and to incorporate Book 19 into the explanatory
framework.
I propose that in Bartholomew’s work moral and religious themes serve to link
and underpin apparent confusion on the surface. These themes are appropriate
to religious instruction: the positive aspects of spreading the Word; the passage
of our lives and the need for submission to authority, and other virtues; the
rewards of serving God; ways towards salvation. While making use of
conventional models of piety and service, Bartholomew also expresses Franciscan
philosophy and aims: in his attitude to the natural world and the role of the
senses, and his evocation of an apostolic, non-enclosed form of religious work.
Foragers and gleaners
Brockhurst’s concern over the duplication of chapters on bees provides a starting
point from which to examine this apparent anomaly from a thirteenth-century
clerical point of view. The image of the bee has an important unifying role in
the work as a whole, and Bartholomew’s attention to it is significant for our
understanding of the work. In the first place, they were ubiquitous domestic
creatures with an important economic role in lay community and monastery.4
Debra Hassig notes in her study of twelfth-century English bestiary manuscripts
that in medieval England ‘every monastery and abbey had its own apiary, and
many of the peasants who worked or rented Church lands also kept bees in order
to pay part of their yearly rent in wax’.5
Buzzing about the meadows and vineyards, communally producing honey and
wax for the careful apiarist, the bee is palpably an orderly, useful creature within
a disciplined community of its own. Hassig finds that the communal bee could
serve in the Middle Ages as an ideal type of civic order and usefulness, capable
of extension into a range of associated ideas. The bestiary texts and illustrations
emphasise the bee’s associations of orderliness, organisation and a fair division
of labour, while the communal ideal represented by the beehive describes a
monastic situation of freedom in Christ under the lordship of the abbot, collecting
the honey from flowers identified as the love of God. Bees as tractable producers
of real honey and church candle-wax readily connoted an ideal of moral and
civic order and utilitas, while their apparent sexlessness also signified chastity
and the Virgin Mary.6  Ivan Illich, in his study of Hugh of St Victor’s treatise
on monastic reading, Didascalicon (c.1128), states that ‘since Christian antiquity,
metaphors for spiritual experiences taken from the language of bee-keeping
appear whenever new communities of monks grow out of old hermitages’.7
Michael Twomey lists among the major encyclopaedias of the Middle Ages Bonum
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universale de apibus, 'the definitive medieval study of bees, which develops an
extended allegory of spiritual authority'.8
According to Neil Hathaway, these major encyclopaedias are themselves justified
in the very etymology of the term compilatio, which derives from pilare, ‘to
pillage’. Hathaway points out that Macrobius had expressed the idea of the moral
usefulness of abstracting from others' works through an analogy with bees,
nectar-gathering from others’ fields: ‘We should in a way imitate the bees which
... pluck the flowers, and then whatever they are wont to bring back they divide
up into the honeycomb, changing the varied liquor into one flavor by a certain
mixture.’ Here then are bees serving an allegorical and didactic purpose early
in the medieval period. Hathaway argues that the analogy shed its pejorative
associations with stealing as Christian writers, notably St Jerome, made use of
it.9  Hathaway’s study indicates that by Bartholomew’s time compilation was
acknowledged as a useful didactic method that brought together, and made
available, nourishing and palatable teachings already in existence.
Fertility and growth
The metaphor of nectar-gathering implies fertility and florescence, and opens
pathways for medieval writers and readers into a broader moralised landscape
of fields, ploughlands and vineyards and associated activities expressing the
aims and nature of clerical endeavour: ‘the Lord is to be praised’, writes Gregory
IX in 1233, ‘for in this the eleventh hour He has led the Friars Preachers and
Minors into His vineyard’ to root out heresy. It is an extended metaphor that
embraces realities of medieval economy in northern Europe, as well as scriptural
parables such as that of the workers in the Lord’s vineyard, and the parable of
the sower.10  As Elizabeth Freeman has demonstrated, it was possible for the
Cistercian writer Hugh of Kirkstall, a daughter house of Fountains Abbey in
England, to celebrate the success of Fountains Abbey using this complex
metaphor drawn from writings of Bernard of Clairvaux, founder of his Order.
Hugh, a near-contemporary of Bartholomew, wrote the following passage
sometime between 1205 and 1226. The image is of vines, bees, seeds, harvest
and procreation to signal the Cistercian Order’s growth, industry, and success:
Thus Newminster took its origin. This was the first shoot which our vine
put forth; this was the first swarm which went out from our hive. The
holy seed sprouted in the soil and, being cast as it were in the lap of
fertile earth, grew to a great plant, and from a few grains there sprang
a plentiful harvest. This newly founded monastery rivalled her mother
in fertility. She conceived and brought forth three daughters, Pipewell,
Sawley and Roche.11
The above quotation shows a writer combining well-understood metaphors of
fertility to express the evangelising aims of the Cistercians in Bartholomew’s
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time, but it also demonstrates an understood precedent that existed for scholars,
whether mendicant or monastic, to use imagery of the vine, the beehive, the
seed, the gleaner, the cultivation of fertile ground and of female fertility to
denote the active work of spreading God’s word, nurturing Christian souls and
obtaining the rewards of salvation. Francis of Assisi had in some senses been a
follower of Bernard, and Bartholomew testifies early on to the latter’s importance
as an authority.12
The properties of bees
In 'Properties' Bartholomew cites Physiologus and other sources in his two main
chapters on the bee, but numerous brief mentions of it in other chapters serve
to carry forward and remind us of Bartholomew's main teaching themes: those
of authority, discipline and obedience to one’s superiors; of useful, cooperative
labour through one’s lifespan; of the sweetness and nourishment of God's word
flourishing in fertile soil; and of the Franciscan ideal of worship through sensory
awareness of natura. These themes are intertwined with threads of imagery,
including that of bees and other creatures in action; of the seasons and waxing
and waning growth; of rest and refreshment; of rebelliousness and submission.
In the Praefatio Bartholomew situates himself and his work firmly within the
established genre of compilatio as a ‘gathering’ or ‘harvesting’ of useful fruits
of others’ labours, by describing himself as a gleaner, the humble and
impoverished one who gathers up the harvesters’ leavings.13  Like Hugh of
Kirkstall, Bartholomew stresses the idea of genealogical descent and the
passing-on of virtue when he refers, in Book 17’s chapter on the vine, to the
growing vine-shoot as the daughter of a fertile mother. Although, unlike Hugh,
he repeats the mother-daughter comparison in several other Books and chapters
on diverse topics, he was evidently familiar with the conventional metaphor
and expected his readers to be.14 We may reasonably infer an allusion within
the text to the task of the compiler in the several chapters where Bartholomew
describes bees gathering nutritious matter from flowers near and far.15 Their
wide range of associations mean that bees flit throughout the work, sometimes
briefly referred to and at other times inviting meditation upon their significance
to the reader. Bartholomew’s own gathered wisdom on bees comes from Pliny,
Virgil, Avicenna, Isidore, Ambrose and Aristotle, but his accounts vary in their
emphasis and in the kind of analogy they create with human activity, and have
a naturalistic quality that suggests they are also drawn from observation.
In the last chapter of Book 1 the allegory of the bee is put in place. Bartholomew
introduces the idea of God as honey and sweetness: ‘[God] has many other names
… “dew and rain” because he makes the soul fruitful with virtues; “honey” for
the sweetness that he puts into the soul of mankind.’16 Then in Book 3, on the
soul (including the anima sensibilis of the senses), Bartholomew cites the medical
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authority Constantine on diet: ‘for sweetness is very nourishing, and easily
assimilated by all the limbs’.17  In Book 6 the bee serves as a simile that
exemplifies the natural preferment of, and submission to, worthy lords among
people: ‘Ambrose says that among beasts natura sets the most noble and strong
at their head, and makes kings and leaders among them, as happens among
animals and birds and also among bees, which are controlled and led by [these
leaders].’18  In Book 9 on the properties of time, ‘Summer feeds and satisfies bees
that gather honey from flowers’. Whitsun, seven weeks after Easter, at the start
of good, dry weather, is a time of seven-fold grace for Christians from the coming
of the Holy Ghost. Military expeditions prepare for action and the bee is part
of the general activity:
And then is the time of all kinds of gladness, joy and mirth, for then all
animals and birds are in greatest amity; it is a time of greenness, for then
plants and woods come into leaf and growth. It is also a time of fragrance
and sweetness from flowers in gardens, groves and meadows, when
heaven dries up moisture in flowers and turns it into sweetness. Therefore
as Aristotle says it is a good time to make honey, because bees frequent
plants and trees on account of their flowers; honey collected in springtime
is much sweeter than honey collected at harvest time.19
In Book 12, on flying creatures, Bartholomew describes the bee community as
obedient to its king, each bee having its allotted task and returning to the hive
at night. Some bees gather honey, some nurse the young, and some keep watch
against predators.20  In Book 17 bees and their work are a property of the summer
vineyard and of the light-filled tree tops: ‘Leaves clothe plants, fields, gardens
and woods with beauty and make them delightful with the sweetness that they
conceive from the dew of heaven. Therefore bees gather honey when flowers
appear; it is a sign of the changing season, and gives hope of fruit.’21  In Book
18 we are told that the bee deserves to be included among crawling creatures
because it uses its legs, as well as its wings, to get along.22  In this long chapter
Bartholomew presents the bee as exemplary in its useful activity, purity and
brotherly love. In a complementary chapter he tells how the drones, false bees
that do not make honey, steal that of others, kill young bees and are cast out to
die.23  In Book 19, discussed more fully below, we find the products of the bees’
industry listed as ‘things’ with properties we can taste and smell. Liquors, for
example, are the natural or man-made products of animals and plants. Honey,
he says, is made by the skill of bees from the dew of heaven that falls on
flowers.24  Following chapters are on the properties of honey, honeycomb, mulsus
or Greek honeyed wine, mead, claretus or honeyed wine with spices, oxymel or
medicated honey, beeswax, and the wax taper or candle.25
Much of this may be a matter of observation but, in the context of an allegorical
trope where fertility, harvest and honey-gathering express pastoral values, can
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also be read as religious instruction or exempla for sermons. The manuscript
glosses in the chapter De Apibus indicate that readers could and did associate
the image of the bee with an ideal of clerical obedience, care and kindness,
humility, contemplation and study. By contrast, glosses in the chapter on the
drone bee, De fuco, warn against failure in clerical virtue: ‘Be mindful of sloth’;
‘Take note of humility; of contemplation; of him who comes to be a preacher
through study’.26
The unstable world
The bee, then, is one of the joyful and salutary aspects of the physical world.
Bartholomew does not deny the pleasures of the summer landscape; nevertheless,
seasons and weather can cloud the real and the metaphorical landscape. He also
has to address the world’s wintery and fleeting aspects and to emphasise that
the Christian’s goal lies beyond this world and in eternity. In the lengthy first
chapter of Book 8, Bartholomew sets out definitions of the physical world
according to classical writers, in particular Aristotle and Plato, but concludes
with Christian teaching derived from St Augustine:
Although the universe is clothed with so many noble and diverse things
by the might and virtue of God, yet as far as this lower world goes, it is
totally subject to many faults and much wretchedness. Although this
world seems to be father and begetter of bodies, yet it is the prison of
spirits, and a most cruel exile for souls, and a place of very great
suffering. For the world is a place of sin and guilt, of exile and pilgrimage,
of sorrow and woe … of moving and of changing, of flow and ebb, of
decay and corruption, of disease and turmoil, of violence and destruction,
of deceit and guile.27
According to Aristotle, however, heaven is simple; its movement is even, it is
sober, steadfast and abiding, incorruptible and unchanging.28  In Book 9, on
time, Bartholomew tells us that changeableness on earth is caused by, but is
different from, the movement of the spheres and takes six forms — generation,
corruption, alteration, growth, diminution, and movement from place to place.29
Nevertheless, in a spirit of Franciscan acceptance of natura, Bartholomew presents
the change and decay we witness in the changing seasons as a cause for
reassurance and joy. Natura, he tells us in Book 18, has reasons and remedies
for all our discomforts.30
In ‘Properties’, representations of decay and destructiveness accompany and
counterbalance those of growth and sweetness, and vice versa. We have seen
that the ideas of movement, growth and activity inform the religious metaphors
of the vine, the bee, and the mother and daughter, used in the Cistercian chronicle
of Hugh of Kirkstall. The same sense of movement pervades ‘Properties’ in
passages describing the actions and effects of people, animals, birds and fishes,
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plants and trees. These things become sources for positive-spirited meditation
on life and death, fertility and salvation.31  In Book 17 the well-filled panorama
of rural labour in vineyard, woods, fields and ploughland can be joyously
productive but its guardians have to be vigilant against foxes, caterpillars, nettles
and briars. There are also weeds, bad soil, snakes and toads that hide in the
foliage, and invading pigs and dogs.32 The glosses show that destructive animals
and weeds could denote moral hazards such as worldly, proud and secular
people, as in the chapter on the bramble that snatches at the legs of the unwary
walker: ‘Take note of the worldly and proud; of the secular; of the sons and
disciples of wicked men and heretics; of the works of the wicked; of greedy
prelates.’33  Nature, then, is a salutary reminder of our own vices as well as of
God’s providence. Brambles and pests are reminders of the way nature balances
opposite properties, humours and elements in human life as in the cosmos. In
Book 9, on the chapter on the Hebrew festival of the tabernacles, Bartholomew
shows how the rewards of autumn balance those of spring: at this harvest festival,
fruits are brought and houses decorated, but it is also a time of expiation and
repentance. The harvest is gathered and the trees are dry and cold.34  In Book
17, in the chapter ‘On the tree-tops’, Bartholomew delivers a sermon, with
reference only to the authority of Isidore, on the consolations and hopes we can
draw from the seasonal cycle of growth and decay. The leaves that shelter the
bees ‘are green and growing in spring and summer, fade in autumn, fall one by
one as winter comes, and in the end rot into the ground. Leaves are, however,
useful as medicine and fodder.’ The growth of leaves, flowers and fruit provides
protection, remedies, food and enjoyment. Isidore says they are like light: while
they last they activate all our senses.35
Bartholomew stresses in the last chapters of Book 6 that, as the times of year
balance each other, we must balance our diet and complement exercise with
rest. As the year turns, so peace and quietness come at the end to crown the
turbulence and laboriousness of life. Bartholomew describes the properties of
complementary conditions, both general and specific: life and death; childhood
and adulthood; male and female; lordship and servitude; waking and sleeping;
exercise and rest; food and drink; and, in particular, things that accord with
nature and things that are contrary to nature.36
Natura and remedies
Bartholomew’s Franciscan presentation of natura has been the subject of scholarly
discussion. In the 1980s, David Greetham commented upon the mix of observation
and allegory in ‘Properties’, and the way Bartholomew emphasises the natural
world as a source of both wonder and praise. He finds a pleasing tension in the
work between its ‘earthbound’ appearance and its moralising function.37  Peter
Dronke’s important study of natura as a Christian concept traces its development
over almost 1000 years, from late antiquity to the time of Bernard Silvestris and
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the school of Chartres.38  Roger French and Andrew Cunningham clarify the
difference between the Franciscan and Dominican uses of the term natura and
stress the fundamental importance to the Franciscans of particular biblical texts;
above all, of Paul’s epistle to the Romans: ‘For the invisible things of him from
the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that
are made, even his eternal power and Godhead.’ The properties of ‘the things
that are made’ need to be understood as a window into the eternal world. For
example, as French and Cunningham explain, light is of extreme importance to
the Franciscans as the seraphic illumination which had descended upon Francis
on Monte Verna. Light was therefore the clearest expression of nature and the
primary Franciscan symbol of the unity and power of God.39
In Book 2, Bartholomew devotes the second chapter to the properties of angels
according to Pseudo-Dionysius, with some reference also to John Damascene,
St Gregory and the Bible. He tells us that, according to Damascene, angels receive
their light from God and reflect it upon those below. In this way they share with
us the hidden sweetness of the goodness of God, received through contemplation
and ‘tasting’ (contemplando et gustando).40  In Book 3, he describes the soul first
of all as receptive to divine illumination.41  In Book 8, the subject of light receives
specific and thoroughgoing treatment in a different context of knowledge, that
of the earth and heavenly bodies. In the chapters on light in general, glowing
light, light reflected and refracted, radiance, shadows and darkness, Bartholomew
refers to a host of authorities, including Aristotle, Albumazar, Algazel, Augustine,
Basil and Ambrose, to Calcidius’ commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, and to
Pseudo-Dionysius On the divine names.42 This is a broad gathering of medieval
statements concerning a key phenomenon of the physical and theological
universe, in which Bartholomew does not adjudicate but simply makes available
the spread of opinion. He does, however, balance the authority of Aristotle with
that of Pseudo-Dionysius and other Neoplatonic writers, drawing the reader’s
attention to the mystical and contemplative as well as physical properties of
light. This would be appropriate for students familiar with the already-growing
legend of Francis’s encounter with the seraph on Monte Verna.43
This philosophy of nature, as that which our senses can apprehend as a first step
towards God, is one which the Franciscan Bonaventure would later formulate
in his Itinerarium mentis ad Deum. Bonaventure describes how the invisible
things of God can be grasped intellectually through the senses, in contemplation
of seven things: the origin, magnitude, multitude, beauty, plenitude, operation
and order of the created world.44  According to Seymour, there is evidence of
personal communication between Bonaventure and Bartholomew in a letter of
1266 addressing the older man as carissimo fratri Bartholomeo ministro Saxonie.
‘Properties’ may well have been available to Bonaventure in Paris by this time.45
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Bartholomew establishes early in the work the reassuring idea that life’s dangers
and difficulties are counterbalanced by providential supports and remedies. He
develops the theme of instability, change, growth and decay with much emphasis
on the fecund as well as the degenerate nature of the unstable physical world,
but teaches that amid this fecundity it is essential to be discriminating. Some
‘things’ are harmful, others remedial, and there are those that give us a feeling
of closeness to God. Some of them require that we do our bit to make them useful.
Book 17 contains chapters on the products of plants that can be processed, such
as strong planed timbers for building ships and houses; paper and straw; a
medicinal kind of pesto made of burdock leaves, nourishing porridge, raisins;
bread-grains, yeast, ointment, olives and their oil.46  A long section of the Book
is devoted to the distinctions that must be made between types of grapes and
wine, some being beneficial but others spurious or harmful.47 The glosses
indicate that these chapters were particularly resonant with associations with
the Eucharist. They include references to the passion and blood of Christ, to the
elevation of the Host, and to the nourishment and growth of charity and virtue:
‘Take note concerning the passion of Christ; the raising of the Host; the blood
of Christ and its purity.’48  Glosses on the grape include pointers to fullness and
fatness belonging both to the grape itself and to the idea of Christian love.49
Those on new wine point to novices, argument, and the danger of drunkenness
and sensuality.50  In Book 17 there are also chapters on places where plants
grow: within hedges, in prepared fields, and densely in groves, according to
the fertility of the place.51  Bartholomew makes the chapter on the vineyard a
focus for meditation on the plants, workers, good and destructive animals and
sensory delights of the scene of earthly labour, while the chapter on the cellar
tells us that the wine will be all the better for being kept in the cold and dark.52
Learning to submit
Plants, as well as bees and other animals, can remind us that we have to grow
up, learn discipline from our elders and betters and face the ending of life’s day.
In Book 17, Bartholomew describes the properties of the root as the part of the
plant that draws in nourishment to send to the leaves: roots vary in form; they
accord with the nature of the ground in which they are hidden; a root is stronger
the deeper it lies; it passes its quality on to the leaves and fruit of the plant, and
thence to the seed; it can be edible, medicinal or otherwise useful. Bartholomew
overtly likens the root of a plant to a nurse who nourishes the growing child.53
The glossator points to another level of meaning available within this descriptive
account: ‘Take note concerning faith and humility; nurture and kindness; the
study of the divine Word through reading and listening; the strength of charity;
the remission of sin, the choice between good and bad.’54 The glosses tell us,
then, that for a thirteenth-century reader aware of the clerical connotations, the
physical reality of a plant’s root could serve to exemplify the professional virtue
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of providing good pastoral care. The glosses also show us that the underlying
significance of the small boy resisting his mother's attempts to wash and comb
him, described in Book 6, is similar to that of the colt resisting the bridle,
described in Book 18.55  Against Bartholomew’s lively and evocative sketch of
the mother and child the glossator strikes a sombre and warning note: ‘[T]ake
note concerning those who will not be told about eternal life; those who chatter;
those who will not submit to discipline.’56  Against Bartholomew’s lyrical
description of the colt allowed to run freely with its mother until the time for
training comes, the glossator warns: ‘[T]ake note concerning subordinates and
novices; the wish of subordinates to be prelates; concerning preachers; why the
world should be spurned.’57  Both the small boy and the colt have properties
that can point to an underlying lesson — that there are those who have not yet
learned to submit to discipline, who are spiritually immature or recalcitrant,
noisy or in a hurry, and who do not want to give up worldly things. Examples
of wilfulness and discipline, teaching and learning, service and reward, authority
and subordination, infancy, growth and maturity crop up again and again in
the rest of the work, among the properties of creatures on earth and in the
commentary alongside the text. The glosses help us to see how the text creates
a web of connected spiritual meanings through the properties of diverse physical
things: roots supply nourishment to the growing plant; mothers and nurses give
nourishment and guidance to the growing child; the preacher supplies
nourishment and guidance to the growing Christian soul. Humans, plants,
animals, stones, birds and bees can all point to the same truth.
Lightening the burden
The reader can infer that there is both humour and reassurance to be found in
natura, who, as Bartholomew mentions in Book 18, citing Pliny, makes marvellous
beasts to entertain and astonish us.58  In Book 17, playing on the word virga
(rod or twig), Bartholomew links the ideas of florescence and of the Incarnation,
a rhetorical device favoured by the Benedictine abbess and poetess Hildegard
of Bingen a century earlier.59 This wordplay reveals Bartholomew’s use of
literary concepts available in his time and place, but he concludes the chapter
with a touch of punning humour and bathos: ‘At the same time the rod is hateful
to dogs and little boys, because it restrains their bad behaviour.’60  Another
example of his populist touch occurs in his references to the fox in Book 18 and
elsewhere. Hassig discusses the array of significations that the image of the
bestiary fox could carry, derived from scripture, folklore and daily life: sly
hypocrisy, the guile of the devil seeking souls to devour; heresy.61
Bartholomew's fox in Book 18 is derived from several sources, including scripture,
the bestiary and folklore. In De Vulpe, Bartholomew reiterates the bestiary
descriptions of the fox’s crooked gait and untrustworthy ways, but also alludes
to popular comic stories about the fox current at his time, recalling that the fox
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is helped by his friend the stag in his quarrel with the badger. In his chapter on
the badger, Bartholomew evokes in a few words a vignette of the animal as a
careful householder mindful of his stores, bothered by his greedy wife on one
hand and by his impudent neighbour the fox on the other. Fox and badger are
nevertheless allied in that they both live in dens and use their hairy coats to
protect them against hounds.62  In these two chapters Bartholomew is apparently
alluding to the characters of fox, badger and stag from the Roman de Renard,
making use of an existing bit of the popular tradition as it existed in his time
and place that could engage both readers and sermon audiences.63  In these
examples Bartholomew seems to acknowledge that study, like other forms of
labour, can be arduous and that the reader, like the music-loving ox, works
better with a bit of cheerful encouragement. The glossator, however, sternly
reminds the reader of the fox's connotations of hypocrisy, heresy, greed and
guile: ‘Take note of the cunning and hypocritical; of entrapments; against the
gluttonous.’64
Rest and reward
As mentioned above, our to-ing and fro-ing from place to place is one of the six
kinds of movement listed by Bartholomew as symptomatic of this world’s
instability. In the work as a whole, the reader’s attention is constantly drawn
to images of rest and refreshment after labour or travel. Secular workers and
travellers — the labourer, overseer, household servant, builder, land surveyor,
foot-traveller, seaman and so on — populate the text, as well as animal workers
such as the bee, ox, ass and dog. Among flying creatures, the dove carries letters
for long distances at great personal risk; the crane flies far, calls loudly, watches
sleeplessly and is ready for battle; the hen looks after her chicks and the bee
works all day at a range of tasks. Work can be painful but rewarding:
Bartholomew describes the ox as a good animal but one that suffers a lot from
outward and inward causes; it has to look at the ground because of the yoke but
it loves its fellow, and is loved and cared for by its master. The companion
chapter on the ox-herd fills out the picture of obedient labour. Here, Bartholomew
gives the reader a glimpse of the ploughman at work, yoking and driving his
oxen to and fro, but coaxing them with whistling and songs and giving them
refreshment at the end of the day.65 There is a strong narrative feel to these
chapters on the patient ox and the whistling ploughman going about their work,
inviting the reader to recall experience of pain and weariness, solace and
friendship, as well as of actual labour in the fields.66 The glosses confirm that
clerical readers could understand the imagery of the plough to be about their
own work, trials and rewards; glosses on the ox include: ‘Take note concerning
the prelate’s piety and compassion; of the work of prelates and scholars; against
those who disparage prelates; of the martyrs; of confessors and their office; of
preachers; of preaching.’67  Glosses on the ox-herd emphasise the disciplinary
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role of the prelate over subordinates: ‘Take note concerning the office of the
prelate; of the correcting guidance of prelates; of the correction of
subordinates.’68 We can see why Bartholomew could place bubulcus next to bos
in Book 18; from the preacher’s point of view, as well as the ploughman’s, they
form a team.
In Book 9, evening is described as the time when watchmen take their place on
walls and turrets, and when working men and animals are rewarded, paid and
allowed to rest. The whole chapter on evening is a naturalistic description of
the day’s end — shadows lengthening, nocturnal creatures emerging, plants
closing, moisture rising, the chilling of the air on the skin, flocks being gathered
in and watches set. The homely phrase ‘In the evening dogs can hardly be told
from wolves’ implies both physical and spiritual danger.69  Here are opportunities
for the reader to meditate on the close of life. In the work as a whole the repeated
references to evening, with its properties of obscurity, imminent danger and
need for refuge, keep readers aware of the ending of life and of the uncertainty
of what comes after: will they have earned salvation and reward in the Lord’s
mansions, or a painful and ignominious casting-out?70
The lord’s familia
The setting of the parable of the workers in the vineyard was especially
meaningful since the narrative had some real-life parallels in thirteenth-century
rural life.71  In Book 6 of ‘Properties’, Bartholomew takes us indoors, into the
manorial household, where we find lord and lady, children, guests and servants.
These include not only male workers such as the manservant and steward but
also the nurse, the maidservant and the midwife. Here, he presents a sequence
of chapters dealing with the most universal and commonplace experiences —
those of childhood, of work, domestic relations, mealtimes and bedtimes, sports
and pastimes, sleep and dreams — beginning with the first chapter on death,
De morte, and ending with rest, De quiete. 72 The midwife swaddles the newborn
infant, the child wilfully struggles under his mother’s hand as she tries to wash
him, the daughter is cherished by the father, the negligent servant is punished
and the good steward rewarded. The image of the maidservant beaten for
misbehaviour contrasts with that of the servant or guest in the house of a good
lord; rewarded, feasted and secure.73 The domestic household depicted is
strongly hierarchical, with lord and lady presiding over ranks of servants. The
range of dramatis personae in Book 6 could have allowed readers of all social
backgrounds to identify with Bartholomew’s normative portrayals of servanthood
in the lord’s familia.
Book 6’s chapters on meal-times make palpable the physical and spiritual rewards
of belonging to, and serving in, the well-run abode of lord and lady. In De
prandio, ‘On the mid-day meal’, Bartholomew tells us that food is prepared;
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fellow diners (conviviae) are called; forms and stools are set in the hall; trestles,
cloths, towels are organised. Guests sit down with the lord at the top of the table,
and no-one sits down until the guests have washed their hands. Mothers and
daughters take their place, and retainers take theirs. Spoons, knives and
salt-cellars are set on the table, then bread, drink and various dishes. Menials
and servants cheerfully bring dishes and drinks and joke amongst themselves.
There is music. Fruit and épiceries conclude the meal, then tables are cleared and
moved from the centre of the room; hands are washed and dried. The lord and
the guests say grace, and drinks go round again. Finally, everyone goes to rest
or back to their own homes. Bartholomew does not need to cite any external
authorities, but could be drawing on experience of secular occasions to describe
lunchtime in a prosperous household.74
Throughout ‘Properties’, Bartholomew implies the goal of arrival, rest and
reward. Whether they be workers in the household or travellers emerging from
the thickets and arriving at the walls before the gates close, all can have a share
in the lord's feast at the end of the day. Bartholomew puts this reassuring idea
clearly in place in Book 6, where he describes the evening meal at the lord's
house.75  Here, all is decorous conviviality, sensory enjoyment, relaxation and
rest. There are people, colours, music, candles, lights, delicious food and wine,
and darkness and moths are shut out. All ranks are present, and again it is, in
a sense, a scene which the reader can concretise from actual experience, whether
sitting at the head or the foot of the table (above or below the salt, as the saying
goes) or serving up in the kitchen, and be fully involved in mind, body and
spirit. At the same time, early in the chapter Bartholomew makes explicit
reference to the Old Testament story of the feast of Ahasuerus, foreshadowing
the New Testament promise of the ‘many mansions’ prepared for the faithful.76
Such descriptions allow the reader to reflect on actual life and service within
the manorial household, but also on an ideal of life spent in the service of God.
Bartholomew keeps familiar images of service and lordship before the reader
from first to last. In Book 1, on the properties and names of God, he puts in place
an ideal of lordship drawn from the most authoritative sources: for Damascene,
God is perfect unity, light itself, a mystical circle; St Bernard describes God in
terms of fruitfulness, benevolence and loving rule; the blessed Dionysius (St
Denis) describes God as the father of fathers, shepherd of his flock, only
describable by figures of speech.77  Book 2 then presents the orders of good
angels as ideal servants of God, and Lucifer as the archetype of the disobedient
servant.78 The idea of good and bad governance recurs in Book 5, where the
soul is described as ruler of the body, and the limbs and organs have separate
tasks; if the head is well disposed or distempered, all the limbs follow suit.79
In Book 6, chapters on good lordship and good service spell out the ideal
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relationship, while chapters on bad lordship and bad servants present the
reverse.80
In Book 6 the notion of lordship and service is extended to the mutual relations
of man and wife in a colourful and courtly passage. The man woos a bride, gives
gifts in exchange for her, takes her into his house and bed, looks after and
corrects her, and makes her mistress over his money and familia; he takes care
of her interests just as much as his own.81 The economic concerns of the dominus
and domina are referred to in the chapter on the good servant, who, among other
virtues, is meek but eager to procure the profit of his lord; he takes more heed
to multiply and grow his lord’s goods and cattle than his own, for in multiplying
his lord’s cattle he procures his own profit. A good servant is careful to give an
account of what he has taken and delivered of his lord’s goods and cattle, for
he hopes to have payment and reward for good stewardship.82 This normative
but lively picture of the familia, complete with marriage, money and orderly
housekeeping, not only recalls scriptural parables of good service but also seems
appropriately evocative for the Franciscan committed to a life without fixed
abode or domestic comfort. Bartholomew’s description of the man wooing,
wedding and bedding the bride might have suggested a compensatory vision
for the celibate Christian cleric, one that we know was promoted by Bernard of
Clairvaux in his imagery of the mystical espousal to the church celebrated in
the Song of Songs.83
The celibate servant
For the compiler and his contemporaries, the familia could be a religious as well
as a secular institution, manifest in the religious orders and houses. It was also
a visionary one, where Father, Son and Holy Spirit were joined by the Virgin
as Christ’s mother and the church as his bride. In the womb of the Church lay
souls waiting to be nurtured by priests and preachers. The emphasis on feminine
forms of service in Book 6 and elsewhere in ‘Properties’ can be seen as appropriate
for male religious in the light of this medieval trope, and of recent studies of
female and male fertility as a complex metaphor for the pastoral role of the
clergy.84 Taking this further, the glosses confirm that readers could draw from
certain chapters the idea that physical procreation could be joyfully embraced
as a metaphor for clerical office. Some indicate, for example, that clerical readers
could see their own relationship with Christ, their own spiritual nurture and
their own office reflected in the figure of the nurse: ‘Take note concerning Christ;
of the teaching of the masters; of the office of prelate and of subordinates.’85  In
the following chapter on the midwife, the glossator infers the ideal compassion
of preachers as they help to bring forth Christian souls from the womb of the
church: ‘Take note of preachers and their office; of compassion; of the prelate
and the preacher.’86 The inclusion in Book 18 of chapters on the feminine or
female, on gestation and on the foetus are thus by no means anomalous in the
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context of this metaphorical understanding, as the glossator makes clear in
relation to the foetus: ‘Take note concerning sons in the womb of the church.’87
In such positive representations of clerical and pastoral office we can discern
what, in effect, appears as an idealised third gender — the celibate creature who
performs both masculine and feminine roles. In the chapters cited above and
elsewhere, Bartholomew subtly reinforces the idea that preaching can be both
nurturing and fertilising. In Book 13’s long last chapter on the properties of
fishes, he cites Aristotle on the ways fishes reproduce: ‘For certain [fishes] are
engendered through coitus and emission of sperm, as Aristotle says.’88 The
gloss alongside makes clear the implied analogy with spreading the word: ‘Take
note concerning the preacher.’89  In Book 12, on flying creatures, Bartholomew
emphasises the cock's masculine properties of vigour, aggressive display and
male ardour but also feminine compassion; and in the case of the hen, feminine
properties of submissiveness to the male, modesty and maternal love. The glosses
indicate that these properties could pertain to preachers. Those against the
chapter on the cock include: ‘Take note concerning the labour of the good and
of works of piety; of the compassion of women.’90  Glosses against the chapter
on the hen include: ‘Be on your guard against vain glory; take note of compassion;
of pastoral care.’91  In the chapter on the castrated capon, Bartholomew portrays
a creature in which both masculine and feminine properties are absent or
subverted; the capon is fleshy but sexless, and neither defends nor nurtures. In
the end it is good only for taking to the oven and eating.92 The glosses confirm
that mere inactive neutrality could be associated (as in the case of the drone bee)
with ineffective, carnal and useless clerics and hypocrites, and warn of their
ending. On the other hand, the properties of familiar creatures such as the ox
or bee could imply an active role for the celibate, and the clerical life could be
envisaged as a productive, rewarding, procreative state embracing the best of
men’s and women’s sexual roles. To be merely neuter was to be useless, but the
preacher, like the un-mated nurse, could be a privileged surrogate mother.93
Travelling through the world and the book
I have argued that Bartholomew’s early readers could interpret the properties
of things in the everyday world — fishes, farmyard poultry, the ploughman
and his team, bees and other creatures — as reminders of the preacher’s role,
vows and hopes of heaven. However, while the image of the bee was ideal for
the monastic worker, enclosed in a hierarchical community and separated from
the world, Franciscans entering into apostolic missionary work had no such
assurance of subsistence or protection. They were committed to a life of
homelessness as well as celibacy. Bartholomew’s recurring mentions of peregrines,
viatores, transeuntes, ambulantes, navigantes and remiges (pilgrims, wayfarers,
travellers, walkers, mariners and rowers) seem appropriate to the needs of
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students who expected to be literally exposed to perilous contact with the world
in a way that enclosed monastic laborantes were not.
Bartholomew’s description of the migratory crane in Book 12 tends to support
the view that while the moralised image of the bee matched beautifully the ideals
of opus Dei, castitas and stabilitas of the enclosed Orders, the mendicants needed
a more adventurous metaphor to express their aims. The crane’s bestiary character
suited the Franciscans in some of its features: according to the bestiary the crane
looks after its brothers, obeys and follows its leader on long journeys, is grey
in colour, has a loud voice, fights pigmies armed with arrows and keeps watch
holding a stone in one claw.94  Bartholomew in De grue, ‘On the crane’, refers
to bestiary authorities but he restricts his account to the strength of the crane's
voice and the wings, the urge to seek far places, the orderliness of the
brotherhood and especially the office of the leader, who is replaced if he grows
hoarse, and the bird's vigilance and defensive strategies.95  In an early manuscript
of ‘Properties’, against the first line of the column text the glossator has put:
‘Take note concerning the lord’s ascension.’96  From this we might reasonably
infer an analogy between this bird's strong upward flight and Christ’s Ascension
from Mt Olivet.97  But if we consult the early-fourteenth-century Liber rerum
moralizatae, the collection of preaching exempla based on parts of ‘Properties’,
on the moral properties of the crane, we find that the Franciscan compiler of
this later work expands on the gloss to convey a wider meaning relevant to his
Order. The redactor first repeats Bartholomew’s account and then enlarges upon
the significance of the crane's large wings, strong voice and lofty flight in search
of distant places:
The crane, briefly, is found among the authors to have these conditions
or properties. First, as Ambrose says in the Hexameron, it is a bird of
large wings and strong flight, seeking the high air like a pilgrim seeking
those regions. It signifies powerful prelates or [ ] great and famous
contemplatives, as was Paul, who was snatched up suddenly towards a
beam of light and into Paradise, where he heard the words of the
archangel which it is not lawful to hear in this place. It was written of
the blessed Francis who, on such strong and powerful wings, [ ] was
many times suspended in rare and sweet contemplation, and indeed the
Seraphim irradiated him with glory so that he might become altogether
one with God, with whom he is now become like a bird of the angels.98
This passage in the later work tends to confirm that, for Franciscan readers
especially, the strong upward flight of the crane could connote an ideal of ecstatic
contemplation and the light-filled apotheoses of the Order's spiritual great ones,
recounted in scripture and legend: that of St Paul (‘caught up to the third heaven’
in a vision) and of St Francis (lifted up in ecstatic contemplation on Monte
Verna).99  It strongly suggests that the later work might provide important
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complementary data for the study of ‘Properties’; it also reminds us that the full
freight of meaning of the glosses may now be lost, along with stories they could
once evoke.
We need not assume that medieval readers read ‘Properties’ from Book 1 to Book
19; the sequence of Books and chapters may reflect a thinking and organising
process rather than a set plan for the reader. Nevertheless, the reader, too, can
be considered as a kind of traveller through the book. As Roger Chartier observes,
reading can be seen as a kind of work and a kind of travel.100  In the
thirteenth-century context, ‘Properties’ as a ‘world book’ also implies a journey
for the reader through the properties of created things, just as the world itself
is a place of peregrinatio or pilgrimage.101
A respected precedent existed in the words of St Augustine for seeing, within
every actual or contemplated journey, a pilgrimage towards our true home that
is not of this world:
Suppose, then, we were wanderers in a strange country, and could not
live happily away from our fatherland, and that we felt wretched in our
wandering, and wishing to put an end to our misery determined to return
home. We find, however, that we must make use of some mode of
conveyance, either by land or water, in order to reach that fatherland
where our enjoyment is to commence … Such is a picture of our condition
in this life of mortality. We have wandered far from God; and if we wish
to return to our Father’s home, this world must be used, not enjoyed, so
that the invisible things of God may be clearly seen, being understood
by the things that are made — that is, that by means of what is material
and temporary we may lay hold upon that which is spiritual and
eternal.102
Bartholomew reminds the reader from time to time that we are all pilgrims
through life and, like travellers by land and sea, are at risk of getting lost in the
dark or in bad weather, of arriving late, being distracted, encumbered or poorly
prepared. In Book 1, Bartholomew tells us that God is announced by many names,
including way, life and truth.103 The notion of the travelling and endangered
soul is introduced at the beginning of Book 3, on the soul and reason. Here,
Bartholomew describes a difficult concept in concrete terms: ‘For [the soul] is
one with the body as a driving force is one with a moving object, and as the
sailor is one with his boat.’104 Thereafter the reader is given glimpses, scattered
in several Books, of the fallible wayfarer and the frail mariner on dangerous
routes, threatened by many hazards but aided by stars, islands, winds, floating
spars or stabilising barnacles on the hull. In Book 9 we are reminded that
although daylight turns to darkness the movement of the heavens can give light
and guidance to travellers: ‘[I]n the darkness of night wayfarers and mariners
easily miss the right way, unless they are guided by the movement and position
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of the stars.’105  In Book 13's chapter on the sea, discussed more fully in the next
chapter, Bartholomew warns that the inadequately captained ship may come
late to the harbour.106  In Book 17, brambles are troublesome to passers-by, they
spread everywhere, blunt the knife, catch at the feet and clothing, scratch the
hands.107 The short phrases, plentiful verbs, graphic details, recognisable
brambles and memories of the sensations of such an everyday experience, all
invite the reader to identify with this walker. In Book 17 we also see the walker
in a dark wood, where the light is dim and robbers lurk waiting to rob or strangle
the passer-by. The properties of dense woods include both dangers and delights
for the traveller: on the one hand pagan rites are enacted in their darkness,
snakes lurk, there are many paths, and it is easy to be led astray by false signs
and pointers made by robbers. On the other hand, birds find shelter there from
predators, and bees find hollow trees in which to hide their honey.108 These
are all things that we know and experience as part of active daily life and work.
As on any cross-country excursion, the traveller through the world — or
vicariously through the world book — needs to have faith and rely on guiding
signs, but may find sources of enjoyment along the way. The reader can pick
up references to them throughout the compilation — but all paths lead to Book
19.
Book 19: Coming full circle
The unassuming rubric of Book 19 has given the impression of a casual ragbag
of leftover topics.109 While the topics have an undeniably bric-a-brac appearance
at first sight, I would argue that they combine to create a single overarching
idea: that earthly things can lead us to an understanding of heavenly things and
to reconciliation with God. The final Book deals with the ways in which we
perceive through our senses ‘the accidents of matter’ in terms of colour, flavour,
shape, weight, number and sound. The chapters on colours, tastes and smells,
sounds, quantities and vessels implicitly refer back to experiences of vineyard
and manorial hall. We have seen that Books 6, 9 and 13 reinforce the idea of
homecoming, rest and reward at evening. Books 12 to 18 itemise the raw materials
of the lord's feast: foods and drink, timber, flax, dyes, clays, metals, shells,
leather, candle wax and more. Book 17 refers to a wide range of plant foods,
cooking and processing, growers and harvesters, and the properties of grapes
and wines. Book 19 then anatomises the lord's feast in its chapters on colour,
taste and smell; milk and milk products; honey and beeswax; vessels and money;
order, measure and music, and the senses through which we perceive and
evaluate all these. As we have seen, the bee is an idealised worker in constant
motion, and in Book 19 the products of the bees’ activity are itemised as those
which can be tasted, eaten and drunk, and above all used to make light.110
Bartholomew recounts how beeswax candles illumine those things which are
hidden in darkness. They have three properties: material, use and shape. The
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material is three-fold: wick, wax and flame; they are pyramidal in shape. Carried
before lords, they are used to light the way.111 The final Book of ‘Properties’
offers the reader a sense of purpose to the bees' industry in this description of
the end-product, the light-giving candle, with its three-fold qualities emphasising
the religious and platonic associations of the number three and the triangle.112
Good doctrine and good works
Book 19 brings together in its chapters the diversity of ‘things’ and the many
distinct tasks and processes they impose on us. At the start of its chapters on
numbers, weights, measures and unity, Bartholomew cites The Book of Wisdom
on God’s ordering of creation: ‘For it is not said in vain, “You have made all
things in number, weight and measure.”’113 We see how material ‘things’
involve work in their production, processing and use; their properties have to
be taken into account in a practical way. Clothes have to be dyed, pigments
ground, food cooked, wax made into candles. Oil has to be put into lamps, milk
made into junket, butter, cheese. The chapters on milk inform the reader that
it can come from mammals in general and, in particular, from camels, cows,
goats, sheep, asses, mares and pigs.114  It can be turned into buttermilk, butter,
fresh cheese, matured cheese and curds.115 This is matter of fact, but the
glossator points to the teaching of doctrine (doctrina) as the real subject of the
chapters. Like milk, Christian teaching can be sound and nourishing, warm,
pure and refreshing, flavoursome, unwholesome and bad, or just right. It can
be flavoured or suspect; and like the flow from the teat, the ideas and words of
preachers who at first have a lot to say can gradually dry up.116  Bartholomew
devotes considerable space to eggs and their properties — not only the eggs of
birds, but also of ants and spiders, turtles, dragons, toads, locusts, snakes,
gryphons, crabs and crocodiles. Eggs can be cooked but may be digestible or
indigestible, according to the creatures from which they come.117 The glossator
shows us that Bartholomew’s odd-seeming lists of eggs, far from being anomalous,
can be understood as signifiers of salvation through good works, though not all
works are necessarily good. The glosses on eggs include: ‘Take note what the
works of just men ought to be like; concerning the fertile soil of grace and
devotion; how vainglory destroys works.’118  Doves' eggs can signify the works
of the simple and good; eagles' eggs those of the powerful, and also Christ in the
heart; dragons’ eggs, however, are a warning of those with power and hidden
malice; spiders' eggs signify the lazy works of hypocrites and heretics, and the
eggs of ants are like those of the poor.119 While it seems safe to conclude from
the annotations that the chapters on milk, eggs, honey and wax could hold
spiritual and liturgical associations, it is not possible here to fully unravel the
symbolic causes, conditions and effects of the other material items mentioned
in Book 19.
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The chapters on tastes, aromas and foods should remind us that this was a literary
culture in which Hugh of St Victor and Bernard of Clairvaux had portrayed
reading as chewing, tasting and swallowing for the replenishment of the soul.120
Bartholomew makes palatable doctrines that were complex, controversial and
highly scholastic. The term 'accident', for example, had a far-from-casual
philosophical meaning which, in the context of contemporary debate about the
transformation of matter, Thomas Aquinas (1225–74) expounded in the articles
of his Summa Theologica. Chapters in Book 19 treat materials which, like the
Eucharist, involve changes: butter, cheese, curds and whey are all essentially
milk; honey, mead, candle-wax are all essentially that which bees make. There
is also a chapter on change itself: ‘On coagulation’. Spiced and sweetened wines
are still essentially wine. It is surely no accident that Bartholomew reiterates
examples of the transformation of matter at a time when the relationship between
a thing’s inner substance, or substancia, and its outer appearance, or species, was
a highly important issue for the church.121  For Bartholomew, writing when
Aristotelian philosophy appeared to be at odds with the church’s teaching and
when the nature of transubstantiation was the subject of much debate, the
‘appearance of those things which are of frequent use’ and their physical
properties were important and controversial.122  Beneath appearances and
properties lay the possibility of a conversion to something useful and even
divine. In Book 19’s accounts of the conversion of milk into butter, junket and
cheese; of beeswax into candles; of honey and wines into medicines, we may
justifiably infer an allusion to the spiritual transformation believed to be effected
at the Mass.
Choosing the right path
The work as a whole, then, presents a conflation of joyful rewarding feasts: the
actual, the scriptural, the liturgical and the eschatological. But first it is necessary
to arrive and to be judged. In Book 19 Bartholomew describes different kinds
of road, footpath and track, with their uses and hazards, making clear that before
arriving at the desired refuge the traveller has a choice of paths and the chance
of further danger from robbers at the crossroads.123  Glosses against this chapter
indicate choices of career available to medieval readers — religious or military,
for instance — and the need to follow example and advice: ‘Take note concerning
the multiplicity of ways; of precepts and advice; of the path of religion; of the
path of the warrior.’124  It is as if the compiler, having brought the reader to
this final stage, leaves it to him or her to decide what happens next. The reader’s
identification with the traveller comes to a logical endpoint.
Harmony and reconciliation
In Book 19, the themes of work and of travel culminate in images of movement
towards God, of judgement, but also of communion, light and harmony. As we
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have seen, the reader can become an imaginary participant in the lord's feast,
drawing on memory to savour the light of candles, the taste of honey, milk,
butter, cheese, eggs, amid the clutter and clatter of vessels and the harmonising
effect of music. One effect on the reader of Book 19 is of a climax to the diversity
of properties and things in creation, a confusing cacophony of artefacts,
substances and conflicting sense impressions. Out of this diverse clutter,
Bartholomew draws an elegant effect of closure by returning to his original
theme of heavenly unity and perfection, in his praise of the divine properties
of the numbers one and three and of the circle, as they represent the Trinity and
the perfection of God. In the last Book, Bartholomew returns to a paradoxical
analogy with which he begins, bringing the work itself full circle. In Book 1 he
had described God in philosophical terms as universal and infinite creator: ‘God
is the sphere of intellect whose centre is everywhere, and indeed its circumference
is nowhere … thus God brings forth his creations and also confines them.’125
He repeats this near the end of Book 19: ‘God [says the philosopher Secundus]
is the intellectual circle, whose centre is everywhere, and circumference nowhere.
From which it is clear that the meaning of that circle glimmers in all creation.’126
In his description of the properties of the circle and the number one, Bartholomew
also unites the practical with the theological functions of the work and brings
together as compatible and complementary his Christian and pagan sources,
citing both Aristotle and Hermes Trismegistos in support of Christian teaching.
He concludes, through the technicalities of musical harmony, on the note of
cosmic unity with which he began: music reconciles the oppositions and calms
the strife caused by the six kinds of movement on earth. It comforts rowers,
makes all kinds of labour bearable and encourages warriors.127 The word remiges,
rowers, conveys a sense of physical labour and also recalls the above-mentioned
description of the soul which, starting out early in Book 3, is at one with the
body as a mariner is at one with his boat. In this focus upon arrival, reconciliation
and harmony, Book 19 seems to remind the reader of his or her spiritual goal —
what Sylvain Louis refers to as `ce qu’il faut atteindre’.128 This effect of
wholeness endorses Christel Meier’s conclusion, noted in the previous chapter,
that a characteristic of the world-book genre is the demonstration of underlying
order and logic beneath the apparent chaos of the world.
To sum up and conclude this chapter: Bartholomew’s image of the world, far
from being a static account of the properties of things, is dynamic in that it
contains many descriptions of people and things in action and rest, growth and
decay, transit and flux. The six kinds of movement afflict the earth and living
things, but natura providentially mitigates their effects and balances decay with
growth; harm with remedy; discord with harmony, the unstable with the stable.
What is more, our senses allow us to enjoy and praise God's creation and thus
to begin an ascent towards Him, reminded by the properties of natural things
that rest and reward await the penitent. Overall, Bartholomew makes strong
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contrasting statements about the coldness, instability and trouble of the physical
world, set far from the sun, as in the preamble to Book 8; and about the joy and
solace to be gained from things put into the world at Creation: light, stars, air,
water, land, and the plants and creatures that 'adorn' these elements.
The medieval compilatio implied a long-established pastoral metaphor of
gathering, as bees gather honey or gleaners gather corn. Bartholomew builds
upon these familiar analogies to engage the reader imaginatively in the idea of
earthly labour as preparation for heavenly salvation. Fragments from an implied
larger narrative — in particular, those of the worker and the traveller, and of
the ranks of the familia at their occupations, indoors and out — invite meditation
upon narratives from the Christian Scriptures. Recalling the parable of the
workers in the vineyard, the ox and oxherd, the bee, the vine, and the good
servant all serve as models for material and spiritual labour, reward, fertility
and fruition, and thus their recurring presence in the work can be seen as logical
and necessary for its didactic purpose. Although this underlying logic in the
work is not immediately apparent to us today, we can work towards it with the
help of the glosses, and through an awareness of the parables of salvation
available to Bartholomew and a segment of his readers. While the
thirteenth-century marginal glosses confirm that busy clerics could find in
‘Properties’ a handy guide to exegesis, the narratives suggest that they could
also ruminate upon the fundamental Christian themes of repentance and salvation
as they dipped into the work in a spirit of contemplation. Approaching
‘Properties’ as a thematic and multivalent work places Book 19 in a fresh light.
In the last Book, Bartholomew focuses the reader’s attention on the significance
of our senses and how the myriad distinctions we make in everyday experience
can teach us about salvation. He brings home the message of St Paul to the
Romans: ‘For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and
Godhead.’129  Earthly products and processes remind us of spiritual ones, and
lead us back into the narratives of working, feasting at the Lord’s table, and
travelling through life. Numbers, shapes and music remind us of heavenly order
and spiritual harmony with God. It may be scarcely possible for a modern reader
to elucidate Book 19 as a whole, but it calls for a more satisfactory modern
interpretation as a fitting culmination, rather than a tailing-off, of ‘Properties’.
While the trope of the vineyard and the beehive represented an ideal of pastoral
labour appropriate for cloistered religious, those who sought to follow the
apostolic example of St Francis and St Paul might, as the evidence of the Liber
de moralitatibus suggests, identify their role-models as strong-winged cranes
with loud voices, and prepare themselves likewise to make long journeys into
the unknown. The explicit moralisations of the selected topics in this later
adaptation of ‘Properties’ tend to confirm the view that the glosses in ‘Properties’
were made as a scholarly aid or index rather than as a full explanation of the
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significance of the column text. In the next chapter we will consider ‘Properties’
as a map and guide to survival in the world and to salvation beyond it.
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Chapter 4. The world and the journey1
Bartholomew was writing and teaching in the 1220s and ’30s, only a few years
after the death of St Francis. As a Franciscan lector, he had the task of transmitting
an ideal of homeless mendicancy in town and countryside without appearing to
challenge the orthodox ideal of a religious life. Before this, the Benedictine ideal
of separation from the world through monastic enclosure had underpinned
religious life for five centuries. Although the Minorites shared vows and
preaching objectives with their colleagues in the Benedictine and Cistercian
Orders, the early years of Francis’ Order were nevertheless politically precarious
as factions differed in the interpretation of Franciscan poverty and their
involvement with laity aroused disapproval. Because Francis had shunned the
security of religious enclosure, his ministry appeared to some to be an unseemly
immersion in the secular world and its temptations.2
This chapter looks at how Bartholomew weaves into his work a persistent strand
of encouragement and information about physical travel across land and sea
among alien races, and about spiritual pilgrimage through worldly life, through
the subtle use of stories and images taken from both Christian and pagan sources.
In this capacity, Bartholomew’s work can be seen as being closely allied to
contemporary graphic compilations or mappaemundi. Like the maps, ‘Properties’
testifies to contemporary interest in the extent of Christendom and the known
pagan lands, the perceived limits of the physical world, and in rumoured places
and peoples existing beyond them, perhaps awaiting salvation. Both kinds of
text enabled the preacher or reader to travel in spirit to both centre and rim of
Christendom.
The Fourth Crusade (1204) to the Seventh (1270) took place during Bartholomew’s
lifetime. The actuality of the Holy Land inspired people to travel towards the
centre of Christendom as crusaders or pilgrims; either literally, or vicariously
by means of devotional texts. In addition, known pagan lands beyond the borders
of Christendom were the focus of crusade and mission, inspiring movement in
a direction away from the Mediterranean centres.3 This chapter examines
‘Properties’ as a guide and textual map to peoples and places and to survival in
the world. It looks at how Bartholomew builds upon the eschatological theme
of journeying and labour in ‘Properties’, discussed in the previous chapter, to
create a densely illustrated image of the world in senses described by Meier: as
source of information, site of world history and course of preparation for
Judgement.
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The first task, though, is to summarise the context of expansion and mission in
which Bartholomew was working. The historical record of mission, pilgrimage
and crusade shows that in Bartholomew's time certain kinds of travel were a
legitimate part of the religious life.4 The record shows a double focus on
Christendom: at its heart in Jerusalem and Rome, sites of crusade, pilgrimage
and political struggle; and at its fringes where expansion and control were issues
for the church. The Fourth Lateran Council of 1215, at which Innocent III
authorised the Order of Preachers under Dominic and the Minorites under
Francis, had demonstrated papal commitment to action against heretics in Europe
and infidels abroad. The church was supporting the forceful conversion of Cathar
heretics in southern France (initially by Cistercians) as well as a crusade against
the Moslem presence in Jerusalem and the Holy Land. The church was also
becoming aware that the Mongol empire was expanding westward.5  At the
Franciscan General Chapter of 1219, groups of friars had assembled to travel to
Germany and eastern Europe, Spain and north Africa.6  In the 1220s, Francis
and Jacques de Vitry, bishop of Acre, hoped to undertake conversion of the
Moslem world and in 1223 Pope Gregory IX had sent Franciscan envoys to meet
both Moslem and Mongol rulers.7
Crusades against the Cathars and Slavs would take preachers into barely
penetrated regions in the mountain areas of Europe as well as to the fringes of
the unknown lands to the east. The steppes of Russia, the Crimean peninsula,
Armenia and the Caucasus were all zones of missionary activity by the mid
1240s.8  Dominic’s main concern became the Cathars in southern France, but
Dominican preachers were also involved, from before 1221, in converting the
Prussians, Hungarians and Russians. While the Dominicans were trained clerics
who met the Cathars with their own weapons of scholarship and reasoned
argument, the Franciscans were strongly associated with the laity and the towns,
and used affective, dramatic methods and the example of their own poverty to
teach the Gospel.9
The figure of Francis himself provided followers with the ideal of an evangelist
who confronted the dangers of seas and mountains in a physically frail body
and received divine confirmation of Christ-like power. In 1219-20 Francis, sick
and nearly blind, had made an arduous journey across the Mediterranean on a
mission to convert the Moslem Sultan, travelling to Ancona, Crete, Cyprus and
Egypt.10  He died in 1226, and his supposed feats immediately became part of
the body of legend that attached to his sanctified image. The belief persisted
that he had achieved a light-filled apotheosis attended by Seraphim, and received
miraculous stigmata, on Monte Verna in Italy.11
John of Plano Carpini, an early associate of Francis of Assisi who had taken a
leading part in the establishment of the Order, became Guardian of the new
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province of Saxony in 1222. Later, according to his companion and chronicler
Giordino of Giano, he sent friars all over northern and eastern Europe, to
Bohemia, Poland, Hungary, Denmark and Norway. With his companion,
Lawrence of Portugal, Carpini himself left Lyons in April 1245 as envoy of the
Apostolic See to the Tartars and other nations of the east. He returned to Lyons
in November 1248 and shortly afterwards began writing his Historia
Mongolorum.12  Louis IX sent two more Franciscans, William of Rubruck and
Bartholomew of Cremona, from Acre to Mongolia in 1253 in the hope of gaining
Mongol conversions and support against the Moslem world.13  Although Carpini
and Rubruck were travelling eastwards close to the time when Bartholomew
was compiling ‘Properties’, their travel accounts did not circulate until after the
middle of the century and would not have been available in time for inclusion.
For us today, they form a background to the life of Bartholomew and of those
for whom he wrote; they also testify to an increasing attention to the fringes as
well as the heart of Christendom during those years.
The belief that Christians lived in the fourth or last age of the world, and that
the age would soon end as prophesied, added an additional sense of urgency to
the idea of global conversion. While missions endorsed by the pope may have
been politically motivated they could be justified in scriptural terms as helping
to fulfil the prophecy of St John in Revelation: ‘And I saw a new heaven and a
new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away; and there
was no more sea.’ Meanwhile, the properties of earth, water and weather in the
existing sinful world were realities with which the missionary preacher might
have to contend.
Bartholomew and the sea
Bartholomew brings the idea of mission vividly before the reader through two
reiterated sets of images, each of which carries an accessible moral subtext. One
of these involves realistic and dramatic descriptions of the ocean; the other
evokes well-known stories about archetypal travellers over land and sea.
In long chapters on the sea and on fishes in Book 13, Bartholomew compiles
empirical-seeming descriptions of the ocean as a heaving mass of water,
speculations on the nature of saltiness, descriptions of lunar influence and tides,
the sea bed and sea monsters, and the great variety of the underwater world of
fishes. In De mari, Bartholomew paints a vivid picture of the open sea, with its
dangers to sailors: waves, weather, monsters, sandbanks, sea-sickness, distance
from land. He cites Aristotle and others on the medicinal properties of sea water,
its incessant motion and changeable colours under different winds. Both fog and
wind are perilous to those coming towards shore and a ship may be imperilled
or late coming to harbour if it is weak, overloaded or poorly steered.14  He goes
on to depict some formidable dangers to shipping: the rock Scylla and the
whirlpool Charybdis that nearly destroyed Odysseus; hidden rocks, sandbanks,
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and an indeterminate hazard where the bow gets stuck and the stern breaks,
called bitalapsum; and uneven deeps and shallows called sirtes.15 These were
real hazards which any prospective traveller needed to be aware of, and
Bartholomew devotes a separate chapter to the Sirtes in Book 15, treating them
as a named location off the coast of Egypt and citing their etymological meaning
of drawing or dragging.16
Some of these dangers, then, were and are real enough. Bartholomew states:
‘These are dangers for men who sail on the sea, both the Mediterranean and
Ocean’, but in the midst of describing them he pauses to say that, while many
common things are known about the sea, he wants to make sure that his readers
have matter with which to persuade simple men of spiritual and hidden truths.17
In other words, he’s talking about the moral as well as physical dangers that the
traveller might encounter. The glossator's copious comments confirm that readers
could draw deeper connotations of the commotion and dangers of worldly life
from under the surface description. They warn that sirtes point us to the lure
of worldly wealth that can wreck one’s hopes of salvation: ‘Take note of the
condition of the worldly; of the rise and fall of the worldly man; of love of the
world and its danger; be on your guard against riches.’ At the start of the chapter
on the sea, where Bartholomew describes the continual movement, waves and
storms, the glossator has written: ‘Take note of the condition of the worldly.’18
Comments against the ensuing column text on rocks and wild weather include:
‘Take note concerning usurers and rich men … concerning the pride and
self-importance of the wealthy … of the infirmity of the body and soul … of
mortal sin.’ Against the monsters Scylla and Charybdis, the glossator warns of
the changeableness of the world, and its strong appeal: ‘Take care against
prosperity and adversity in the world; against love of the world and its danger.’
Where Bartholomew cites Aristotle on the way the sea becomes changeable in
colour in the ‘dog days’ after the rising of the dog-star canicula, the glosses
include: ‘Take note of Antichrist.’19  Bartholomew’s chapter on the open ocean,
pelagus, describes a dangerous shoreless waste, very deep and constantly in
motion, home of whales and other monsters, windy and full of spray, changing
colours, and the din of crashing waves; the glossator likens these to ‘worldly
tumult’ and ‘the mutability of worldly things’.20  A warning against the fatal
attraction or ‘drawing’ implied in the etymology of sirtes appears again in Book
18 in Bartholomew's chapter on the siren, the monster that seeks to destroy
mariners by luring them off course with song, holding out false promises and
arousing their lust.21 The glossator sees them as reminders of love of the world;
the desire of the flesh, lust of the eyes and pride of life; and as warnings against
envy, pride and hypocrisy.22 Within the sea lurk creatures of all kinds, just as
people of all kinds inhabit the world.23 These glosses demonstrate a reader’s
contemplative response to a dynamic description of physical experience. They
also show us a stage in the process by which the sea — unstable, stormy and
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full of monstrous danger — became such a fruitful metaphor in the later Middle
Ages for the world of secular society.
We have seen that Bartholomew’s own justification for his work, that the things
that are made show us the invisible things of God, recalls Augustine’s teaching.
He repeats this statement in Book 8 on the sublunary world.24  Similarly, he
seems to refer to St Augustine’s mention of a necessary mode of conveyance
near the start of his own literary undertaking. As stated earlier, he explains in
Book 3 that the soul is said to be one with the body — but guides it, as a sailor
is one with a ship — a non-bodily substance ruling the body.25  For the
Franciscan student such a reading could be appropriate as an Augustinian vision
of spiritual pilgrimage; but Bartholomew also provides reminders of the need
for courage and faith. In Book 8, the North Star, stella maris, reassures those
who look on its fixedness, and guides the mariner.26  In Book 13, Bartholomew
describes the little fish aphorus as very small but full of virtue because it clings
to a ship and holds it still and steady in the midst of storms, as Isidore says.
Ambrose and Bede say that these fish use stones to help them stabilise ships
with a strength beyond their own; they warn sailors to be ready for the coming
tempest.27  In Book 15, the island resists the onslaught of waves.28  In Book 17,
a plank of wood can save the shipwrecked sailor.29  Like the glossator,
Bartholomew seems to encourage the reader to identify with the sinner aware
of being perilously exposed on the open ocean of worldly life.
Stories and travellers
In this setting, the reader’s imagination is free to place historical and legendary
travellers who found or lost their way on the sea — Noah, for example, whose
story came to exemplify faith and the promise of salvation.30  Hugh of St Victor
had written his treatise on the meaning of Noah’s Ark, De Arca Noe Mystica, in
the previous century, and in the religious drama of the guilds, which developed
their full complexity during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Noah and
his family become exemplary as well as entertaining figures.31 The main
ingredients of the Noah story are woven into the fabric of ‘Properties’: Noah’s
freight of animals and birds in Books 12 and 18 on those topics; the olive tree
and the ship-building timbers in Book 17 on plants; the whole sea-going
experience of waters and tempests in Book 13; Mount Ararat and Armenia in
Books 14 and 15; the rainbow in Book 8 on earth and heaven.
Legends about archetypal travellers — sinful, heroic, misguided and repentant
— were available to Bartholomew and his students from the Christian Scriptures,
but also from Christianised Homeric legend and from classical history.
Bartholomew’s graphic description of the sailor in the empty ocean amid
wallowing waves could evoke not only the contemporary example of St Francis
and scriptural figures such as Noah or the Apostles, but also the pagan figures
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of Odysseus and Alexander the Great, whose stories had been adapted by
Christian writers. The twelfth-century writer William of Conches is explicit
about the allegorical significance for the Christian of Odysseus/Ulysses and
elements of his story: ‘By Ulysses you must understand the wise man (sapiens)
whom Circe, that is, abundance of earthly possessions, does not succeed in
transforming.’32  Or, as Gerhard Ladner has put it:
… the Fathers of the Church could beautifully interpret the heroic travels
of Ulysses as a type of the Christian’s journey through terrestrial life.
Ulysses had himself tied to the mast so that he would not be lured to
disaster by the songs of the Sirens. Similarly, the Christian stranger on
earth, the peregrinus, could be said to travel through strange and awesome
seas in a ship, which is the Church, affixed to the mast of the Cross,
absorbing the sweet and far from meaningless Siren songs of the world,
without being deflected from the right course.33
Readers could infer allusions to the Odyssey in the monsters Scylla and Charybdis
mentioned above, but also in an allusion to the homecoming Odysseus’s welcome
by his dog: ‘Guard dogs can live longer, fourteen or sometimes twenty years,
as in Homer.’34  In De Aeolia, ‘an island of Sicily’, Bartholomew alludes obliquely
to Odysseus’s misadventure on that island by simply saying that the island was
named after Aeolus, whom ‘poets had made up to be god of the winds’.35
Like Ulysses/Odysseus, the figure of Alexander the Great (356–323 B.C.) had
been annexed by earlier Christian writers as an exemplar of Christian vices and
virtues, representing the curiosus, gyrovagus or restless traveller interested in
seeing the world for its own sake but saved by the wisdom he eventually
gained.36  Literary evidence indicates that stories about this itinerant everyman,
repeatedly being taught Christian virtues of humility, patience, poverty and
penitence through his worldly successes, encounters and errors, were popular
in Bartholomew's time. His arrogant curiosity and pursuit of worldly experiences
took him beyond the bounds of normal travel and into contact with exotic and
unnatural creatures including Amazon women and sirens.37  It has been suggested
that in Christianised versions of the Greek account Alexander embodied the
worldly traveller subject to the ‘lust of the eyes’ and ‘pride of life’ warned against
in the first epistle of John.38 The Alexander stories that existed in the thirteenth
century show that the non-Christian hero was strongly associated in Christian
imagination with key locations on the map of the world, especially the earthly
Paradise into which he tried to force an entry, and its antithesis, Babylon, the
city identified in Scripture with the 'mother of whores and abominations of the
earth', where he died.39
Bartholomew makes numerous allusions to Alexander in different Books. In
Book 15's chapter on ‘Amazonia’ he tells us about the tribe of homicidal women,
their taming by Hercules and Achilles, and how Alexander, after demanding
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tribute, learnt a lesson of humility from the Amazon queen.40  In the chapter
on Persia, Bartholomew refers to the treasure left behind by Alexander in the
city of Elemayda.41  In Book 17, on plants, he notes that there are rushes in India
big enough to make boots with, as both Pliny and the Alexander story testify.42
He alludes to Alexander’s victory in India after which he crowned his soldiers
with ivy, since it was sacred to Bacchus and to Mars.43  However, after describing
the vigour and usefulness of the palm tree found throughout Syria, Egypt and
Palestine, he concludes dryly that, according to Pliny, some of Alexander’s
soldiers choked on unripe dates.44  And in his chapter on the properties of red
wine, Bartholomew tells how the mighty Greek spurned the warning of the wise
Adronites and, being drunk, slew his friend.45  In this Book we also find a
comment on Alexander’s legendary association with the stag, which Bartholomew
says is evidently long-lived since those given gold collars by Alexander were
found still living a hundred years later.46  In Book 18’s chapter on the dog, he
reminds us that the king of Alania (a pagan area on the eastern boundary of
Christendom) sent Alexander a cross-bred tiger-dog, so strong it could overcome
a lion and an elephant.47  Bartholomew adds a final sentence at the end of De
sirena saying that such monsters can be read about in the history of Alexander
the Great.48 This cryptic reference to Alexander's underwater encounter with
sirens, one facet of the Alexander story available to his contemporaries, illustrates
the way Bartholomew gives his Christian readers the opportunity to dwell upon
a whole set of adventures and resulting wisdoms gained by a pagan hero. In the
Christian context of idealised spiritual pilgrimage, Alexander represents the
opposite of the ideal; but his story also holds out the hope of salvation for the
worldly person who learns and repents.
Stories were a valuable resource for the preacher as a way of engaging the
attention of listeners even if they were, as Bartholomew himself puts it, ‘pagan
follies’, error gentilium. He also points out in his chapter on Suecia, home of
legendary Amazons, that we ought to believe pagan writers, scriptores historiae
tam Graecorum quam Romanorum, who describe the Swedes as gens valde robusta,
feared by Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar: as Jerome said, we may trust
the sayings of poets and writers which do not harm the faith or contradict known
truth.49  Moreover it is possible that pagan stories could serve the purpose of
heightening the clarity of the sacred through contrast with the profane.
Bartholomew’s many references to Alexander reinforce the suggestion that pagan
stories provide contrasting figures which set off the virtues and significance of
the church’s objects of veneration. David Williams considers Alexander the
Great a heroic but physically grotesque figure, both a builder and a destroyer,
as an example of the didactic use of contrast and paradox in Christian teaching:
It is not impossible that in Alexander the Great the people saw shadows
of a prototype of Jesus, a manifestation of the paradox of divinity in
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which the unnatural, even monstrous, combination of distinct natures,
human and divine, unite in a single being. This certainly was the
perception of, at least, the thirteenth century Armenian scribe [Ps.
Callisthenes] who openly compares Alexander to Christ and who attaches
to his poem a plea to be excused for this audacity.50
How else, the reasoning might be, to represent Christ and the Apostles but by
antithesis? Evelyn Edson notes that for Lambert of St Omer in the twelfth century
Alexander was a unifier of the physical world, compared to Christ as unifier of
the spiritual world; and that Bartholomew’s English contemporary Matthew
Paris (d.1259) depicts Alexander and Christ enthroned together.51
A striking example of the use of contrast and paradox occurs in Bartholomew’s
introduction to the properties of the earth in Book 14. Bartholomew starts by
citing Isidore: the earth is situated in the middle of the heavens, equidistant
from all furthest points, signifying both its unity and its variety.52  He explains
the names given in other times and places to earth: terra, humus, tellus, ops,
arida, solum, signifying her attributes; in old time she was called ‘Ceres mother
of gods’, and ‘Goddess Vesta’. He then describes a great seated female figure
wearing a turreted crown, placed on a chariot, accompanied by submissive lions
and cocks, holding in one hand a key, in the other a percussion instrument; the
charioteers brandish naked swords.53  Peter Dronke, in his chapter entitled
“Bernard Silvestris, Natura, and personification” on the philosophy of the school
of Chartres, notes that some scholars well into the thirteenth century did
represent Earth and natura as a personified figure derived from the Roman
goddess Terra or Tellus, a magna mater who nourishes and protects all.54 This
dramatic identification of the Christian ideal with the pagan image may therefore
have been less surprising to medieval clerics than it is to us.
Bartholomew partly explains his inclusion of the pagan goddess among the
properties of terra by saying that her attributes signify the seasonal round and
the yearly rituals of ploughing and harvest ‘under the cover of stories’, sub
integumentum fabularum.55  Peter Dronke locates the device of integumentum
fabulae within the twelfth-century School of Chartres and the philosophy of
Bernard of Salisbury: through this device a legendary narrative can encase
sub-textual meaning, which it is then up to the commentator to reveal.56  In this
instance the glossator is a ‘commentator’ who reveals a deeper meaning available
to his contemporaries, lying beneath the description of the pagan earth-mother.
The glosses point to the example of the Christian church and the Virgin Mary,
to her faith and hope, her fullness of grace, her excellence, ripeness and stability;
and to her total devotion to her Lord, in striking contrast to the personification
of terra described in the column text.57 The reader could draw both characters
at once from the same page — the pagan story could be a paradoxical cover for,
and vivid antithesis of, the image of the church (ecclesia) as bride and mother
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of Christ.58 We might conclude then that this outwardly pagan and surprising
passage in Book 14 could serve as a pause for reflection, not only upon the
fertilising properties of religious life and the harvest of souls but also upon the
virtues of Mary, her example to men and women, and her identification with
the church as holy and fertile mother. At the same time, the chapter in Book 14
describing the fruitful properties of the earth prepares the way for Book 15 on
the properties of places and peoples found upon its face — some still waiting to
be sown with the word of God.
Book of the world, map of the world
Places and peoples known or rumoured to exist appear on world maps made
during the Middle Ages. Scholars conclude that large mappaemundi such as those
from Hereford (c.1280) and Ebstorf cathedrals (c.1300), and the tiny Psalter Map
(c.1260), found in a small book of psalms for private devotion, were in effect
compilations of theology, history and empirical knowledge, on the theme of
salvation, for contemplation of the overarching meaning of the sites of original
sin, redemption and judgement. They might serve a public or private teaching
function.59  Maps therefore parallel Bartholomew’s textual image of the world:
as a repertoire of places and peoples found within the mental horizons of the
thirteenth-century Christian west; as a store of exemplary histories and legends;
as an ordered hierarchical image of the cosmos; and as an object of contemplation
for the Christian peregrinus. As David Woodward notes, the term mappamundi,
or ‘map of the world’, could be used in the Middle Ages in an additional
metaphorical sense, or to describe a purely textual account of the world.60  A
textual account of the world is precisely what Bartholomew builds as he takes
us from Book 8 on the cosmos to Book 18 on land creatures. Margriet Hoogvliet
argues that although many extant maps occur in world book texts, they are not
simply illustrative or interchangeable but complementary: the name mappamundi
belongs rightly to both; and the strong association between maps and texts ‘can
provide us with some clues for a reconstruction of the spiritual meaning of the
medieval maps of the world’.61  It seems reasonable to suppose that, conversely,
our awareness of the forms, content and function of the maps can help us
reconstruct the spiritual meanings underlying the properties of things amassed
by Bartholomew from his sources.
Early ‘Properties’ manuscripts do not contain drawn maps but, from their
presence in some of Bartholomew's main patristic sources, it seems reasonable
to conclude that the compiler would have been familiar with earlier examples
of the tradition.62  Many of the imago mundi texts contain maps, the Imago Mundi
of Henry of Mainz (floruit 1098–1156) being seen as a prototypical example from
the twelfth century.63  Each map is different but, since the maps were graphic
representations of historical, geographical and exegetical knowledge, each
map-maker had to find ways of encoding within the orthodox scheme, or imago
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mundi, far more information than could be fully depicted or described in the
space available. The density of the maps, like that of ‘Properties’, suggests that
a good deal of imaginative re-creation was expected on the part of both viewers
and readers. Within this group, the English Psalter Map is most nearly
contemporaneous with ‘Properties’ and comparable as a book for individual
devotional reading (Figure 3).64 Whether a map was made for public or private
use, it was normal to depict the theme of Judgement in the area immediately
inside the frame or edge of the page. In the Psalter map recto, the iconography
of the Last Judgement is limited to the figure of Christ, but the dragons below
could be reminders of the power of Satan to destroy faith — and on the verso
of the map Christ’s feet rest firmly upon them (Figure 4).65 The Psalter map
depicts earth as a circle within the rectangular page.
Divine and eternal beings, God and his angels, occupy the space outside the
circle of the earth and within the rectangular frame. Books 1 to 4 of ‘Properties’
provide the conceptual framework for the whole work, as the rectangular frame
or page does for the Christian cosmos depicted in the map. Bartholomew places
God (Book 1) and the angels — good and bad — (Book 2) in the dominant position
at the head of the work. Books 1 and 2 correspond to the area outside the circle
of the world but within the rectangular frame of the map, embracing and
dominating the sublunar world.
Book 3 presents the human soul at the start of its journey through the world
and towards God. Book 4, on the four elements and four humours, is consistent
with the symbolism of the number four embedded in mappaemundi and tetradic
diagrams.66  Book 4 can also be seen as the centre of a group of seven Books;
between the first three Books that deal with the divine, and Books 5, 6, and 7
that deal with the corporeal aspects of the world.
In Book 8, Bartholomew describes the world at the centre of the spheres and
furthest from heaven of all the heavenly bodies.67  Books 9, 10 and 11 can be
likened to the first or outer circle of the map, where the motion of the sublunary
world creates the flow of time (Book 9) and the vicissitudes of temperature (Book
10) and winds (Book 11) that we experience.
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Figure 3: The Psalter Map, British Library Additional Ms 28681, f.9 recto.
Circa 1260.
The map is a miniature occurring in a Book of Psalms, but it is thought that it could be a copy of larger-scale
maps commissioned by Henry III for the walls of Westminster Abbey.
Used by permission of the British Library.
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Figure 4: The Psalter Map, British Library Additional Ms 28681, f.9 verso.
Circa 1260.
The features depicted on the map, and the places listed on its reverse side, represent the basic repertoire
of a mappaemundi of 1100–1300 and coincide closely with those named in ‘Properties’ Books 13, 14 and
15.
Used by permission of the British Library.
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Creatures of air, the subject of Book 12, are the ‘ornaments’ of that element.68
At another level, Book 12 is a list of distinctiones into which the symbolic
significance of individual birds could be read by those versed in them. It also
serves to deepen and expand on the idea of the soul on its journey, and even
(like the crane, the swift and the homing pigeon) to symbolise the viewer as
peregrinus in the world and in the book.69
Book 13 on the element of water can be compared to the area on the mappaemundi
where bodies of water and rivers are predominant features, with the Nile and
the Mediterranean separating the world into its three divisions. In this Book,
Bartholomew includes the rivers Nile and Danube; and the four rivers that come
out of Paradise — Physon (or Ganges), Gyon, Tigris and Euphrates. These, with
the rivers Dorix and Jordan, each have a chapter in Book 13. Here, he describes
their passage from Paradise in the East, into the Red Sea, through Mesopotamia,
Babylon and Armenia; the Jordan flows through Palestine, past Jericho and into
the Dead Sea. The rivers Albana and Pharphar flow through Syria and Damascus;
the river Gazan flows into the Red Sea; and Chebar, with its sedges and willows,
is where God’s people sat down and wept by the waters of Babylon. The Dead
Sea, Lake Tiberias and Genesar ‘pond’ each have a chapter. The Mediterranean
has a chapter, De mari magno, in which Bartholomew draws a verbal map of the
coastline and the countries of its margins, including a paragraph on the Red Sea
and its environs.70  A characteristic feature of contemporary maps is the Ocean
that rings the world, dotted with islands, named and unnamed. Bartholomew
refers to ‘the waters which surround the sides of the earth’ at the start of Book
8 on the cosmos. As we have seen, he describes properties of the ocean in general
in the chapter De mari in Book 13; and the properties of the island in general,
as well as known and rumoured islands such as the Cyclades, Ireland and Thule,
in Book 15 on provinces and peoples.71
Books 14 and 15 treat the land features of the maps; the mountains, valleys,
islands and provinces. In Book 14, the chapter that follows De terra is De monte,
dealing with mountains, the salient feature of the earth's surface, and also caverns,
caves and deserts. Bartholomew's list of mountains encompasses those shown
on the maps that were the scene of scriptural events and a goal of pilgrims.
Among these are Mounts Ararat, Bethel, Golgatha, Hebron, Carmel, Lebanon,
Moria, Nebo, Oreb, Sinai, Syon and Ziph.72  He also includes some mountains
important in classical writings, such as Mount Olympus. Having dealt with
important specifics on the map of the world, both Christian and pagan,
Bartholomew treats the properties of general features that result from the lumpy
surface of the earth, namely hills and valleys, hollows and caves.73
In Book 15 Bartholomew starts with the division of the world among Noah’s
three sons according to the Gloss on Genesis and other patristic sources, and
graphically represented in tri-partite (‘T-O’) medieval maps.74  In the Psalter
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map and others of this group, the division of the world into three is implicit in
the vertical and horizontal divisions made by the Mediterranean Sea and the
river Nile. In the chapter on Armenia, he mentions that this is where the Ark
came to rest, having already referred to the legend of the Ark’s inaccessible
remains in the chapter on Mount Ararat in Book 14.75
Other key places we find on maps are the earthly Paradise, Jerusalem and
Babylon. Bartholomew describes the earthly Paradise as ‘a place in the east’, but
he then draws on scriptural and legendary sources, including the story of
Alexander’s journey to Paradise.76  Bartholomew presents the properties of
Jerusalem in De Iudea: ‘In the centre of Judea is the city of Jerusalem, as if it
were the navel of all this country and land, and it is rich with all kinds of
richness.’77  In his chapters on Babylon and Chaldea, Bartholomew includes the
gathering of giants after the flood and the building of the Tower of Babel; the
drama of Semiramis, the rise and fall of the Assyrians, and the foundation of
Rome; the captivity of the Jews under Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon’s destruction
by the Medes and the Persians under Darius. He describes the fertility and
richness of the Mesopotamian region and the contrast after its destruction: ‘[T]he
place that Babylon was in is desert and contains nothing but monsters.’78
Book 6, on life, death and tasks, is one site for meditation on the theme of our
mortality. Book 9 is another. In Book 9, on time, Bartholomew had already
pointed to Babylon as the city representing the heathen and false homeland that
entraps us in this earthly life. In the chapter on the church’s feast of
Septuagesima, he says that the 70 days before Easter signify the 70 years in
which the children of Israel were enslaved in Babylon, but also prefigure ‘the
time of our life while it is subject to sin or pain’. At Easter, ‘alleluya’ is sung to
celebrate the release of mankind from the slavery of sin by Christ’s passion, even
though hardship and pain persist, ‘as the people of Israel made joy and mirth
because they were coming into Jerusalem, but nevertheless they suffered sorely
from the hardness of the way’.79  Here, Bartholomew brings to the surface the
idea of this life as a journey towards the true homeland or patria in which we
each play the role of traveller. Like the Children of Israel, we should rejoice that
we are on the way home but remain somewhat sad at the thought of our
enslavement. In Book 15, the topics of Paradise and of Babylon, as named places
on the world map, offer another point of entry into this principal theme. Books
16, 17 and 18 treat (only partially alphabetically) the properties of and
distinctions between things of earth — namely rocks and gems, plants, and
creatures with legs — maintaining the dual focus on the earth as both delightful
vineyard and place of toil and travail.
In Book 19, Bartholomew returns to the overarching idea of the divine framework
that holds the world; the rectangle signifies the universal church and the firmness
of the faithful person:
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For the form of the quadrangle is the most stable and firm, and it signifies
the utmost stability of the universal church and the firmness of the
faithful soul, as much in spiritual strength as in knowledge and doctrine;
and since it is length, breadth, height and depth it embraces all things
holy.80
This description of a fundamental, universally enclosing form is consistent with
the rectangular frames of the Psalter and most other maps, within which God
and his angels dominate and surround the round world within.81
To sum up this chapter: stories of travellers such as Odysseus, Noah and
Alexander the Great, encoded on medieval maps and alluded to in ‘Properties’,
were an effective — and affective — means of teaching Christian doctrine and
preparing students for missionary work. Bartholomew’s images of the land, the
seas and the traveller are consistent with his role as a Franciscan lector in a
frontier area. They draw attention to exotic peoples and places in a positive
spirit; encourage reflection on historical events recorded in the Bible that
prefigure personal and world salvation; and embody the idea of the reader’s
own life as a pilgrimage. The glosses indicate that the properties of land and the
sea could signify, for near-contemporary clerical readers, the spiritual growth
and nurture provided by the church, and spiritual dangers of the world. Special
dangers could serve as warnings against worldly perils that could only be
survived with divine help and moral strength. This commentary, and our
awareness of the literary device of integumentum, suggests that Bartholomew’s
stories about non-Christian places, peoples and adventurers were justified as
entertaining and engaging vehicles for Christian teaching.
The narrative devices that link and cross-cut the sequence of Books add to its
effectiveness as a teaching and learning tool and help us to form a picture of the
mental horizons of the compiler and his students. ‘Properties’ can give us a clue
to the freight of meaning potentially available to the reader of such an outwardly
expository text. That is not to say, of course, that the encoded meanings are
fully recoverable by historians. We can at least deduce from ‘Properties’
something of the depth and intricacy of an intellectual system that patterned
the world qualitatively rather than quantitatively, in an effort to impose order
on the intractable diversity of things and their properties within a balanced and
providential whole. Bartholomew's sustained, overarching themes of pilgrimage
and salvation show us something of the meaning, for medieval people, of the
concept of imago mundi.
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Chapter 5. ‘Properties’, salvation and
social order in late-medieval England
This chapter and the next look at ‘Properties’ on the next major stage of its
journey through the Middle Ages. This is the later-medieval context of war,
famine and plague in which noble lay patrons commission prose translations of
‘Properties’ into vernacular European languages; in which manuscripts of the
Latin text, in whole or in part, proliferate in Europe; and in which readers and
writers refer to Bartholomew as an authority on the properties of the natural
world.
We saw in the last chapter that in the first half of the thirteenth century the
Catholic church was facing great challenges to its authority from opponents and
detractors from outside and from within. In the Friars Minor it had an
evangelising brotherhood with a mandate to travel, however arduously, and
committed to preaching without payment. With the papacy's support, small
groups of friars made their way across Europe, across the English Channel and
thence across the Irish Sea. The friars first arrived in England in 1224 and in
Ireland by 1230.1  Little more than a decade later, Bartholomew’s finished work
could have been available to support the Order’s efforts.
The time and the manner of the first arrival and dissemination of ‘Properties’ in
England are matters of speculation, but need to be seen in the context of the
church’s insistent focus upon preaching and scholarship at a time of social
upheaval, when the secular and regular clergy were perceived to be performing
poorly. Its reception and transmission over the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries must also be seen against the background of the long-term effects of
the Black Death that were undermining traditional social norms; of recurrent
warfare between the kings of England and France; and of the competitive culture
of Christian chivalry, with its supporting texts, that was shared by the
inter-related nobility of both countries. This chapter examines how far
Bartholomew’s world-book could have found a ready reception among English
speakers, listeners, writers and readers during these troubled times: whether
they were the poor, finding solace in its homely exempla; or the wealthy,
responding to its endorsement of a divinely ordered system of status, and to its
possibilities as a material commodity.
The friars in England
We have a partisan record of the arrival of the first friars in England in the
account of the English Franciscan Thomas of Eccleston (floruit 1240–50), who
records, barely a generation after the event, that in the early years of the Order
in England, the friars received support from clerics and laity who supplied plots
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of land and recruits. Countess Loretta, ‘a noblewoman who lived as an anchoress
at Hackington’, cherished the friars ‘and discreetly exercised her influence’ to
obtain favour for the four Friars Minor and five lay-brothers who arrived at
Canterbury in 1224.2  From the start, the brotherhood of Minorites comprised
a novel type of educated religious available to aid the devotions of noblewomen
as well as men. Kings Henry III and Edward I gave money to the Order, and
over three reigns Queen Eleanor of Provence, Queen Margaret and Queen Isabella
of England founded and financed the London Greyfriars and their church.3
Favours were forthcoming from clerical and lay sources — for example, from
Simon of Langton, brother of the Archbishop of Canterbury — and from Sir
Henry of Sandwich, a wealthy merchant who gave land to the friars in 1225.
Eccleston tells us that recruitment to the Order gathered momentum across all
ranks.4  By 1240, when Bartholomew was completing ‘Properties’ in Magdeburg,
at least 29 English houses had been established; the first in the west midlands,
followed by the south-east.5
With them the friars brought their training in preaching, their knowledge of
popular stories and songs, and their experience of how to communicate with
people of all ranks. Whether they brought books, we do not know. There is an
absence of firm information about the first copies of the Latin ‘Properties’ to
arrive in England, when they were brought, and whether by Franciscan
preachers. At the time of the friars’ first arrival in England the Order was still
grappling with the practical and ideological problems of absolute poverty and
the use of books. It was not until the end of the century that papal directives
legitimised the owning of property, including books, for the Minorites’ use,
bringing them into line with the Dominicans. It is reasonable to speculate that
‘Properties’ may have come to the notice of English readers through preachers
from the continent, where it had been available for copying under the Paris
pecia system at the end of the century.6  ‘Properties’ was a suitable, available
work that met the needs of students, chaplains and preachers, providing exempla
and stories with which to enliven their teaching. It also met the needs of scholars
for a comprehensive, authoritative world book and useful compendium of
sources.
The friars were initially welcomed as chaplains in the households of wealthy
laity and as sympathetic pastors of the poor. These are two possible points of
entry for ‘Properties’, both orally and as manuscripts, into wider circulation in
England. One can imagine the difficulty of taking even Bartholomew’s handy
compendium on a long journey, but an illustration in a manuscript of Rubruck’s
journey to the land of the Tartars shows two friars with staves, each with a book
slung on his back, suggesting that books were carried far afield in this way.7
It is on record that in the fourteenth century Charles VI of France gave a
safe-conduct to a Minorite who had bought four books in Paris, including
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‘Properties’, and who wanted to return with them to London.8  By the
mid-fourteenth century, and possibly earlier, ‘Properties’ was a valued possession
and reference work held in several private, college and monastery libraries in
England. Its content was thus available to clerics of different levels of education,
and to laypeople within the social networks that had access to these libraries.9
Thomas Eccleston records that in the 1240s lecturers were appointed at the
Franciscan houses and ‘[g]radually the gift of learning spread abroad over the
whole English province’.10 This implies the kind of network of exchange,
borrowing and bequest that broadens the readership of a valued work.
Social order and disorder
There is evidence that at the time of the friars’ establishment in the British Isles,
events were challenging the ideal of a triple-layered organisation of society
described by a fourteenth-century sermon writer: ‘For in erthe byn iij degrees
of folke and all schuld loue God aboue all thynge. Telynge and laborers is on of
tho. Lordes and ladies is anoþer. And men and wemmen of the Churche is the
thridde.’11  Maurice Keen summarises the documentary evidence that conditions
in late-medieval England placed strains on this system, as each estate suffered
a long build-up of economic and demographic distress produced by war, taxation,
famine and the long-term effects of the Black Death over the course of the
fourteenth century. As the population fell, wages rose, demesnes became
unprofitable to farm, and labourers and lords had to re-negotiate longstanding
labour relations. In addition, as the lower ranks gained economic strength
following the worst of the plague years, recorded legislation shows efforts to
keep them in their place, while the regular and secular clergy, including friars,
were perceived to be in decline.12 The friars themselves came under attack for
failing to live up to the apostolic ideal, and for usurping the pastoral and clerical
work of the clergy.13  At the same time, economic changes were adversely
affecting relations between landlords and their dependents. More specifically,
Paul Hargreaves has examined causes and effects of tensions during the 1380s
between the monks of Worcester Priory and its peasants, concluding that such
tensions could be of a longstanding nature but were exacerbated by the tendency
of peasants after the Black Death to appropriate chattels attached to peasant
holdings, and in many cases to abscond with them. The more oppressive the
conditions of tenancy, the more peasants resorted to flight. This helped to effect
changes in the character of medieval property relationships.14  E. B. Fryde finds
a very similar response to harsh treatment on the Norfolk estates of Margaret
Beaufort: account rolls and court rolls for the 1370s to 1390s show tenants
choosing to flee with the estate’s chattels rather than to pay dues, to the detriment
of the estate.15 The eighteenth-century chronicler of the Berkeley family and
its estates in the west of England, John Smyth, records how in the mid-1380s
Lord Berkeley, like many other lords of manors, turned to leasing out his lands
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‘instead of manureing his demesnes in each manor with his own servants, oxen,
kine, sheep … under the oversight of the reeves of the manors’.16  Under such
conditions longstanding bonds between lords and labourers broke down: in
response, the wealthy sought greater distinction of rank by means of new
sumptuary laws, and the display of lineage through the tools and texts of chivalry
and the making of parks. Enclosures for sheep-pastures and sumptuous parklands,
however, caused additional suffering and resentment as tenant farmers were
evicted.17
‘Properties’ moralised
Whether or not writers name Bartholomew, we know that ‘Properties’, with its
affirming, normative representations of labour and reward, of lordship and the
familia, would have fitted the social concerns of English landowners in the
fourteenth century. ‘Properties’ preserved, and made available for preachers
and readers, a fundamentally simple and understandable image of hierarchy
upon which later interpretations could be based. Bartholomew’s descriptions of
familiar animals such as asses, oxen and bees fitted the fourteenth-century
convention of depicting agricultural labour as a metaphor for Christian life on
earth. They also supplied models of harsh treatment. We might wonder, but
cannot prove, whether exploited workers identified, through the medium of
the mendicant’s sermon, with Bartholomew’s accounts of the serving woman
bought and sold like a beast; with the victims of bad landlords who unfairly
exacted tallages; with the dog, an excellent servant to his lord, ending his days
lying on the dunghill; and with the overworked, abused and unrewarded ass,
who even has his rough but serviceable coat taken from him after death.18
Echoes of, and references to, Bartholomew do occur in new writings, although
it is not possible to say whether writers knew the work directly. A. S. G. Edwards
notes that there is a mention in the popular Ayenbyte of Inwyt (1340), by the
Benedictine Michael of Northgate, of ‘a great scholar … called Bartholomew’.19
Baudouin van den Abeele has analysed manuscripts of sermon material, the
Stella Clericorum, that testifies to the later use of animal exempla from ‘Properties’
and from Cantimpré’s De natura rerum as sources for preaching.20  More than
half of the Contes Moralisés of the Franciscan preacher and writer Nicolas Bozon
(d. c.1340) are thought to be based upon Bartholomew’s descriptions of the
properties of animals and birds in Books 18 and 12, and of everyday life in Book
6. Another of Bozon’s sources, identified by Lucy Toulmin-Smith, is a ‘sevenfold
Treatise of the Moralities of the heavenly bodies, of the elements, of animals,
fish, trees or plants, herbs, and precious stones’.21 This is the Proprietates rerum
moralizatae (or Liber moralizate) mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3 above.22
Toulmin-Smith observes that Bozon deals with ‘the moral aspects of all sorts of
affairs in everyday life’ including social relations: ‘Evidently a man of experience
among various orders of society, his sympathies are manifestly on the side of
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the poor against their oppression and robbery by rich masters and lords, while
many of his stories are pointed against the great and powerful.’ However, Bozon
distributes blame or admonitions to all classes; several of the contes treat relations
between servants and masters, admonishing faults in both high and low, but
not advocating a change in the status quo.23
Gregory Kratzmann and Elizabeth Gee demonstrate connections between
collections of exempla made in the early fourteenth century in response to
preachers’ needs for sermon material. These include the Anglo-Norman Contes
moralisés and the Latin Dialogus creaturatum moralizatus, and the earlier
Proprietates rerum moralizate mentioned above.24  ‘Properties’ is a chief source
for these three works, but how directly is not clear except perhaps in the case
of the Moralizate, which clearly has close links to the glosses in ‘Properties’ (see
Chapter 3). It is now agreed that the Moralizate is a late-thirteenth-century or
early-fourteenth-century abridgement of ‘Properties’ that highlights its
Franciscan teaching, possibly in the light of Bonaventure's Itinerarium mentis
ad Deum, since the author gives it a carefully organised seven-fold form.25  In
it, the writer has abstracted passages from ‘Properties’ Books 8, 4, 12, 13, 18, 17
and 16 and arranged them into seven tracts, explaining the moralised properties
or conditiones of the heavenly bodies; elements; birds; fishes; animals; trees and
plants; and precious stones. John Friedman notes the utility of its detailed index,
which names the included subjects and also their conditiones: ‘Thus the user of
the LM may find an item in the work according to the letter or to the spirit.’26
The Dialogus also has seven parts: on the heavenly bodies, the four elements,
birds, fish, animals, plants, and gemstones. Like ‘Properties’, it had a long life.
Translated into English as Dialoges of Creatures Moralysed, it went into print in
Holland, copiously illustrated with woodcuts, in 1480 and 1530, probably for
an English market and probably as a tool for preachers and as recreational reading
for laity.27
The writers of later works on salvation such as Jacob’s Well, The Litil Tretys on
the Seven Deadly Sins, The Prick of Conscience, The Cloud of Unknowing, and
Destructuorium Viciorum may also have been indebted, knowingly or
unknowingly, to Bartholomew. At least some of them seem to use the glosses as
well as the column text of ‘Properties’. Bartholomew’s learned yet lively exempla
found their way into recorded sermons such as those of John Bromyard, Thomas
Wimbledon, John Waldeby and other popular preachers.28 These and, no doubt,
as yet undiscovered sources testify that while there was much new Latin and
vernacular writing in later-medieval England, at the same time established Latin
compendia of authorities, including ‘Properties’, were being preserved, owned,
read and borrowed from on both sides of the English Channel, as Seymour’s
studies of ownership have shown.29 We must conclude that their content fed
into the pool of ideas available to writers, preachers and artists making new
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works for their own time. As Michael Twomey points out, a reception history
of a medieval compilation such as ‘Properties’ is not likely to reveal clear lines
of derivation; it should take into account the fluidity of medieval texts and their
intertextual exchanges over time.30
Labouring and voyaging
The fourteenth-century Franciscan author of the sermons found in the Fasciculus
Morum is another preacher who demonstrates that certain moralisations preserved
in ‘Properties’ had become part of a pool of conventional imagery available to
writers. He includes at least one passage that is extremely close to Bartholomew’s
wording, although without any such acknowledgement. Apparently echoing
‘Properties’ Book 13 on the sea, the preacher elaborates on the trope of the
pilgrimage of the soul in his example of the person who ‘has his own body for
his ship in which he carries a most precious merchandise, namely his soul …
Reason, our captain, sits at the stern, which means that he must remember the
wretchedness of his beginning. The mast in this ship is hope.’ The world is an
ocean of danger for the soul: ‘Hidden rocks and sandbanks, sirens, Scylla,
Charybdis, currents of pitch are the dangers at sea to be feared.’31
Similarly, the author of Dives and Pauper uses the imagery of the sea voyage to
illustrate how a person, like a steersman:
… must stondyn in thee last ende of his schip & of his lyf and thinkyn
of hys deth and of his ende, how mischeuouslyche & how perlyously he
shal wendyn henys, & how, whiþyr, ne whanne woot he neuere; & in
that maner he schal best steryn the schip of his lyf to the sykir hauene
of heuene blysse.32
The two authors just quoted may not agree about why one should sit in the
stern of the boat, but their common use of the allegory shows its currency and
its flexibility. ‘Properties’ need not have been the only available source of the
idea of pilgrimage across the sea of worldly life. Indeed, it has been suggested
that by the end of the century the trope of the ship of the soul was a worn cliché
in the mouths of Franciscan friars.33  At any rate, we know from maps,
misericords and other graphic representations that fourteenth-century and later
viewers could contemplate perdition in the forms of the siren, or of Scylla and
Charybdis, whether or not they were directly acquainted with Bartholomew’s
work.34
The parable of the vineyard, which as we saw earlier is such an important source
of Bartholomew’s imagery, became another well-worn but very flexible source
of representations of labour, reward and lordship.35  It appears as a motif in
fourteenth-century devotional literature, but it also provides a setting in poems
and sermons for dramatisations of labour relations between ranks. In the poem
Pearl and in other devotional works, it becomes a vehicle for doctrines about
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grace, eternal life and mystical unio with God.36  As in Gower’s Vox Clamantis
and Langland’s Vision of Piers the Plowman, we find the figure of the ploughman
and his co-labourers the ass, the ox and the dog used to represent ideals of
obedient service and the subversion of those ideals. We can see from many
literary examples that the figure of the ploughman with his oxen, itself a
microcosm of hierarchy, provided an extremely adaptable and powerful image
that could represent the Lord and the preacher or Langland’s Christian seeking
Do-well; but also the ordinary labourer in the field, the oppressed labourer
feeding the spendthrifts of the land.37  In a late-fourteenth-century Lollard
sermon, God Himself is ‘an erþe tilier … in whose teme alle Cristen men shulden
draw as oxen, vnder þe softe and li t ocke of loue’; but the preacher, though
unworthy, is himself ‘set here at þis tyme to dryue þis worþi teme’ of parishioners
with the goad of sharp sentences.38  Recalling Bartholomew’s vignettes of the
ox and the ox-herd in Book 18, we can see how they can represent different
ideals of labour from the perspective of the different estates.
Models of good behaviour …
In the context of protracted unease following the death of Richard II in 1399 we
find the writer of Dives and Pauper, in about 1410, drawing on ‘Properties’,
either in the Latin form or in Trevisa’s translation, for examples of proper
relations between high and low. He dwells upon the mutual obligations of each
and the necessity for each to maintain his place for the support of the whole
social structure — it is Pauper who preaches, and Dives who learns, analogous
perhaps to those of the first estate who instruct those of the second. The treatise
is organised as a sequence of sermons or meditations on each of the Ten
Commandments. The writer may have been a Franciscan friar, and another proper
relation implicit in this treatise is that of preacher and audience. The sermon on
each commandment contains colourful examples, parables and stories from the
Old Testament and other sources. On the precept ‘Thou shalt not kill’, Pauper
refers to Bartholomew as ‘Master of Kind’ when citing him on the properties of
the insinuating adder:
Also flatereris ben lykenyd to a neddere þat is clepyd dipsa, whiche, as
seith þe Maystir of Kende, libro xviii, he is so lytil þat þou a man trede
þeron he may nout sen it, but his venym is so violent þat it sleth a man
or he felyth it & he dyyth withoutyn peyne.
Also, flatterers are likened to the adder that is called dipsa, which, as
the Master of Kind says in Book 18, is so little that a man may tread on
it without seeing it, but its venom is so violent that it kills a man before
he can feel it and he dies painlessly.39
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Later in the same Commandment, he uses an example from Bartholomew to
illustrate harmony and discord in Christian life, referring back to Bartholomew’s
biblical source:
Tellyt þe Mayster of Kende, lib.xviii, þat þou þe harpe be wel stryngyd
with stryngis mad of a schep & þer be on stryng þat is mad of a wolf set
in þat harpe it schal makyn alle oþere at discord, so þat þei schul nout
mon acordyn whil it is þere, & it schal fretyn on two alle þe oþere cordis.
Ry t so, þey man or woman kepe wel alle þe comandementis as to manys
sy the, if he breke on he is gylty of alle in Godis sy the, as Sent Iamys
seith.
The Master of Kind, in Book 18, says that even if a harp is well strung
with strings made of sheep gut, if there is one string made of wolf gut
set into that harp it will make all the others out of tune … Just as, though
a man or woman keeps all the Commandments well in the sight of
mankind, yet if he or she breaks one he or she is guilty of breaking them
all in the sight of God, as St James says.40
In particular, the fourth Commandment, to obey one’s parents, provides the
writer with an opportunity to make the point that rich and poor, high and low,
young and old must observe each other’s needs as well as the precepts of scripture
for society to be stable; worldly riches do not absolve great ones from the
Commandments and do not last. To illustrate care of dependants in general, the
author draws on ‘The Master of Properties’ for the stories of the stork and of
the pelican to represent ideal relations of mutual care, dominance and
subordination on the text of the Commandment ‘thou shalt honour thy father
and thy mother’.41
The writer goes on to create a further metaphor of society as a structure with
interdependent parts, in the image of the tree unshaken by tempest. If each level
of the tree holds to its allotted role, the social body will remain firm: the canopy
of the tree is like the lords and great men; the tempest is that of pride and sin;
the root is the commons, which must hold firm for the tree to survive.42 The
idea of the tree’s roots as that which sustains and supports the body of the tree
(like the root that nourishes the plant, and the body of a beast which sustains
all the limbs and members) was available in the Latin ‘Properties’ and in the
English Properties, in Books 17 and 18. Besides the pelican and the tree, the stone
called ‘crisolite’ is another created thing whose properties make it a reminder
of the fifth commandment, and again the author refers to the ‘Master of Kind’s’
words on ‘crisolite’ and its supposed ability to record the passage of time.43
The author of Dives and Pauper offers the reader entry points into an interwoven
set of ideas that is also a schema of salvation: pelican, stork, tree, crisolite, ageing,
deference to elders and betters, passage of time, arrival at evening. For this
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complex intellectual purpose the writer invokes a scholarly authority: the Master
of Properties, or Master of Kind. But, while this allows us to conclude that
Bartholomew had acquired a certain status among scholars, we cannot assume
that he was being quoted at first hand.
The second estate had the task of protecting and ruling the realm, and some of
those perceived to fail in this have been pinned down for us in caustic verse,
under the guise of animals. In the late years of Richard II’s reign, the unknown
author of the satire Mum and the Sothsegger concealed criticism of the court using
the bee community as an ideal of industrious citizenship in the garden of England,
bothered by pests. The bees forage in a fertile landscape where labourers, beasts
and birds can be seen in productive and pleasing array. In a lyrical passage the
narrator describes the delights of this domain, where the franklin, ‘gardyner of
þis garth’, keeps all in order, including his beehives. He is busy killing drones
as they fly back to the hive — creatures which do not fulfil the natural function
of bees but, parasitically, consume the honey. In a polemical passage on ‘þe
bee-is bisynes’ as an example of social equity and order, the speaker cites
Bartholomew on ‘The bomelyng of þe bees, as Bartholomew vs telleth’, in which
each bee knows the others’ voices, their king rules mercifully, with king and
bees supporting each other, while the drones simply ‘deceipuen þaym and doon
no þing elles’. The franklin assures the narrator that the drones will be discovered
and killed, ‘As Bartholomew þe Bestiary bablith on his bokes’.44 This line
suggests that the relevant parts of ‘Properties’ could have the function of a
bestiary for people of this time, helping to preserve, with its details and sources,
the example of the bee as virtuous, obedient and industrious and of the drone
as a mere parasite. Day and Steele consider that the narrator’s source is
‘ultimately’ Bartholomew if not directly, and that he is selective — omitting
Bartholomew’s description of bees that desert a weak king to join a stronger.
This would be in keeping with the poet’s wish to present an analogy with strong
rule and loyal, industrious subjects.
… and bad behaviour
The estates’ mutual dissatisfactions and distrust are recorded by chroniclers,
polemicists and satirists during the fourteenth and into the fifteenth centuries
— mostly from the point of view of the governing ranks. Voicing the anxieties
of those threatened by peasant unrest, John Gower in Vox Clamantis —
completed in 1381, the year of the Peasants’ Revolt — surveys the three estates
of Richard’s realm and takes to task, at length and in detail, the first and second
estates for failing in their duty and allowing the rebellion to occur: ideally ‘There
are the cleric, the knight, and the peasant, the three carrying on three [different]
things. The one teaches, the other fights, and the third tills the fields.’45  He
depicts a nightmare vision of the commons in the form of beasts, over-running
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the fertile garden of the land, from which emerged the jackdaw ‘Wat’ [Tyler],
and John Ball.46  In the forefront, rebellious asses ‘contrary to nature’ were
carried away by sudden revolt, and no longer useful: ‘They refused to carry
sacks to the city any more and were unwilling to bend their backs under a heavy
load.’ They defied nature, wanting the tails of tigers, the horns of wild beasts,
and the trappings of horses. An ox ran amok ‘contrary to its rightful duties’ and
forgetful of ‘its own nature’; swine and dogs rebelled, the cat no longer followed
‘its natural ways’ but joined with the fox in unnatural alliance with the dogs;
the ranks of birds exchanged colours, calls and natures in horrible confusion,
domestic and wild no longer separated. The scenes epitomise confusion of natural
order, as Gower emphasises in the midst of this nightmare.47
Gower uses a political rhetoric in which the ‘natural’ or ‘unnatural’ properties
of animals serve for oblique comment on human behaviour. We know that
Bartholomew, in his accounts of the properties of the bee, cow, dog, ass and ox,
stresses their natural and useful properties: the ass, for example, is a melancholy,
cold and dry animal, naturally heavy, slow and sluggish, stolid and
uncomplaining, burden-carrying, long-suffering, used to lowly and scant food.48
His descriptions of the ideal and ‘natural’ properties of the workers who were
supposed to serve patiently at the bottom of society can help us to appreciate
the drama of Gower’s vision of the ‘unnatural’ ass, ox and other beasts,
threatening society’s very foundations. Conversely, we have better insight into
Bartholomew’s emphasis on the plight of the superannuated dog and ass if we
consider it in the light of early Franciscan involvement with the poorest in
society.
‘Properties’ and a noble English family
For the above writers, ‘Properties’ was an available work that presented an image
of the created world within a divinely ordered cosmos, but that also focused
attention upon the physical world in all its immense variety and significance,
spiritual and material. It could appeal to both clergy and laity. While the Latin
‘Properties’ continued to be disseminated among clerics and held safely in abbey
libraries, its earliest known associations with England place it in the south-west,
at Berkeley Castle in Gloucestershire, in a secular household of local nobility
who maintained a strong connection with the work over three centuries.
Thomas Eccleston records that some time after 1240 the Franciscan brothers at
the Gloucester house (established by 1230), having parted with some ground at
an earlier date, managed to regain it ‘with considerable difficulty from Lord
Thomas Berkeley only through the wisdom and favour of his lady’.49 This lady
was Joan, wife of Thomas I (1170–1243). As a widow, in about 1250 she
‘essentially refounded’ the town of Wotton-under-Edge in the neighbourhood
of Berkeley Castle, earning the title domina de Wotton.50 There is no evidence
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that Joan employed a Franciscan chaplain or confessor, but as an interested and
influential person who championed the local friars, and whose husband had
given them land, she exemplifies the kind of opportunity that existed for friars
to become integrated into the upper ranks of English landed society as well as
with the poor of the towns — an opportunity for them to introduce their own
reading material, attitudes and image of the world.
We lose sight of Joan but there is evidence that the work came into the possession
of her daughter-in-law Lady Johanna Berkeley (d.1310), who married Lord
Thomas Berkeley II (1245–1326) in 1267, and that it circulated back to a clerical
library as a valued commemorative item. This is witnessed in a donation made
to the friars before 1310, recorded in a discarded list of donations to the Ipswich
Franciscan house (established 1226).51  One listed donor was domina Johanna de
Berkele, who also left songs both sacred and secular, stories, saints’ lives, glossed
books of the Bible, liturgical items and Hugonem de arca Noe (which, as we saw
in the last chapter, was a text concerning salvation, associated with a form of
world map).52  Bartholomew stands in this list alongside other religious texts,
implying high status in the library of a well-read laywoman who considered it
worthy of a commemorative function. Her bequest supplements other evidence
that ‘Properties’ may have been circulating in the west country by early in the
fourteenth century.53  It also situates the work within the Berkeley family,
members of which continued to be patrons of learning and letters over several
generations. According to Smyth, the eighteenth-century Berkeley steward and
chronicler, Thomas Berkeley III (d.1361) sponsored ‘an hopefull scholler’ of the
neighbourhood and founded numerous chapels and chantries.54  It was under
Thomas III that John Trevisa started his translation work. Thomas’ first wife,
Margaret, founded the grammar school at the local town of Wotton-under-Edge.
In the 1390s, his son by his second wife, Thomas Berkeley IV (1352–1417),
included ‘Properties’ among the set of prose texts considered worth the effort
and expense of translation at the hands of the clerical servant, John Trevisa,
whom he inherited from his father.55 Thomas IV’s daughter and heiress,
Elizabeth, would continue in her family’s footsteps as a patroness of letters and
especially of translation.56
In 1398 Trevisa, of Cornish birth but a long-time resident and chaplain at
Berkeley Castle, completed On the Properties of Things, a translation of the 19
Books of ‘Properties’ into the local dialect of the region.57 On the Properties of
Things was not Trevisa’s first large literary undertaking for Sir Thomas. In 1387
he had completed his translation of Higden's The Polychronicon, another lengthy
text.58 There is no explanatory prologue at the beginning of any of the extant
manuscripts of either The Polychronicon or On the Properties of Things, and it is
only at the very end of the latter that Trevisa gives us a glimpse of himself in
the act of signing off: ‘þise translaciouns i-ended at Berkeleye, the sixte day of
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Feuerer ... the eere of my lordes age, Sire Thomas, lord of Berkeley, that made
me make this translacioun, seuene and fourty.’59 To gain some insight into the
motivations behind the repeat of such a major undertaking we are obliged to
look across the Channel at similar ventures taking place there, and extrapolate
from prologues supplied by continental translators of ‘Properties’ into Italian
and French.
‘Properties’, power and prestige
In 1309, only about 60 years after the original was written, Vivaldo Belcalzer
had made an abridged Italian version of ‘Properties’ in the dialect of Mantua for
his patron, Guido Buonalcosi.60  In 1372, the work had been translated into
French for Charles V by his chaplain, Jean Corbechon. At roughly the same time
as the English project was under way (before 1391), an anonymous provençal
translator produced the Elucidari de las proprietatz de totas res naturals, a
translation of ‘Properties’ into the local béarnaise dialect of Toulouse spoken in
the northern part of Foix. The recipient was Gaston`Phébus’, Comte de Foix
(d.1391), a young boy at the time.
Lords of their domains
The prologues and illustrations that accompany these translations reveal a new
and secular conception of the work among noble readers and patrons of the
fourteenth century. Michel Salvat concludes that Belcalzer’s aims, stated in a
prefatory dedication to his Italian patron, were both theological and political:
the first was to put into the vernacular the writings of saints and philosophers
in support of the doctrine of Aristotle, the Platonic doctrine being erroneous
and contrary to the faith; his second was to transmit the treasury of wisdom to
the rich and powerful who had to govern themselves as well as all their subjects.
Jean Corbechon in the prologue to his translation of ‘Properties’, the Livre des
propriétés des choses made for Charles V, stresses the notion of wisdom informed
by knowledge as a necessary adjunct of government. Like Belcalzer, he states
that among all human perfections that the royal heart ought to wish for, the
desire for sapience ought to hold first place. Like the exemplars Solomon, Ptolemy,
Alexander, Julius Caesar, Theodosius and the studious Charles himself, a
sovereign must acquire science et sapience in order to rule with wisdom and
justice. In both Italy and France there had come into existence the concept of a
ruler who ought to make himself a `détenteur de la science’ to rule his subjects
with authority, and that ‘Properties’ was seen as a means to that end.61  Donal
Byrne concludes from the evidence of illustrations in the béarnais manuscripts
that the provençal family of Foix valued knowledge about ‘all the matter of
nature’, and that nature, wisdom and philosophy could form a unified concept
for them.62 The original copy of Charles V’s Propriétés des choses is lost, but
Byrne offers a reconstruction of its frontispiece which, with the textual additions
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of the translator, reveals, he says, ‘a new conception of the meaning and use of
the encyclopedia, as well as a concerted attempt to draw this authoritative work
into the orbit of royal aims and aspirations’. Byrne suggests that the works
translated for Charles formed a systematic program of learning, in which
Propriétés represented the world of nature, now knowable by Charles as it was
by Solomon.63
As Maurice Keen notes in his discussion of European chivalric culture, the
historical sages referred to in the prologues, such as Solomon, and the Worthies,
who included Charlemagne, Arthur, Alexander and Julius Caesar, `symbolised
the significance of a story that was emphatically unconcluded, reminding men
at once of the example of the past and that the history of chivalry was still
a-making’. Keen adds that in order to understand that story and its immediate
implications, an individual needed not only prowess and lineage but also
acquaintance with a wide range of associated literature, religious, courtly and
historical.64
Belcalzer likens his patron to the Nine Worthies, one of whom was Alexander
the Great, legendary pupil of Aristotle. This indicates that Bartholomew’s
inclusion of many references to Alexander and to Aristotle made it a work that
could support a materialistic and heroic image of the world as well as a symbolic
and moralistic one, for patrons with chivalric interests. A fourteenth-century
codex in the British Library, in which ‘Properties’ Book 15, on peoples and
places, is bound together with extracts from the Alexander literature, illustrates
such an association. It appears to be a personal and miniaturised compilation of
wisdom literature that begins with a copy of Book 15, followed by an extract
from Honorius of Autun’s imago mundi, and extracts from the Alexander
literature then available.65
The English and the French
The later life and literary achievements of Gaston de Foix may help us to
understand this valuation and this concept, and thus to be able to appreciate
what ‘Properties’ could have had to offer him and, by extrapolation, other
magnate patrons such as Thomas Berkeley. From what we know of Gaston’s life,
his recorded devotion to hunting was more than just recreational. The hunting
treatise that he wrote consists of two parts, the practical Livre de chasse and the
devotional Livre d’ oraisons, which suggests that he found spiritual edification
as well as physical satisfaction in his domination of the natural environment of
his estates.66  Reconstructions of extensive pleasure-parks such as the 2000 acres
of Hesdin in northern France, created in 1288, suggest that such a domain could
have encompassed a wide variety of terrains and habitats, including vineyards,
like a mini-creation. The theory and management practices of estates were similar
across European chivalric culture. The typical English hunting park averaged
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about 200 acres, and contained coppiced woodland, dense woodland, open
pasture with pollarded trees and vistas, ponds and rivers, all designed to protect
but also reveal the many animals enclosed within the banked perimeter.67  For
a nobleman of either country wishing to be seen to possess the full knowledge
in practice and also in the form of written authority, ‘Properties’ would have
provided references to ancient authority and covered the necessary ground.
Books 17, 18, 13 and 12 treat the flora and fauna likely to be encountered in the
lord’s domains, including domestic animals and birds, wild game, horses and
hounds. Bartholomew includes chapters on the animals and birds of venery
included by Gaston in his treatise (for example deer, hare, badger, otter); on the
care as well as the physical and moral properties of hounds and horses; on
different kinds of hawk and their capabilities; and on timber trees and crop
plants. A glance at the tabula of ‘Properties’ would be enough to show a secular
lord, even if he had little Latin, that this work held useful facts about the plant
and animal life, terrains and waterways over which he aimed to keep his
dominion. Nevertheless, the way Bartholomew draws noblemen’s secular contacts
with the material world into the theological domain could have helped to sanctify
for them their everyday lives, environments and status.68
In Book 6 of ‘Properties’, Bartholomew is explicit about the duties and mutual
obligations of lords and servants, and the need for lordship to maintain peace,
order and good governance.69  John Trevisa makes these chapters resonate for
a fourteenth-century secular lord:
And þerfore ri tful lordshchipe is i-ordeyend … For wiþoute a lord my te
not þe comyn profit stonde siker neiþir saaf, compenye of men my te
not be pesible, nothir esy, nothir quyete. For if powere and my te of
ri tful lordes were bynome and itake awey, þanne were malis free and
godenesse and innocence neuer siker. So seiþ Isidir.
There is much more on this theme, with further citations from Isidore of Seville,
St Gregory, St Ambrose and the Bible to support it. Bartholomew asserts,
independently of his sources, that obedience to a lord is an ordained means by
which people learn to obey God:
Kende bringiþ forþ alle men iliche in powere and in my t, but for diuers
worthinesses þe despensacioun of Goddis word settiþ som men tofore
oþir þat hy þat drediþ not þe ri twisnesse of God may drede þe
punyschinge of mannes strengþe.70
It does not seem surprising that those who could see in these words authorisation
for their own position as ‘set before others’ would want this book to circulate
among their associates. In this same chapter on the good master, Bartholomew
also presents a parallel between the situation of people, where God’s dispensation
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sets some before others, and the situation of animals, birds and other creatures
such as bees:
‘Therfore Ambrosius seip þat among bestis kende settiþ hem tofore þat
beþ most noble and most strong, and makeþ hem kinges, dukes, and
leders of oþir, as it farith among bestis and foules and also among been.’71
While the clerical or monastic reader could have understood the bees to refer
to themselves under their clerical leaders, the secular landowner could have
seen in these words a reassuring vision of the ranks of creation over which he
or she ruled, bees after all being one of the exploitable creatures on an estate.
We might infer from the cross-Channel examples given by Corbechon and
Belcalzer that Berkeley had a similar perception of the writings of the learned
and wise as a source of power to be annexed for temporal purposes. Berkeley
has been described as the most important baronial castle in the area in the
fourteenth century.72  Removed as they were from London and holding sway
over the western port of Bristol, the Berkeley family wielded great power in
their domains. Like Gaston de Foix, Thomas Berkeley IV was a great huntsman.
According to John Smyth, ‘hee and his brothers have kept out four nights and
days together with their nets and dogs in hunting of the fox … and with this
delight of hunting this lord began and dyed’.73 The keeping of hounds, hawks
and horses, the buying of land to create new deer parks, and ‘sea furnitures in
a sumptuous manner’ kept for ‘delight and recreations’ on the river Severn, all
indicate both means and leisure. Smyth styled him ‘Thomas the Magnificent’ in
response to his lifestyle and expenditures. Thomas was made Admiral of the
Fleet in Bristol, acquiring in effect a private navy. Ralph Hanna notes that his
mercantile activities included wool-trading and probable piracy in the Bay of
Biscay.74
The English and French were at war at the time of the vernacular translations
of ‘Properties’. Nevertheless they shared a chivalric culture expressed in hunting,
heraldry and a body of literature. It is arguable that a highly important function
of the English translation was the matching of Charles’s achievement, the
countering of Corbechon’s interpretation, and the reclamation of Bartholomew
for England, especially its south-west midlands. Trevisa already knew from
Higden’s use in the The Polychronicon of material from Book 15 of ‘Properties’
that Bartholomew had presented the English from the comfortable point of view
of a compatriot. The compiler had included the story of Britain’s Trojan origins
and the descent of its kings from Brutus, and of St Gregory’s comparison of its
children to angels; and the importance to the south-east English of Canterbury,
the site of St Augustine's arrival and of the shrine of Thomas Becket. Kent was
the only named part of England singled out by Bartholomew, and Trevisa is
fluent in rendering the enthusiastically first-hand account of ‘þe plenteuouseste
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corner of þe world, ful ryche a londe þat vnneþe it nedeþ helpe of any londe’.75
Trevisa’s rhythmical alliteration may reflect a clerical reverence:
Kent is a prouynce in Ynglonde vpon þe Brutisshe occean, þe chief cite
þereoffe hatte Canterburye. And þe londe bereþ wele corne and fruyte
and haþ many woodes, and is mooste with welles and ryuers and is
noblicche yhi te with hauens of þe see, and ryche of ricchesses and chief
in holsomnes of heuene.76
Trevisa is fluent, too, in rendering Bartholomew’s full and fulsome treatment of
the English rose: ‘Among alle floures of þe worlde þe flour of þe rose is chief
and bereþ þe prys, and þerfore ofte the chief partie of man, þe heed, is crowned
with floures of rose, as Plius seith …’ For the pious reader these words could
evoke the image of the martyrs crowned, or of the Virgin; but also an image of
Englishness that would grow in political significance.77 Trevisa did not need
to add or subtract anything in his translation of Bartholomew’s accounts of
Britain, of Kent, or of the rose. Corbechon, on the other hand, working on the
Livre des propriétés des choses during the Hundred Years’ War, had been obliged
to make certain changes. Besides the addition at the end of Bartholomew’s chapter
on the lily, stating that it was doubly superior to all other flowers, he criticises
Bartholomew’s biased opinion concerning Brittany and modifies the statement
on the German origin of the name of France, to accommodate a Trojan hero for
the French genealogy.78 Trevisa’s Properties can help us to feel something of
the complex dynamics of territorial allegiance at that time. For example, as we
read the warmly approving account of Brittany in Book 15, we can imagine its
emotive force for people like the Cornishman Trevisa and the people of the Bristol
area, who might well feel kinship with Cornwall and Wales and the other Celtic
provinces. In Trevisa’s words, Bartholomew states that Brittany (‘þe lesse
Bretayne’) is really an offshoot of Britain (‘þe more Bretayne’) so that the Bretons
are in fact Britons of a slightly inferior quality: ‘And þei e þis Bretayne be worþi
and noble in many þinges, it may nou t the dou ter be pere to þe modir.’79
The Berkeleys and the king
Hanna notes that Berkeley was expelled from his court post in the conflict
between Richard and the Appellants and that this conflict followed him to
Gloucestershire.80  In spite of Richard II’s attempts to make an alliance with
Charles VI and his second marriage to the French princess Isabel in 1396,
hostilities were to be renewed by Henry V in 1415. Richard II’s uncle, the Duke
of Gloucester, with his military library and deep distrust of the French, was one
English nobleman who opposed peace negotiations.81  Berkeley may well have
had similar views reflected in Trevisa’s translation of ‘Properties’. The record
of Thomas IV’s troubles with local lawless men in the king’s pay shows the
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effects of the factionalism being generated at this stage of Richard II’s reign, and
Trevisa’s own involvement in support of his lord. Richard II visited Berkeley
in 1386 and may have had a particular interest in it as the place where his
great-grandfather Edward II had died, but the visit may have been a tense one
for both guests and hosts. In the 1380s, as Trevisa was working there as chaplain
and translator for the Berkeley family, Richard was enlisting support from the
people further north, especially in Cheshire, and favouring the city of York after
his quarrel with London.82  Patronage was a means of giving support to
dependents and legitimising aspirations to leadership in society. When Berkeley
commissioned from his chaplain translations of Higden’s Polychronicon and Giles
of Rome’s De Principe he was not only satisfying his own thirst for knowledge;
he was also enhancing his reputation at a time when he was being challenged
in his domains by the rise of the favourites of King Richard II. To be seen to
honour a writer could add greatly to a lord’s prestige; it was part and parcel of
the process of image-building.83
Trevisa’s first translation made for Thomas Berkeley IV in 1386, that of the
Polychronicon, encompassed the history of Britain and the role in it of legendary
and recent Worthies. Berkeley too could have sought to project an image of
himself as a worthy man of learning, building a library of books to support his
wisdom and skill as a military lord. Properties arguably had a place as an
informational work in Berkeley’s library complementary to that of the
Polychronicon. Ralph Hanna, discussing the question of the ‘usefulness’ of
Trevisa’s texts, points to the comprehensive nature of the main items in the
Trevisan translation program (Higden’s Polychronicon 1386, De regimine principum,
Properties 1398):
Trevisa provided Thomas with a complete analysis of the created world,
which placed man among all ‘things’ (Properties); a complete depiction
of human activity (in Higden’s universal history); and a model for the
exercise of control over the world (De regimine) … such works offer
models for success and failure in the world.84
Or, to extrapolate from Elizabeth Salter’s discussion of late-medieval poetry,
whereas the Polychronicon can be said to present a `typological’ account of
creation and peoples down the ages, Properties presents a `structural’ image of
the world predicated upon the doctrine of promise, fulfilment and reward.85
At the same time, the manuscript Arundel 123 allows us to infer that
fourteenth-century readers could associate ‘Properties’ Book 15, the wisdom of
Aristotle, and the Worthies Alexander and Julius Caesar. It suggests that
Bartholomew’s account of the properties of things could support a quantitative
and material, as well as qualitative and moralised, image of the world.
Richard Firth Green suggests that the books that Trevisa (and later John Walton
under the patronage of Thomas IV’s daughter Elizabeth) translated for the
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Berkeley family were the very titles that a nobleman would have needed to
instruct him in history, in military practice and chivalric ethos, and in the
principles of good government.86  Sometime between The Polychronicon (1386,
from the Latin universal history compiled by Ralph Higden c.1350) and On the
Properties of Things (1398), Trevisa also translated the Gospel of Nicodemus (a
source of Arthurian matter basic to the chivalric ideal), probably De Regimine
Principum of Giles of Rome, and Fitzralph’s Defensio Curatorum. It is instructive
to compare this list with the library of the king’s uncle, Thomas Woodstock,
Duke of Gloucester, which included The Polychronicon and De proprietatibus
rerum in Latin; De Regimine Principum; Vegetius’ De Re Militari; epics, romances
and poetry and Mandeville’s Travels in French.87 The comparison indicates
that the known canon of works translated by Trevisa under the patronage of
Berkeley embraced subjects appropriate for a secular nobleman asserting local
dominance and promoting a chivalric image of sound learning and lineage.
John Trevisa, a cleric himself, may well have been interested in testing the
capabilities of the language for works that combined a devotional with an
informational purpose. Waldron sees Trevisa as the introducer of a new genre
of faithful prose translation of non-canonical works of historical and scientific
information, within a possibly continuous, Alfredian tradition in western England
of providing useful learning for nobility.88  In the 1380s and 1390s, the
Cornish-born Trevisa was an innovator, trying out his adopted Gloucestershire
vernacular for new purposes, and striving to convey underlying meaning by
using the familiar and, at times, colloquial language of his circle.89
It seems important to keep in mind, however, that in spite of Trevisa’s care to
translate the Latin accurately, giving sense for sense, the vernacular must have
imposed a late-fourteenth-century interpretation upon the original. His
transformation of natura into ‘kynde’, for example, turns the meaning away
from that of divine intermediary towards something more mundane, that of
breeding or generation. The situation at Berkeley presents a fascinating parallel
with that in London, where Chaucer was using the south-eastern dialect to
translate Latin literature and present it in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of
Richard’s court. In Chaucer’s work the concept of nature appears as something
different again: ‘the noble goddess of kind’ presiding over the birds in The
Parlement of Foules is a mythologised and firmly gendered figure far removed
both from Trevisa’s ‘kynde’ and Bartholomew’s natura.90
The very provincialism of the Berkeleys suggests a reason for their eagerness
for translations and for their appreciation of the Latin ‘Properties’ as a suitable
subject. To Berkeley’s desire to exert patronage, and his apparent pride in the
English language, could have been added a local inability to take advantage of
existing French translations. Trevisa interpolates the comment in The
Polychronicon that in all the grammar schools of England children are being
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taught not in French but in English; the disadvantage being that now ‘childern
of gramerscole conneþ no more Frensch þan can here lift heele … Also gentil
men habbeþ now moche yleft for to teche here childern Frensch.’91 This suggests
a linguistic divide between the south-west (and Trevisa cites schoolmasters with
Cornish names) and the Westminster court which, with its French tutors, visitors,
books and later queen, was still to some extent bilingual. The French translation
made by Corbechon for Charles V in 1372 may have set a precedent for the
English translation of 20-odd years later and, according to Michael Seymour, in
educated and courtly circles where there was a growing demand for vernacular
books, the Livre des propriétés des choses was beginning to establish itself.92
Nevertheless, a picture emerges of the Berkeley translation project as a regional
undertaking, taking a stance on the appropriateness of English prose for serious
English writing, within the context of a general and growing demand by
laypeople for devotional and utilitarian literature in the vernacular. At this point
in the journey of ‘Properties’ as it lived on in popular and courtly cultures of
late-medieval England, we can see patron and chaplain in a regional setting,
responding to challenges that were both linguistic and political.
‘Properties’ in London
Over time, both the French and English translations of ‘Properties’ became
perquisites of the educated and affluent in London as well as the west country.
Ralph Hanna and, more recently, Kathryn Kerby-Fulton open up the question
of how the translation became better known in the metropolis among literate
laity, including merchants and lawyers.93  Hanna surmises that on the accession
of Henry IV, Thomas Berkeley resumed his duties at court and his business
affairs in London. He argues that Berkeley supplemented his rural living by
urban activities in Bristol and London, and that his agent in London (and legatee)
was one Robert Knolles, probably related to the alderman and grocer Thomas
Knolles in London, and the grocer and merchant William Knolles in Bristol where
Berkeley also had shipping interests.94  Berkeley’s contact with the merchant
Robert Knolles shows that his business network extended beyond his own rank.
His business activities, contacts and possession of a house in London enabled
him to disseminate among other magnates, who met there from time to time on
court matters, literary works translated under his patronage. As evidence, Hanna
cites an early manuscript of On the Properties of Things, now British Library
Additional Manuscript 27944, dated to before 1410 and written in a western
dialect by three scribes, one of them (‘Scribe D’) a prolific westerner whose hand
has also been identified in copies of works by Gower and Chaucer.95  Similar
scribal evidence from a manuscript of Trevisa’s Polychronicon leads Hanna to
conclude that a taste for Trevisan translation existed among the circle of magnates
who patronised contemporary courtly verse, and who were Berkeley’s
parliamentary colleagues. Berkeley’s activities in London included active
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publicising of his sponsored works among these colleagues and the book trade,
and efforts to promote the commissioning of copies.96 The active involvement
of Scribe D in Berkeley's projects, and the purchase of On the Properties of Things
by a wealthy lawyer, Thomas Chaworth (1380–1459), supports this view.
Chaworth, of Wyverton, Nottinghamshire, another regional landowner with
London connections, commissioned the sumptuous manuscript which is now
Columbia University Manuscript Plimpton 263 in about 1440. Chaworth, then,
had access to the Berkeley exemplar either personally or through his London
agent, the merchant Richard Thorney, and considered it worth the expense of
having it copied and embellished. While the record shows that Chaworth
inherited his title, was a keen huntsman, the owner of coalmines in Derbyshire,
and a Member of Parliament for 40 years, there is nothing in his known library
to suggest that he was a scholarly or religious man; rather, that he was a lawyer
and man of business. He bequeathed two copies of the Polychronicon and some
legal works.97  His copy of On the Properties of Things is not mentioned in his
will but it evidently stayed in the family, since the Chaworth manuscript passed
to Sir Thomas’ kinsman and executor Richard Willoughby at the time of his
death, and was later used by Wynkyn de Worde as a copy text for the printing
of On the Properties of Things in Westminster in 1495. 98
To sum up this chapter: there are some safe conclusions to be drawn from
fragmentary and diverse forms of evidence about the role and reception of
‘Properties’ in England in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Bartholomew’s
accounts of the properties of things entered the pool of popular preaching and
devotional material in England, and began to be diffused in written and in oral
form before the end of the thirteenth century. The friars provided a channel for
communicating ideas about penance and salvation through their preaching, but
how far they used ‘Properties’ directly cannot well be demonstrated. However,
it is arguable that some images and ideas are common to both ‘Properties’ and
some of the sermon and devotional literature of the later Middle Ages, and that
preaching was one mechanism for their dissemination through different ranks
of society. People from all three estates could have imbibed Bartholomew’s
imagery with or without a clear idea of its source.
Preserved manuscripts in academic settings and in lay libraries testify that
‘Properties’ had status as a religious authority in the centuries after it was
compiled, among the mendicants and also among scholars of other orders who
required a moralised or factual compendium of knowledge. More lavish
manuscripts of translations of ‘Properties’ show that during the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries lay people from the upper layers of society in France, Italy
and England, especially, became its owners, patrons and re-writers. In
appropriating the compilation they were also taking possession of the authorities
within it and, in effect, helping to preserve and pass on the written body of
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knowledge that encompassed salvation, history and worldly wisdom. It was the
economic, social and political patronage of the work as a prestigious possession
that propelled ‘Properties’ and its compiler into the secular sphere and into
noblemen’s libraries in the later Middle Ages.
While Bartholomew’s sub-textual images of pilgrimage, labour and salvation
continued to be meaningful for readers, preachers and writers long after his own
time, lay noblemen and women continued to find in the work’s allegorical depth
and moral authority validation for their secular interests and values. As it was
commodified by the wealthy and powerful, the conception of ‘Properties’
expanded and changed to meet the needs of a range of readers scarcely envisaged
by Bartholomew. Publicised involvement with the work imbued the nobleman
with both the spiritual gravitas and the worldly wisdom seen as necessary for
good lordship. Moreover, the idea of the universe as a hierarchical system in
which everything has its appointed place suggested, for the comfortably-off, a
fundamental stability in the status quo. A well-made book that endorsed such
an image of the world and society was itself a desirable piece of property. It is
safe to assume that for patrons such as Thomas Berkeley and Thomas Chaworth,
the English word ‘property’ implied not only a moral or physical attribute but
also the family estate, the ships, the coalmines, the London house and the
library.99
‘Properties’ reflected and reinforced belief in the right and duty of lords to hold
sway over the ‘things’ of their demesnes, even if in reality they were leasing
out those demesnes and losing control over their peasant labour. Reciprocal
obligation between the levels of society was an ideal which the powerful could
at least acknowledge (if not put into practice) through their patronage of books
of wisdom such as ‘Properties’, in Latin or the vernacular. This compilation’s
value to noble patrons lay, arguably, in the fact that it was a ready-made
compendium of received wisdom on a multitude of ‘things’, reflecting the
diversity of creation itself. But it also presented an image of the world as the
centre of an ordered, hierarchical cosmos, validating the ideal of a
clearly-differentiated society ruled by those of highest rank.
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Chapter 6. An authoritative source
The last chapter placed the emergence of ‘Properties’ in England in the context
of the church’s concern with preaching, the nobility’s concern to support with
authoritative texts their control of their domains, and social networks of wealthy
book owners. In the fifteenth century these concerns and networks combine to
uphold the position of ‘Properties’ as a prestigious and desirable text. We find
it commodified as a manuscript or printed book, adapted as an informative
manual, and preserved in ecclesiastical and academic libraries. This chapter
looks at some examples of how readers and writers made use of Bartholomew’s
authority in the context of increasing literacy, but also increasing instability
and conflict. From the time of Richard II’s reign to that of Richard III there is
evidence of hostility between England and France, king and subjects, Yorkists
and Lancastrians; and between upper and lower ranks as the economic climate
changed.
The numbers of prose texts written in English dialects suggest that lay people
had better access to the written word, and that the later dissemination and rise
in status of ‘Properties’ occur at a time of increased lay literacy and professional
involvement with informative and devotional texts. The wide range in types
and quality of manuscripts drawing on our work in Latin and English, from the
cramped home-made booklet of recipes and extracts to the beautifully laid-out
and decorated workshop manuscript, testifies to the social breadth of writers
with access to ‘Properties’ in whole or part. The record shows that versions in
Latin, French and English vernacular were available to both clerical and
non-clerical English users.1
This chapter will look at some of the evidence that writers and readers responding
to the demands of their particular time found a durable source of material and
authority 'in Properties' that they could cite or adapt, or commodify as a
prestigious piece of personal property. It could be a source of information; a
source of moral examples and images; an authority on the properties of specific
items; and a valuable commodity for investment, marketing or exchange.
A source of wisdom
Knowledge had been the object of systematising efforts since the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, when the church and the Paris schools required scholastic
texts to support the drive to educate an effective body of preachers. As we saw
in the prologues by Belcalzer and Corbechon, knowledge could also confer a
mantle of wisdom like that of Solomon, which was seen as appropriate to landed
lords. For Thomas Berkeley, Trevisa provided volumes in English prose
embodying knowledge of the world’s history and the world’s content.
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As we saw in the last chapter, a work such as ‘Properties’ could be re-created
as luxurious copies made from expensive materials, and become solid investments,
valuable gifts, and overt declarations of wealth and power. The well-preserved
manuscript owned by Chaworth is one example; the badly-damaged
fifteenth-century copy of ‘Properties’ in English now in the Bristol City Library
is another.2  During the fifteenth century, copies of the French and English
vernacular versions of the work, made to a high standard of workmanship,
became desirable commodities for purchase or commissioning from specialist
workshops. In 1482, Edward IV acquired a two-volume copy of the French
version made a century earlier for Charles V, superimposing his own coat of
arms upon the title-page with its original dedication to Charles. Edward is thought
to have commissioned or bought his copy of Propriétés from a workshop in
Bruges in about 1482, while in exile. The customising of the copy is consistent
with a wish, like that of Charles, to assert the legitimacy of his claim to wise
kingship. This copy is still part of the English royal library founded by Henry
VII.3  It is not surprising therefore to find ‘Properties’, either in English or in
French, included in an un-headed list of works on chivalry, piety, wisdom and
romance, now at Balliol College Library, Oxford:
Boccachio de casu virorum illustrium/ The siege of Troy/Sanke Royall/
Boicius de consolacione/ de Regimine principum/ Secreta Secretorum/
The Romaunce of Partenope/Rommat de la Ros/Brut e the croniculis/Seynt
Kateryne of Seene/ The pylgrymage o the sowle/The tales of
Caunterburye/The booke of cheuallerie/The booke of the salutacioun of
owre lady/Egidius de Regimine principum/Legenda Aurea/Maister of
the game/Pontus/ Maundevile/The booke of the iij kynges of Coleyne/The
Revelicioun of Seynt Brigiede/Sydrake/ Bartholomew in tweye bookis
of ij volemys.4
Whether the list was a catalogue, a record or a wish-list, it shows a
fifteenth-century reader including Bartholomew’s work among both new and
old chivalric and devotional works from England, Italy and France, crossing
boundaries of language and genre. The list suggests that these books were for
both recreation and edification — they include the Canterbury Tales as well as
the Pilgrimage of the Soul. That ‘Properties’ was also valued as a religious work
that could serve a commemorative purpose and benefit the souls of the deceased
is attested to by Sir Thomas Tyrrell of Essex (d.1477), who directed in his will
that his copy of ‘Properties’ be given to his parish church ‘theire forth to serve
in perpetuite to have my soule and the soule of my wif and of myn Aunte
Margarete Rypley’.5 We find an early Latin manuscript of the work in the
careful possession of a west-country vicar in the late fourteenth century. The
Reverend John Taylor of Ilminster, Somerset, apparently had the copy re-bound,
some old accounts of work in Ilminster church being used in the binding.6
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Preserving the sources
The global array of authorised knowledge brought together in the compilations
became a resource for specialists in separate fields of study, and in the later
Middle Ages we can see professionals making customised compendia specific to
their fields. ‘Properties’, with its pull-apart format and comprehensive coverage
of worldly matters, evidently lent itself to the making of extracts and adaptation.
Users drew excerpts from ‘Properties’ to compile books for their own use,
edification or enjoyment in modernised, functional formats, in Latin — the
language of scholars as well as clerics — and in English and French. Braswell’s
study of utilitarian literature indicates that ‘Properties’ and other authoritative,
informative texts gained repute among the growing numbers of literate
professionals in English society who could draw on Latin as well as vernacular
versions.7  In particular, Books 12 to 18 of ‘Properties’ tended to be copied to
make smaller, customised compilations of authorised information. For example,
physicians and astrologers made shortened versions and abstracts of ‘Properties’
with emphasis on harmful, remedial or prognostic properties of animals, stones
and plants. Writers on heraldry and history also turned to it as a source on the
moral, symbolic and historic properties of those things.
There is plenty of manuscript evidence that people used ‘Properties’ or material
derived from it to put into new writings for their own lives and needs. These
needs might be for reliable, authorised information about the physical world
such as physicians or alchemists might require in a handy manual format. Others
might need the moralised interpretations of things preserved in, for example,
the medieval Latin bestiaries as a source for sermons or tracts that they could
present in a local vernacular. By contrast, some writers needed accounts of the
properties of things that could be interpreted in more than one way for the
purposes of irony, satire or emblematic representation. Such writers would
include partisan social commentators and representatives, such as propagandists
and heralds.
‘Properties’ was not the only compilation available to late-medieval English
readers. Those of Thomas de Cantimpré, Albertus Magnus and Alexander Neckam
were available in Latin but were not translated into English. One of the strengths
of ‘Properties’ was that it preserved knowledge laid down by writers of the past
and, being organised in clearly defined Books and chapters, could be easily
excerpted. Seymour reasonably concludes that Bartholomew’s was the most
popular of the compilations on the natures and properties of things because it
was accessible and adaptable.8  Adaptations of ‘Properties’ made in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries indicate that the Latin ‘Properties’ in particular was
valued as an available repository of useful knowledge carried forward from the
past: from the classical writers Aristotle and Plato, Pliny and Solinus via their
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Christian mediators, and from the Christian fathers and earlier compilers, Jerome
and Gregory, Augustine, Bede and Isidore of Seville.
‘Properties’ was one available source of information about living things capable
of a flexible range of interpretation, and which made ancient knowledge available
to readers, regardless of the specialist points of view they brought to the work.
We can see in some cases the importance given by writers to acknowledging the
sources cited by Bartholomew. For example, in a fourteenth-century volume of
Latin extracts from Books 12, 16, 17 and 18 of ‘Properties’ a reader has underlined
the names of authorities as they occur in the text: Pliny, St Gregory, Aristotle,
Constantinus, St Basil, St Ambrose, St Denis, the Book of Job and Isidore of
Seville.9  In a fourteenth-century codex that includes ‘Properties’ Book 15, a
reader has written: ‘Take note of which authors one should put one’s trust in’
against Bartholomew’s reference to Jerome’s authority.10
Names of sources are included in a home-made collection of remedies and medical
notes in Latin, bound with recipes in English, around a core of items from
‘Properties’ to form what appears to be a personal commonplace book or manual,
now in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. The extracts come from Books 16, 17 and
18 of ‘Properties’ and are introduced by the rubric ‘What follows are excerpts
from the book entitled De proprietatibus rerum’.11  In this home-made book the
text is taken right up to the margins; no space is wasted and many chapters are
omitted, but the writer has squeezed the names of Bartholomew's authorities
into the margins. There is no decoration, but red-ink headings and paragraph
marks make the whole thing readable as a reference work in spite of the density
of text on the page. A comparison with the contents of Trevisa’s Properties, Book
17, indicates that the plants included tend to be herbs and fruits associated with
medicine, food and cooking while the exotic and the generalised are excluded.12
As Anthony Edwards has demonstrated, ‘Properties’ was regarded in the later
Middle Ages in England as a source book to be plundered for a diverse range
of miscellaneous information, as writers applied its authority to secular,
devotional and didactic literature.13  Sometimes we can see the same manuscript
serving as a source for widely different purposes over time, as in the case of
British Library Manuscript Add. 27944 which, Ralph Hanna suggests, Thomas
Berkeley caused to be made in London to advertise the translation and his own
literary patronage.14  In a very different type of study of the same manuscript,
Michael Seymour deduces that it supplied copy-text for a medical practitioner
who, in around 1425–50, abstracted material from Book 7 on arthritis, sciatica
and gout.15 The abstract reflects a concern on the part of this reader for segments
of the vernacular manuscript with a particular practical, medical application for
him or herself, rather than for the work as a whole.
Several such epitomes exist in Latin and in vernacular languages. In another
study, Seymour notes that Book 7, in the redaction known as liber de regimine
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sanitatis et de virtutibus naturalibus, had been appointed for use by lecturers at
the medical university of Montpellier in 1340. He finds that the content is ‘wholly
medical’, and ‘probably reflects the day-to-day concerns of a practising physician
… who wanted an inexpensive summary of contemporary medical opinion’.16
A more personal, home-made collection of medical extracts occurs in Wellcome
Institute Manuscript 335, a narrow octavo notebook convenient for the pocket,
containing recipes, prayers and paintings of plants. It comprises a herbal
accompanied by extracts from ‘Properties’ Books 5 and 7 headed ‘Excerpts from
the book entitled De Proprietatibus rerum (B. Anglici). And firstly, concerning
the lung.’17 This leads into headed excerpts in Latin on the breath, stomach,
liver, skin, spleen, gut, kidneys, bladder, urine and dizziness. Prayers to the
Virgin and to St Gregory follow, and excerpts from a surgical treatise. Recipes
for cures written in French at the start and finish of the codex are further
evidence that this collection served a practical need for home remedies, but that
these might be accessed in three languages. The Books on birds, stones, plants,
animals and substances, and the long chapter on fishes, are barely altered at the
level of the chapters; word-by-word examination of the text could reveal whether
more detailed cuts have been made.
It may not be clear that a writer had a particular purpose or point of view in
making an adapted version of ‘Properties’. The unknown maker of British Library
Harley Manuscript 512, an abridged Latin ‘Properties’ entitled ‘On the natures
and properties of things’, included all the Books, shortening them to abridge
the whole compendium in a manner breve et plano (‘brief and to the point’), but
with no apparent emphasis on one area of knowledge.18  Perhaps a reader in a
particular locality would pinpoint plant or animal species known or obtainable
in the area. Neither do we know exactly how individual readers became familiar
with ‘Properties’ or obtained copy-text. While such processes are hidden from
us, the adaptations show that literate people had the means to make copies of
parts they wanted for their own use or edification, and to translate, abridge and
turn the lengthy and comprehensive work into a manageable text for themselves.
‘Bartholomew the bestiary’
Bartholomew’s status as an authority on nature tends to be confirmed by
re-makers of ‘Properties’ in Latin and/or English who selected only from Books
and chapters concerning birds, plants, stones and animals. For example, a
fourteenth-century workshop-produced manuscript with a professional finish
and layout, British Library Manuscript Royal 12 E iii, consists of Books 12, 16,
17 and 18 only, in Latin. It is stylishly produced in book-hand, well laid-out,
with neatly coloured initials. The focus of the selection is on birds, fishes, stones
and minerals, and herbs, with no reference to the elements in which they are
found or to the medieval scheme of creation as a whole. The chapters of Book
17 on plants are reduced by the exclusion of the general, the exotic and the
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processed, while materials from the omitted first chapter on the general properties
of trees and plants are made into two short chapters on leaves and flowers. A
later hand has added alphabetical tables of the listed birds, stones and animals,
as if to further organise the wealth of information.19 We cannot tell for whom
it was made but this selection of Books of ‘Properties’ again suggests that
Bartholomew was regarded as a marketable, acceptable source on the properties
of birds, stones, plants and animals.
It does seem arguable that Properties in English provided information transmitted
in the Latin bestiaries. For the writer of Mum and the Sothsegger in the 1390s,
‘Bartholomew the bestiary’ had been an authority on bees.20  A manuscript that
has been described as a unique late-medieval representative of the bestiary genre
in England, now in Cambridge University Library, draws heavily on Bartholomew
as an acknowledged source supplemented by readers’ annotations in English.21
It is made in the form of a bestiary, with entries on animals, each with a
prominent illustration and with each description of properties followed by a
moral significatio. Its maker and original purpose are unknown, but the content
and marginalia all suggest it could have supplied recreation, instruction and
moral edification from bestiary sources. The manuscript indicates that
Bartholomew was still seen as an authority and repository of even older
authorities on the properties of animals, birds, fishes and plants late in the
fifteenth century, but the illustrations suggest that the volume was designed to
be diverting as well as instructive.22  It testifies to a continuity of interest in
animals as moral examples along with a more empirical attitude in written texts
to animals and birds as local and identifiable objects of interest. In spite of the
fact that it does share some features with bestiary manuscripts, we need to ask
what function a moralised collection of animal properties could have had in
late-medieval England in a non-clerical context.
Moralising properties
Because of the way Bartholomew presented certain creatures as analogous to
people interacting with each other, his compilation could later be used in wider
contexts as a source for writers of stories where animals might reflect or parody
human behaviour. Indeed, Michel Zink argues that medieval literature concerning
animals is really to do with people.23 Writers of devotional texts could invoke
readers’ knowledge of the symbolism of certain animals and birds, preserved in
the bestiary, to teach through allegorical and moralising associations.
Bartholomew had defined the properties of things as their ‘dispositions, doings
and effects’; that is, their characters, behaviours, and relations with each other,
and this implied analogies with the relationships and behaviours of people.24
Although in ‘Properties’ the things of creation reflect the cosmos in their
hierarchical arrangement (as Bartholomew had explained in Books 3 and 4), they
also have complementary and opposing properties. In the later Books, the
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compiler had organised the plethora of things of the world into complementary
relationships of alliance or enmity, fertility and infertility, poison and antidote,
all under the providence of natura. The diversity of living things and their
mutual oppositions, purposely ordained by natura, forms the theme of
Bartholomew’s long introduction to Book 18. Even fruit could be described as
wild/tame; fair/foul; good/evil.25 This allowed writers to find, in his chapters
and cross-references, analogues for the dynamics of human relationships
observable around them.
The writer of the mid-fifteenth-century collection of sermons Jacob’s Well shows
us how ‘Properties’ could be a vehicle for carrying forward the concept of such
mutual tensions through analogy with well-known beasts:
Bertylmew, de proprietatibus rerum, libro xvijo, he seyth þat an harpe
hath strynges of wolfys guttys & of schepys mengyd to hepe, schal neuer
be set wele in twene, be-cause þe scheep & þe wolf arn contraraye in
kynde.26
Since the sheep and the wolf have contrary properties, a harp strung with gut
from both of these animals will be discordant. As we saw in Chapter 5, the author
of Dives and Pauper draws on the same image in the context of his
dialogue-sermon on ‘Thou shalt not kill’.27
In the image of the 10-stringed harp, these two writers rely on their readers’
awareness of the predator/prey relationship between wolf and sheep, and the
antithetical nature of their properties, to strengthen the point that one failure
of Christian observance could vitiate all the rest. They also assume familiarity
with the Old Testament story of David, the epistle of James on keeping the whole
law, and the parable of the lost sheep.28
Bartholomew’s account of the wolf combines stories from a number of sources
including Physiologus, Isidore, ‘Cherles’, Pliny, Homer, Avicenna, Solinus and
Aristotle, that convey the density of fearful myth surrounding the animal,
especially its savagery towards sheep; and descriptions of actual wolf behaviour
such as fishermen’s observations of the way it scavenges for fish offal. He
concludes the chapter:
Also Aristotil seiþ þat al pe kynde of wolues is contrary and aduersary
to al þe kynde of schep. And so I haue yradde in a booke þat a strenge
ymade of a wolues gutte ydo among harpestrenges ymade of þe guttes
of scheep destroyeþ and corrumpeþ hem, as an egle feþer ydo amonge
coluere feþeres pilieþ and gnaweþ hem if þey ben ylefte togidres longe
in oon place, as he seiþ. Loke tofore de aquila.29
Bartholomew stresses the contrariness of nature between wolf and sheep, like
that between eagle and dove, whereas the later users of this source make explicit
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the exegetical link to the Ten Commandments and the theme of salvation. We
can see how Bartholomew’s multiplicity of sources and viewpoints enabled these
later writers to use the harp-string anecdote as a basis for sermons with the
addition of their own emphasis or interpretation.
The multiple viewpoints and opinions cited by Bartholomew on some matters
allowed later writers to recast the properties of things to create ambiguity and
double entendre as a basis for social comment. Ambiguity and double entendre
offered a useful mode of discourse for those who wished to represent objects of
criticism at a safe remove, such as writers of political satire; or who needed to
privilege some properties over others in their interpretations of Bartholomew,
such as the heralds.
The heralds were allied with lawyers in that their knowledge and records of
genealogies could be applied to legal claims of ownership or inheritance in
threatening times. Anthony Wagner describes the development of the functions
and status of heralds from the earliest mention (c.1170) of their role in
tournaments. Their responsibilities and expertise increased during the Hundred
Years’ War and, by the 1370s, they were compiling rolls of arms and were called
to give expert evidence when the right to a coat of arms was disputed. They
could also set their hands and seals to certificates or grants of arms, a process
tightened under Henry V to control the use of arms by unqualified persons. By
the end of the fifteenth century, heraldry was a well-developed system for
bestowing and interpreting arms, with its own technical language, rules and
body of knowledge. Through the system, they had developed an agreed code
of meanings attached to certain animals, birds, plants and colours in use as
personal or family emblems. The animal or bird displayed upon the shield, so
easily depicted in carved stone and wood, or in the margins of a manuscript,
could make an encoded claim interpretable by those who knew about the charges’
properties.30
The author of the earliest-known heraldic treatise, the Anglo-Norman De heraudie,
variously dated to between 1280 and 1345, had listed the limited number of
natural and fabulous creatures that could be used as charges on the shield —
the lion, the leopard, and the griffin; the eagle, the martlet, the popinjay, the
crow, the swan and the heron.31  Although the list of heraldic birds and animals
was still quite short, the herald and the armiger were free to draw on puns, or
on literary or other sources. Aspiring armigers would have needed the expertise
and resources of the heralds to select something suitable.32
Bartholomew and the heralds
Like physicians, the heralds were cultivated, professional and pragmatic readers
who found an invaluable source of knowledge in ‘Properties’.33 The evident
increase in heraldic display in written and graphic forms during the fifteenth
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century coincides with production of manuscript copies of Properties, and of
other manuscripts based on ‘Properties’ or Properties, made in workshops and
in the home.34  At the time when Trevisa was working on his prose translations,
cognisances and emblems appear in literature and art as weapons in the
propaganda wars between Richard II and his critics. Later, during the conflict
between Lancastrian and Yorkist factions, ‘Properties’ could supply or confirm
properties of creatures as a basis for some important political image-making.
The Tractatus de Armis by Johannes De Bado Aureo, a work contemporary with
Trevisa’s translation of ‘Properties’, demonstrates Richard II’s participation in
heraldry and the part that Bartholomew continued to play in its formal
expression, during and after his reign.35 The writer of this Latin treatise cites
Bartholomew on the properties of certain animals and birds depicted in arms.36
‘Bartholomew of the property of things’ is De Bado Aureo’s most frequently-cited
source, at times referred to by name but often closely though selectively quoted.
He notes Bartholomew’s agreement with other sources — Aristotle, Isidore,
Pliny, and the heralds ‘ffranciscus’ [de Foveis] and ‘dominus Bartholus [di Sasso
Ferrato]’ — regarding the boar, the horse, the bear, the dragon and the dove.37
Following technical information on the hierarchy of colours, the Tractatus lists
the beasts and birds that are, by that time, suitable to be borne as arms (lion,
leopard, pard, hart, boar, dog, dragon, horse, bear, eagle, falcon, owl, dove,
crow, swan, cock, gryphon, martlet, pike and crab) and explains what character
traits or life events a particular emblem might betoken.38
De Bado Aureo dedicates his treatise to Richard II’s queen, Anne of Bohemia
(d.1394). For these patrons it was necessary to present their most prominent
emblems, the lion of England and Richard’s personal emblem, the white hart,
in the best possible light. He had a complex array of properties to draw upon,
derived from a range of sources. By the late Middle Ages the bestiary sources
on both leo, the lion, and cervus, the hart or stag, spanned the eras from
pre-Christian to contemporary times. We can see from secular literature — fables,
secular bestiaries, heraldic treatises, romances and allegories, and moralised
hunting treatises — that both the lion and the stag acquired great significance
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The stag accrued a wealth of
significance from many different sources, including ‘Properties’, and became in
its various forms one of the most widely adopted personal emblems in the later
Middle Ages. For noblemen and women who enjoyed the actuality of the chase,
secular and erotic associations were added to the stag’s significance as a symbol
of Christian endeavour and purity.39 The lion, bestiary symbol of Christ as
all-powerful king, is thought to be the oldest animal symbol used as a European
monarch’s emblem. The lion’s character as a Christian symbol — the Lion of
Judah — became further defined through its heraldic association with kingship,
and by contrast with its disreputable bestiary relatives, the lioness, the pard
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and the leopard.40  Controversy over the emblem shows how the blazon, which
could be recorded in an unequivocal verbal format, was a more reliable possession
than its variable graphic representations.
Bartholomew had given the scriptural and bestiary accounts of the stag seeking
the water brooks, extracting and trampling serpents, helping its companions
across water, hiding its hind and her young, and hiding itself while its new
antlers grew.41  But the stag also had some negative connotations of timidity
from classical literature, and Bartholomew slips Aristotle’s statement that the
stag is the friend of the fox into the chapter on vulpis; timidity being perhaps
an adjunct of guile. In De Bado Aureo’s account, the stag’s yearly moult and
withdrawal while it grows new and bigger antlers, becomes a sign of increasing
wisdom, peaceableness and wealth in the bearer of the emblem who was ‘poor
in first age and substance’. The image would have been appropriate to Richard’s
long minority under the domination of powerful adults, and compatible with
the style of kingship that he adopted.42  De Bado Aureo’s selective account of
the properties of the hart shows us how Richard was able to proclaim his kingship
to be wise, mature, peaceable and discreet through the heraldic emblem he and
his followers displayed.43
Bartholomew and the satirist: the hobbling stag
Richard was under great pressure in the last years of his reign. Henry Bolingbroke
was exiled in 1397 but returned to effect Richard’s deposition and became Henry
IV in 1399. At the same time that Richard’s followers were displaying his
white-hart emblem in the late nineties, some of his opponents were using the
same image to undermine his rule. Hassig remarks on the classical notion of the
stag’s timidity, ignored by the bestiary writers in their emphasis upon its positive
scriptural associations. Bartholomew does reveal, however, that the hart or stag,
cervus, could still be understood as a creature with two sides to its character.44
We know that the contrary idea of the tainting timidity of the stag was accessible
in ‘Properties’ in the chapter on the fox, and those in possession of this
knowledge only had to present the hart in a different light to present the king
and his liveried followers as timid and impotent. The author of the alliterative
poem Mum and the Sothsegger, thought to date from the last years of the reign,
uses the negative properties of the stag to attack and mock the king. In Passus
II, the writer begins by marvelling at the number of livery badges Richard has
granted. He tells Richard that although he has given out so many badges, the
harts fail to stand by him because they are afraid of the eagle (an emblem of
Bolingbroke). Also, they are dismayed that moulting-time is coming, and so the
whole herd runs away to the forest and is scattered. The writer goes on to list
the wrongs performed by the harts. They had cumbered the country, stripped
the poor, let the king down and spoilt the broth (lines 28–52). For every hart on
a badge, Richard lost 10 score of hearts (lines 42–3). In Passus III, the writer
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makes fun of the stags in old age, hobbling and feeble, searching among the
bushes for adders and feeding on venom in an effort to rejuvenate themselves.45
Whereas De Bado Aureo, writing for Richard’s queen, made the stag’s property
of moulting a token in heraldry of discretion and increasing wisdom, here it is
represented as an embarrassment and disgrace.
England’s genealogy: the lion and the leopard
A by-product of civil war during the fifteenth century was the demand for more
emblems to signal personal qualities and allegiances, as gentry sought to improve
their social status, and the rapid development of the ethos and trappings of
heraldry to meet this demand. An English translation of the Tractatus de Armis,
made in the following century in a fine manuscript version, supports this view.
This translation, illustrated with the heraldic beasts and blazons it describes, is
followed in the codex by an English chronicle of monarchs, starting with the
arrival in England of the legendary Brutus, and illustrated with each monarch’s
retrospectively-created coat of arms.46 These illustrations suggest that
contemporaries saw heraldic properties as a way of confirming and validating
the account of England’s heroic origins set down in chronicles such as the Brut.
The maker of the codex includes a discussion of the arms of Brutus, legendary
founder of Britain, and his three sons (Locrine, Camber and Albanact, founders
of England, Wales and Scotland respectively): a lion rampant with a double head
and red lilies on a field of gold.47  Again we find Bartholomew referred to as
confirmation that the lion, as emblem of England, had the necessary supremacy
over all other beasts. Nevertheless, like the hart, the lion had potentially
conflicting associations.
The two-faced character of the lion derived from its dual function in the Bible
as vengeful and merciful.48  Bartholomew cites Physiologus on its Christ-like
properties: it is merciful, gentle and of kingly demeanour; nobly-maned and
generous in sharing its food; its body has good medicinal virtues.49  He reserves
all the lion’s vices, such as cruelty, gluttony, anger, madness and lechery, for
his separate chapter on the lioness, citing Pliny and Isidore, Aristotle and
Avicenna.50  Bartholomew provides more information on the leopard,
transmitting Isidore’s account of it as a very cruel beast engendered in adultery
between a lioness and a pard, and adding the opinion of Aristotle that the
leopard’s method of chasing prey is confused and unnatural. The leopard is one
of those unchivalrous creatures which, like the fox and the snake, masters strong
ones by craftiness and not by strength. In Trevisa’s words: ‘And so the lasse
beste haþ ofte þe maystrye of the strengere beste by deceipte and gyle … and
dar nou t rese on him opentliche in the feelde, as Homerus seiþ.’51 This was
valuable knowledge at the time of the Hundred Years’ War, since the leopard
was one of the emblems of France.
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De Bado Aureo presents the properties of the lion appropriate for the royal
emblem of England. The ‘nature and kind of the lion’, although it could be
represented in other ways by this time, is in the translated Tractatus
unequivocally that which ‘the king of England is wont to show’ as the ‘three
lions passing of gold in a field of red’, with the kingly attributes implied by the
charge and blazon. The author is able to put the French leopard firmly in its
place as a derogatory emblem suitable for those born in adultery; or, being like
the mule an infertile hybrid, for prelates.52 We can see, by comparing his
selections from Bartholomew on the lion and the hart, how De Bado Aureo
presented the properties of these creatures in such a way as to make them accord
with the heraldic and personal function they already performed for Richard II,
for whose queen he claimed to be writing.
The wild pig and the tame pig
Bartholomew can be of use to the historian in providing a key to coded insult
in the long aftermath of civil war in the century after Richard II’s deposition.
Our knowledge of properties can help us to detect, for example, the force of the
satirical attack on Richard by Wyllyam Collyngbourne in 1484, one year before
the king’s death:
The Cat, the Rat and Lovel our dog
Rule all England under a hog.53
This couplet has often been quoted, but we are made more aware of the verse’s
potential resonance by the distinction Bartholomew had made between the wild
pig, aper, and the tame pig, porcus:
The boor hatte aper and is a swyn þat lyueþ in woodes or in feelde and
is most cruel and nou te mylde, as Isidorus seiþ … Alsswyno the boor
is so fers a beste and also so cruel þat for his fiersnesse and his cruelnesse
he despyseþ and setteþ nou t by deþ. And he reseeþ ful spitously a eins
þe poynt of a spere of þe hontere. And þough it so be þat he be smyten
or stiked wiþ a spere þurgh þe body, itte for þe grete yre and cruelte
þat he haþ in herte and strengþe to wreke himself of his aduersary wiþ
his tuskes. And putteþ himself in perile of deþ wiþ a wonder fersenesse
a eins þe wepene of his enemy.54
This shows how the boar could signify valour and indomitable power in the
armiger. The attributes of fierceness, wrath, cruelty, and courage in facing the
adversary are appropriate for a military leader fighting for the throne and rallying
support among military men. They seem especially appropriate to Richard III
in the light of his apparently suicidal courage at Bosworth, and raise the question
of how far an armiger might identify with his or her personal emblem.55
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However, Bartholomew’s chapter on the domestic pig, porcus, reveals its insulting
connotations:
A swyn hatte porcus as it were sporcus ‘vile and defouled’, as Isidorus
seiþ libro xii. and froteþ and walweþ in drytte and in fenne and dyueþ
in slyme and bawdeþ himself þerwiþ and resteþ in stynkyng place.
Oracius seiþ þat ‘þe sowe is frende to fenne and to pluddes’ and þerfore
swyn ben accompted foule and vnhoneste.56
The English rose
In contrast to the use of hidden properties of animals for social and political
comment, we find the Tudors promoting the public display of the national flower
as a dynastic symbol with unambiguously positive properties. After the death
of the Boar at Bosworth, the new king, Henry VII, in 1485 adopted the rose as
emblem of the Tudor dynasty; joined with the white rose of York in his marriage
to Edward’s daughter, Elizabeth, it became the Tudor rose that would restore
the garden of England despoiled by the wallowing swine.57  Bartholomew had
praised the rose as first of all flowers, and Trevisa continues the emphasis on its
virtues:
Among alle floures of þe worlde þe flour of þe rose is chief and bereþ þe
prys, and þerfore ofte the chief partie of man, þe heed, is crowned with
floures of rose, as Plius seith, and bycause of veirnes and swete smylle
and sauour and vertu. For by fayreness þey fedith þe sight, and pleseþ
þe smylle by odour, and þe touche by neysshe and softe handelynge,
and wiþstondeþ and socoureþ by vertu a eins many sicknesses and
yueles, as he seiþ, and acordeþ to medicine boþe grene and druye.58
In 1486, we find this authoritative view of the rose invoked for an important
civic purpose; the pageant for the reception of Henry VII into York, in which
the conjoining roses were to play a central part as symbol and emblem of the
marriage and new dynasty:
at the entrie of the Citie and first Bar of the same, shalbe craftely
conceyved a place in maner of a heven, of grete joy and anglicall armony;
under the heven shalbe a world desolate, full of treys and floures, in the
which shall spryng up a roiall rich rede rose convaide by viace, unto the
which rose shall appeyre another rich white rose, unto whome so being
togedre all other floures shall lowte and evidently yeve suffrantie,
shewing the rose to be principall of all floures, as witnesh Barthilmow,
and therupon shall come fro a cloud a croune covering the roses.59
The entry in the York civic records confirms that there was a sufficiently general
awareness of Bartholomew in the upper ranks of York, for his name to lend
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credence to the emblematic rose as a symbol of flourishing supremacy, one that
would turn England from ‘a world desolate’ beneath the overarching ‘heven of
grete joy and anglicall armony’, into an earthly garden in which the populace
rejoice.60 This glimpse of Bartholomew presented as an authority at the start of
Henry VII’s reign supplements other evidence that Henry was eulogised in terms
of the rose, especially the Tudor rose that united the houses of Lancaster and
York and restored the garden of England. To be effective, the eulogy had to be
based on a sufficiently general belief in the rose as a symbol of fertility and
supremacy, and it is arguable that the currency of ‘Properties’ helped to establish
and develop such a shared understanding, and to make it an effective dynastic
emblem. As mentioned earlier, Bartholomew’s chapter on the rose combines
properties of the flower as religious symbol, medicinal herb and source of
confidence in the land that produced it. Thus Bartholomew’s text filtered down
in fragmentary fashion through successive borrowings and translations.61  As
new social and political situations arose over the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, writers adapted the stable core of source material available in
‘Properties’ to meet fresh contingencies.
Because of the multivalent meanings underlying things of the natural world,
heraldic emblems, or cognisances, could work both for and against their bearers.
An emblem’s very allusiveness and multivalence made it possible to make,
through personal identification with it, a blatant claim to the loftiest attributes
it implied; but also made it possible for others to subvert that claim by treating
the same attributes as negative. To be able to participate as non-contemporary
observers in this serious play of allusion and counter-allusion, we need access
to the layers of potential meaning available to the players. Properties can be a
starting point in our attempts to understand what people were expressing in
their recorded responses to immediate events.
Properties and the press
Bartholomew already had a reputation in Europe as a notable author in his own
right. ‘Properties’ in Latin and in French translation had been in print on the
continent since the 1470s; the titles of the printed editions of Corbechon’s
Propriétés indicate a widening function of ‘Properties’ in France, adding
information on elixirs and herbs, remedies against plague and other maladies,
and the casting of horoscopes — all ‘very useful and profitable for maintaining
human health’ — and also ‘a very useful medicine … for horses’.62 These titles
suggest that in France the work was seen as a marketable and useful source of
information needed by the well-to-do and the professional physician. The printed
edition of ‘Properties’ in England in 1495 implies that in that country there was
also a market for the work in an updated and manageable format, in the era of
increased book-production and rising literacy.63
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I have mentioned Seymour’s conclusion that the English translation copies were
bibliophiles’ books. This being so, the implication is that the work would not
have been readily marketable on a large scale. In the light of De Worde’s business
preference during the 1490s for small, saleable items such as schoolbooks, psalters
and the like, this printing venture seems anomalously risky. But ‘De Worde
knew what was “commercial”, and the Subsidy Rolls show that he was a fairly
rich man’.64  Anthony Edwards and Carole Meale have explored the marketing
considerations in detail and conclude that De Worde emerges as a ‘crucial figure’
in the consolidation of printing as a commercial structure in London. While the
network of printer, merchant and sponsor could indeed be an important factor,
it is rarely clear who footed the bill for an edition.65 We may assume that cost
was a major consideration for printers and buyers. Those involved in the first
English printed edition of ‘Properties’ were businessmen well able to calculate
risks and returns. Wynkyn de Worde was a Flemish artisan, and William Caxton,
his predecessor, master and the founder of his Press, had been an English mercer
and merchant venturer active in Bruges before coming to London.
The printing of Trevisa’s Properties by Wynkyn de Worde at Westminster in
1495 suggests that the work and the compiler had sufficient appeal to warrant
such a major undertaking on a speculative basis. The justification for it may
have rested on the work’s perceived commercial potential and practical value,
as well as the prestige of the author. The possibly limited book-buying clientele
may well have included other members of the prosperous merchant network:
we have a glimpse of a copy of 'Properties' in the inventory of the possessions
of Sir John Rudstone (d.1531), a wealthy and eminent member of the Draper’s
Guild in London, made after his death. ‘Item a boke of Bartholome de
proprietatibus ijs’ is listed among the contents of an expensively furnished
chamber that was seemingly used for the display of valuable items.66 This book,
valued at two shillings, could have been either a manuscript or a copy of the
1495 printed edition.
De Worde’s verses at the end of his edition suggest that the project may have
been made possible by the co-operation of a team of commercially and socially
connected patrons, intermediaries and suppliers. De Worde adds 12 stanzas of
cumbersome verse, naming in stanzas five and eight those to whom he is
indebted:
By Wyken de Worde whyche thruh his dyligence
Emprentyd hath at prayer and desyre
Of Roger Thorney mercer and from thens
This mocion sprange to sette the hertes on fyre
Of suche as love to rede in every shire
Dyvers maters in voydynge ydylnesse




And also of your charyte call to remembraunce
The soule of William Caxton first prynter of this boke
In laten tonge at Coleyn hymself to avaunce
That every well disposyd man may theron loke
And John Tate the yonger Joye mote he broke
Whiche late hathe in Englonde doo make this paper thynne
That now in our englyssh this boke is prynted Inne.
These stanzas appear to acknowledge key players in the project, including the
supplier of English-made paper. A handwritten note on the back flyleaf of the
incunable copy, adjacent to the above printed colophon and dated 1590, states
that in 1507 there was a paper mill at Hertford that belonged to John Tate, whose
father was Mayor of London. Thus, De Worde would appear to have had the
advantages of access to a local manufacturer of paper with powerful civic
connections. Sutton and Visser-Fuchs point out that a merchant-adventurer
background was the most likely to encourage a man to promote the printed
book, not only because of the nature of ‘venturing’, but also because he could
himself import the large quantities of paper required — normally the single most
expensive investment of any printing venture.67
As in the case of Berkeley’s promotion of his manuscript of Properties through
the good offices of his London agent, Knolles, and Hugh Bryce’s use of Caxton
to present The mirour of the world to his patron, there is some evidence that civic
connections were crucial to success as a book producer. When Caxton had printed
Trevisa’s translation of Higden’s Polychronicon in 1482, Roger Thorney or
Thornye (d.1515) — guildsman, merchant adventurer and book collector — had
been involved in the arrangement.68 Thirteen years later we again find Thorney
acting in negotiations with the Chaworth family for the use of their manuscript
as a copy-text for the printing of Properties by De Worde.69  Bone describes
Thorney as a staunch Yorkist and ‘a rich, enlightened mercer, with connexions
in Flanders and friends among the humanists’. Evidence for his Yorkist
sympathies can be found in his books and verses, and from his active support
in the 1480s and ’90s for Caxton and his printing ventures under the patronage
of Margaret Duchess of Burgundy, sister of Edward IV. He seems to have had a
strong bond with John Pickering, Caxton’s successor as governor of the English
merchants in Bruges.70 Thorney appears to have used the services first of Caxton
and then of De Worde to procure printed versions of the Polychronicon and
Properties for himself or others. The evidence points to a perception of ‘Properties’
as a viable marketing project, worthy of the combined attention of a diverse
group: a wealthy gentry family from the midlands in possession of a fine
copy-text, the merchant-venturer fraternity, the manufacturing entrepreneur
and the printing house itself.71  It is reasonable to conclude that the first English
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edition was a product of a network of interested parties prepared to invest in
‘Properties’ as a commercially viable title.
Wynkyn de Worde’s printed edition of the English Properties in 1495 is a fine
production, in spite of the doubtful quality of the translation.72 The woodcuts,
one at the start of each Book, indicate further cooperative networking, as there
are strong similarities between this edition and those made in France at around
the same time and referred to above. Similar or identical blocks appear to have
been used in both, and were not necessarily made for Properties. A set of
wood-blocks can be traced from the printer Verard to the printer Pynson, who
either bought or copied them and used them in the Shepherd’s Kalendar. They
then appear in the work of De Worde, and thence amongst the books of the
printer Wyer, who for the most part used the cast-off blocks from other offices.73
This chapter has examined the passage of ‘Properties’ from its translation into
English to its printed editions. The English translation provided a new route by
which ‘Properties’ could reach yet another cohort of readers. The fact that the
translated versions had shed the glosses allowed adaptors to use the factual
content at face value. They were freed from the need for a conventional
moralising interpretation, but could still exploit its many-sided potential for
allegorical treatment. There is much that we do not know about its late-medieval
reception, but disparate pieces of manuscript evidence tell us that some
fifteenth-century people preserved the work in toto. Others took it apart to make
new compilations; some at the level of selected detail to incorporate into specialist
texts, others at the level of selected Books and chapters.
That things had properties was a fluid concept that could be taken as empirical,
remedial, prognostic and moral. We find Bartholomew’s work lending itself to
not only different genres of writing but also to different modes of production:
in the home, in the professional workshop and at the printing press. The extant
copies and abstracts of ‘Properties’ and Properties, and the fact that it was printed,
testify to the status of ‘Properties’ as an important prose work that preserved




Figure 5: Map of the world on the title page of Book 8, Bartholomeus De
Proprietatibus Rerum. Printed by Wynkyn de Worde, 1495.
The illustration resembles a medieval T-O map, showing the world in three parts, surrounded by spheres.
It is much simplified, however, and lacks the iconography of judgement and salvation associated with
earlier maps. Its upside-down orientation, with buildings filling the area occupied by the Mediterranean
and Africa, suggests a new importance given to Europe and the notion of urban civilisation.
Used by permission of the British Library.
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Figure 6: Title-page woodcut for Book 19, Bartholomeus De Proprietatibus
Rerum. Printed by Wynkyn de Worde, 1495.
The illustrations to Books 10, 12 and 13–18 in De Worde’s edition show animals, birds, plants and stones
still depicted as properties or ‘ornaments’ of the four elements as Bartholomew had described. On the other
hand, the illustration to Book 19 offers a very pragmatic interpretation of Bartholomew’s topics: colour as
dyestuff or pigment, rather than light; food and drink as cooking ingredients, rather than metaphors for
mystical experience; weights and measures as marketplace items, rather than spiritual properties.
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Chapter 7. Navigating tides of change:
Bartholomew and the English
As we saw in the last chapter, the size and scope of ‘Properties’ allowed it to
become a resource to be mined by specialists of various kinds in the later Middle
Ages, but it was still kept and valued as a whole work by religious and scholarly
institutions and by book-owning individuals at the highest level of society. This
chapter asks how ‘Properties’ could present an image of the world that was a
guide to salvation at a time when faith, not works, was required; as history, that
could meet the needs of the Tudors; as library substitute in the age of the printing
press; as a guide to the symbolic properties of things when material properties
were politically and commercially important.
The printing press aided and reflected the process by which knowledge was
being systematised — not only existing knowledge but also new information
and ideas. Continental printed works show that a precedent existed for praising
Bartholomew as a writer. In 1494 Johannes Tritheim, Abbot of Sponheim (d.1516),
had included Bartholomew natione Anglicus in his catalogue of notable
ecclesiastical writers, describing him as a man extremely devoted to the Scriptures
and by no means inferior in learning, who produced works of considerable
authority.1 The title-page of the edition of ‘Properties’ printed at Nüremburg
in 1519 contains a passage praising Bartholomew for his learning, acknowledging
his care and labour, commending the work’s usefulness as an object of study,
noting the demand for it in print, and urging the buyer to go ahead and disregard
the cost.2 The printed editions of ‘Properties’ in England in 1495, 1535 and 1582
imply that in this country also there was a market for the work in an updated
and manageable format, in the era of increased book-production and rising
literacy.3 Yet these dates are associated now with events or developments that
seem, in retrospect, to mark major changes in thinking about the world, human
society and religious practice. William Harrison in The Description of England
(1587) describes the population in terms of four, not three, estates — nobility,
gentry, yeomen and labourers. He expresses concern at the ‘new gentlemen’
such as burgesses and merchants, who import expensive wares and disturb the
conventional economies.4 There are indications that people were forming new
concepts about the nature of an ideal society or commonwealth based on English
Protestant culture rather than a shared European and Catholic culture. In the
printed editions of Properties we find observable changes in the content to suit
an English readership, and circumstantial evidence that influential literary
figures appropriated Bartholomaeus Anglicus for England and the English as a
symbol of national wisdom and authority.
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The Berthelet edition: ‘bycause this werke is so profitable’
On the basis of De Worde’s 1495 edition of Properties, Thomas Berthelet offered
readers a much more manageable and orderly text in his new edition of 1535.
Berthelet was a successful London printer who produced pamphlets and
documents for Henry VIII and was the appointed King’s Printer from 1530 to
1547.5  Contemporary references and his publication record suggest that, as a
practical man of business, he fed a growing market for functional, concise editions
of legal statutes, health manuals and translations of medical treatises. Together
with the printers Pynson, Redman and Grafton, Berthelet was especially active
in publishing legal statutes of a few pages only that could be bound together,
'indispensable for those actively engaged in the law'. In 1539, Berthelet issued
a volume of legal treatises, reissued in 1544; he also published practical health
manuals which sold well, and is recorded as ‘talkyng of one boke and of an
other’ with Thomas Paynell and agreeing on the usefulness of translating the
eminently useful medical works Regimen sanitatis Salerni (published 1528) and
De morbo gallico (published 1533).6
In his preface to the reader, Berthelet emphasises the educational nature and
practical utility of ‘This worke intitled Bertholomeus de Proprietatibus Rerum’
as a ready reference on material things. He makes much of his referral back to
a Latin exemplar, and the accessibility of the revised format:
newely printed with many places therein amended by the latyne
examplare: wherby ye shalle nowe the better understand it, not onely
bycause many wordes & sentences that were here & there lefte out, be
restored agayne, but also by reson the propre names of men, landes,
cites, townes, ryuers, mountaynes, bestes, wodes … & fishes, be trewely
ortografied. And for bycause this werke is so profitable & the manyfold
thinges therin conteyned soo nedefull to be knowen and had in a redynes,
I have distilleded this table wherby ye shal shortly fynd, what ye liste
to rede.7
Berthelet omits Trevisa’s prohemium, and replaces the tabula with a detailed list
of topics with Book and chapter references but without page numbers, which
could have functioned as both a table of contents and as an index (see Figure 7).
The content differs little from that of the earlier edition, with Berthelet also
diverging from 'the latyne examplare' by omitting all the chapters of Book 1,
replacing them with a woodcut illustration of God followed by a passage entitled
De Trinitate, on the Trinity, condensed from Bartholomew’s first two chapters.
These changes in the presentation of Properties suggest that Berthelet was
responding to demands of the market and to competition in the trade, but also
to readers who would want interesting informative material, clearly presented
and easily accessible.8
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The climate of the times demanded careful attention to Henry’s developing policy
on religious observance. Henry’s measures against Lutheran infiltration suggest
that he was on his guard against this reforming movement in the earlier years
of his reign. The Properties edition of 1535 was made before controls on
Catholicism tightened under Edward VI, but at a time of increasing tension over
definitions of heresy. The printing trade was under close scrutiny: in 1525 De
Worde had been called on to show cause why he had printed a work by John
Gough, a printer and bookseller under suspicion of heresy and sedition; in 1526
Berthelet had been reprimanded for printing translations of three works of
Erasmus, having failed to exhibit the works to the Bishop of London's officials.9
The years 1534 and 1535 saw legislation, including the Act of Supremacy and
the Act for the Submission of the Clergy, which affirmed the king’s control of
the church in England.10  Indeed, it seems surprising that Berthelet should
publish Properties, a work of Catholic theology and world-view, at a time of
such great religious and political change, and in such close proximity to the
centre of government. That Berthelet was able to consider the project at such a
time lends support to the view of historians who stress the religious continuities
in Henry’s reign, and who perceive the break with Rome as a gradual and
piecemeal process driven by Henry’s immediate political needs and by the
sympathies of prelates such as Cranmer and Cromwell. It was not until the reign
of Edward VI and then of Elizabeth that the Anglican prayer book, the English
Bible and the doctrine of justification by faith alone were firmly instituted.
Christopher Haigh presents a range of evidence for the slowness and reluctance
of the country as a whole to follow Henry’s lead in rejecting Catholic practice.11
Such gradual change may partially account for Berthelet’s ability to market
‘Properties’ as an acceptable, useful work.
Another reason may lie in the work’s continuing status as a repository of wisdom.
It has been suggested that Henry’s actions were not only driven by expediency
and acquisitiveness, but that he identified with Old Testament prophets who
purged uncleanness and embodied wisdom. Richard Rex, noting that Henry
acted ‘as the chif an best of the kings of Israel did, and as all good Christian
kings ought to do’ in the words of Bishop Cuthbert Tunstall, suggests that Henry
saw in himself parallels with the prophet Josiah and with King Solomon: ‘The
royal supremacy itself, with its power to order the church, could be paralleled
from Solomon’s establishment of the Temple (2 Chronicles 6). And it was as
Solomon in judgement that contemporaries saw the white-clothed Henry preside
at the trial of Lambert in 1538.’12
For Henry, as for Guido Buonolcosi and Charles V nearly 200 years earlier, the
learning of the past embodied in Bartholomew’s compilation offered a valuable
tool for wielding power. Properties did not contradict and could support Henry’s
understanding of universal order and lordly rule. From this point of view, it
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was permissible to dissolve religious houses and to appropriate their
wisdom-conferring libraries.
The evidence suggests that ‘Properties’ as a printed book survived increasing
scrutiny of the press in Henry’s time partly because, though a Catholic work,
its practical utility answered a need of the times. Moral interpretations implied
in the glosses were no longer attached to the text; therefore, the text did not
need to be associated only with the preaching of Catholic priests and friars; its
scope and content could still cast a flattering mantle of omniscience over those
who patronised it. As a financial venture it could succeed through the cooperation
of a close network of business backers and associates.
English writers, English history
Bartholomew’s supposed Englishness may have been crucial to his official
acceptance in early-modern London. To appropriate him as an English national
treasure would have helped demonstrate English cultural capital to scholars on
both sides of the English Channel. There is evidence to suggest that English
historians and antiquarians of the day were promoting Bartholomew as a worthy
forefather of English writing, asserting that he was both English and of fairly
recent noble birth. In 1533, Henry VIII commissioned the lay antiquarian John
Leland to search out and describe England's ancient monuments, and any records
of England’s ancient history that might be held in monastic and college libraries
— a task that took him six years.13  Fifty years after Berthelet’s time, Leland
produced his commentaries on British writers, which included a biography of
Bartholomew. In this, he describes the compiler as ‘Bartholomaeus Glanville
descended most nobly (as I understand) from the county of Suffolk’.14  According
to Richard Sharpe, Leland ‘picked up the surname ‘Glanvile’ from the unusual
colophon in Cambridge, Peterhouse, MS 67, fol. 203’. Gerald Se Boyar suggests
that Leland confused the compiler with a Bartholomaeus de Glanvilla of Suffolk,
who died in about 1360.15 Whatever the reason, Leland was able to claim
Bartholomew and his authority for the nation, while implying that the Franciscan
commitment was merely an act of Bartholomew’s youth before his ‘maturer
years’ of study.16  Moreover, after mentioning Corbechon’s translation (a
manuscript of which he claims to have seen at Oxford in Duke Humphrey’s
library) he implies a lofty English church connection for Bartholomew by stating
that an earlier Glanville, called Gilbert, had been Bishop of Rochester and a
friend of Thomas Becket.17  Leland makes no mention of Trevisa or the translation
of the work into English, and his readers could have drawn the conclusion that
Corbechon translated the work into French from an English original. According
to James Carley, some time between 1533 and 1538 Leland had visited the
Franciscan library in Oxford, which he found in sad disarray. He also visited
the mendicant and monastic houses at Cambridge, listing their contents. He
records a copy of ‘Properties’ in the Dominican library as Barptolemaeus Anglicus
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Franciscanus de proprietatibus rerum. There is circumstantial evidence that this
manuscript could have been among a group sold or sent abroad for safekeeping
before 1545 and acquired by Pope Marcellus II, and further testimony to the
work’s continuing status at this date.18
On the basis of Leland’s biography of English writers, his friend John Bale
(1495–1563) included Bartholomew in his own chronicle of 1548/9.19  Bale had
himself been a Carmelite since the age of 12, but later renounced his vow of
celibacy and became a vigorous defender of reformed doctrines under Thomas
Cromwell. Bale helped to establish an anti-Catholic discourse that served during
later attacks against the Spanish in Elizabeth’s reign, and against those perceived
as agents of the devil in that of James I.20  He has been described as ‘an
impeccable renaissance humanist’ who felt a weight of responsibility to expound
the apocalyptic meaning of the Book of Revelation in terms of the two churches,
headed respectively by Christ and by Antichrist. Bale was also among those
who, notwithstanding their reforming zeal, were anxious to rescue valuable
manuscripts, repositories of knowledge, which were already being pilfered from
monastic libraries.21  Bartholomew and his compilation evidently had a part to
play for Bale in his attempt to document, through supposedly English writers,
a national past distinguishing the British Isles from the papally dominated
countries across the English Channel.
Like Leland, Bale faced the problem of how, in the England of the 1540s and
’50s, to claim the writer for England while distancing himself and his subject
from the Roman church of which Bartholomew had been a part, and whose
doctrine he had expounded. Bale quotes Leland almost verbatim, but he inserts
into the second sentence on Bartholomew’s mendicancy the crucial phrase ex
nescio qua superstitione (‘from I know not what superstition’), which serves to
emphasise that Bale himself is far from condoning membership of the Franciscan
order. Like Leland, he accords Bartholomew a noble origin, ‘out of the most
noble race of the county of Suffolk’, and a date, 1360, ‘during the reign of Edward
the Third’, from which it could be inferred that Bartholomew, though
unfortunately a Franciscan, was a member of chivalric society. He adds, moreover,
that Bartholomew, a good and devout man for his own day and age, worked
hard to the end that those coming after him would understand better the
Scriptures and their mysteries hidden beneath the figures and properties of
natural things. This is close to Bartholomew’s own statement of his purpose, and
may indeed help to explain Bartholomew’s continuing relevance into the
Reformation period. The Scriptures were becoming available in the English
language, without explanatory glosses, to literate laity. Correct understanding
was of paramount importance.
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English foundation legends
In the sixteenth century, England’s distant history was still cast in the form of
national foundation legends; but these were becoming the subject of re-definition
and controversy, and Bartholomew has a part to play in this debate. In a recent
study, Anke Bernau describes how, in 1534, Polydore Vergil had fuelled the
debate by dismissing two well-established legends about Britain’s origins: first,
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s account of Britain’s colonisation by Brutus the Trojan;
and, second, later accounts of its first discovery by Albina, daughter of the king
of Syria and her sisters.22  Geoffrey’s narrative of Brutus had provided Edward
II and Edward III with justification of English rights over Scotland and Wales.
The Albina story, which appears in the fourteenth century as a preface to the
Middle English prose Brut, and which John Hardyng included in his Chronicle
of 1440–7, came to be used, according to Bernau, as a weapon against the Scots.
The Scots had their own female foundation figure, Scota, mythical daughter of
a pharaoh of Egypt and foundress of a brave and prosperous race.23
A year before Berthelet issued his edition, Polydore Vergil had called into
question the veracity of the Albina and Trojan founding myths. However, the
legend of the barbarous Albina, her monstrous offspring and their conquest by
a civilising ‘Bruytane’ race, remained popular.24  In 1542, Henry VIII’s
Declaration … present warre with the Scottis explicitly cites Brutus’s division of
Britain to support the claim to English sovereignty, and of London to be the
new Troy. As Bernau suggests, this may have been because, just as the giants’
savagery justified Brutus’s violent colonisation of their land, so allegations of
Scottish barbarism could be used to justify English colonisation.
For religious reformers such as Bale it was important to publicise a version of
English history that supported the idea of a nation based on political and religious
autonomy. We find Bale, writing in 1557, involved in the continuing debate
and commenting accordingly on Bartholomew’s flattering account of England
and the English in his chapter on Britain, De Brittania. Bartholomew had
recounted part of the legendary material explaining the nation’s origins but this
did not satisfy Bale. The name of Albion, he says, comes from the giant Albion,
son of Neptune, and from the name of the king of Syria's daughter — not from
the white cliffs first seen by mariners: ‘as brother Bartholomaeus dreamed up
in his work De Proprietatibus rerum, along with others who followed his
ravings’.25  As if to emphasise that this is the revision of a common article of
belief, Bale’s Index includes the item Bartholomaei de proprietatibus rerum error,
‘Error of Bartholomaeus, On the properties of things’.26  Another problem for
Bale was that Bartholomew, he thought, had omitted the story of Brutus’ founding
of Britain. Pace Bale, who cites the chapter De Brittania, Bartholomew does
recount the heroic foundation of Britain and its kings in his chapter on England,
De Anglia.27  I quote Trevisa’s translation which had kept close to the Latin:
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And in passing of tyme lordes and noble men of Troye aftir þat Troye
was destroied went þence and gadreden naueye and come to þe clyues
of þe forseyde ilond … And þe Troianes fau te with geauntes long tyme
þat woned þerynne and ouercome þe geauntes boþe with crafte and with
strenghþe and conquered þe ilond, and clepid þe londe Breteigne bi þe
name of Bruite þat was prince of þat ooste and so þe ilande hatte Bretayn
as it were an ilond conquerede of Bruyte þat tyme with armes and with
my te. Of þis Bruytes ofspring come kynges, and who þat hap likyng to
knowne here grete dedes rede he þe storye of þe Bruyte.28
Trevisa follows Bartholomew in a further explanation for England’s name based
on a supposed English foundress:
Saxones departed þe ilonde amonges hem and af euery prouynce a name
by þe proprete of his owne name and nacioun. And þerfore þey clepid
þe ilonde Anglia by þe name of Engelia [þe queen], þe worþiest duke of
Saxones dou ter, þat hade þe ilonde in possessioun aftir many batailles.29
Bale’s insistence on the need for a correct version supports the view that Henry
VII had championed the existing Trojan and Arthurian foundation myth for the
English crown to emphasise the continuity and validity of the Tudor claim, and
that the later Tudors maintained it.30 There is evidence that during Henry’s
reign, the king, government and church were keen to build a basis for English
autonomy, not only in religion but also in language, history and legend,
landscape and cultural achievements. By claiming Bartholomew as a native-born
Englishman and writer, antiquaries and churchmen such as John Leland and
John Bale were able to construct an identity for him and his work that supported
such nationalistic efforts. A prestigious world book that bolstered Henry’s image
and endorsed the national foundation myth was of obvious value, and Bale goes
out of his way to apologise for Bartholomew’s apparent shortcoming in this
matter.
Stephen Batman 'uppon Bartholome'
The last English edition of Properties is an annotated and augmented version
entitled ‘Batman vppon Bartholome, his booke De proprietatibus rerum, enlarged
and amended by Stephen Bateman’.31 The Dedication is to Henry Carey, Baron
Hunsdon (1526–96), who became Lord Chamberlain to Elizabeth in 1585. He
was a nephew of Anne Boleyn and cousin to the Queen. George, the eldest son
of this magnate, became Lord Chamberlain in 1596 and the patron of the company
of players associated with William Shakespeare, the Lord Chamberlain’s Men.32
Batman, then, was a gentleman scholar serving the established church, and
having social connections to the government and court.
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In the late 1940s, Elizabeth Brockhurst undertook a detailed but unpublished
study of Batman which remains of great value. She found sufficient biographical
information from church records to show that Batman, or Bateman, was a married
Protestant cleric, a pluralist, and a scholar of gentlemanly rank at the level of
archiepiscopal employee.33  He was a clerical servant of Richard Parker (1504–75),
who became Archbishop of Canterbury in 1559 and who, among other
achievements, was the author of the Advertisements (1566) insisting upon the
use of the surplice by parish priests.34  Batman collected manuscripts for Parker
but seems to have been a bibliophile in his own right; his Commonplace Book
indicates that he was, in any case, interested in antiquities and had views on
the value of historical documents and old authorities. In 1578, Batman wrote:
He is no wyse men that for the having of spiders scorpions or any other
noysom things in his howse will therefore set the whole howse on fier
for by that meanes he disfornisheth himself of his howse; and so doo
men by rashe borneng of ancient Recordes lose the knowledge of muche
learnenge/there by meanes and wayes to presarve the good corne by
gathering oute the wedes.35
Batman’s interest in ‘ancient Recordes’ was not necessarily casual. Studies of the
Parker circle indicate that they turned to Old and Middle English texts for
evidence of the antiquity and purity of the English church to provide an historical
and ideological basis for the Elizabethan Religious Settlement.36  Parker’s interest
in manuscripts is expressed in a letter dated January 24th 1566 to William Cecil,
thanking him for the loan of a Latin manuscript of the Old Testament with a
‘Saxon’ gloss: ‘in the riches whereof … I rejoice as much as they were in mine
own. So that they may be preserved within the realm and not sent over by
covetous stationers, or spoiled in the poticaries shops.’37  Batman preserved
manuscripts for Parker, who later bequeathed his collection, including a copy
of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, to Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.38  According
to Jürgen Schäfer, Batman claimed to have collected over 7000 manuscripts for
his employer.39
Batman may have had personal contact with the group of about 30 antiquaries
convened by Archbishop Parker in 1572 and dissolved in 1606 (according to
the antiquary Thomas Hearne) on suspicion of heresy and through the
machinations of enemies in high places. It numbered among its members William
Camden, John Stow, Francis Thynne, William Lombard, Sir William Dethick,
Garter King at Arms (who made a Grant of Arms to Batman), Sir Robert Cotton
and Lancelot Andrewes.40  Parker’s society met together to read papers, preserved
in their records, on antiquarian subjects. In this context, Batman’s analogy of
separating good corn from weeds can be seen as a form of justification for the
eradication of the monasteries but the preservation of their library contents.
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Batman’s changes
Brockhurst divides Batman’s alterations into the following categories: editorial
changes; modernising of the language; omissions; and additions of material.41
The last two consist of expansion of Biblical texts and their more detailed
ascription to context; replacements with other material; references to, quotations
from or paraphrases of modern authors; and original comments and explanations.
These serve as a window into an area of confrontation between old and new
knowledge about the world and supply a wealth of ethnographic detail, responses
to new discoveries and comments on social or political events.
Batman’s re-issuing and updating of ‘Properties’ confronts us again with the
contrast between Bartholomew’s Franciscan compilation — with its layers of
accrued and hidden meanings awaiting interpretation, written to cater for the
specific needs of a controversial new order of mendicant preachers in a frontier
area of Christendom — and the urban print culture of late-Elizabethan London.
How and why did ‘Properties’ cross so many barriers separating different cultural
attitudes and expectations? Batman’s edition is a densely packed source of
contemporary comment on Bartholomew, but only some aspects can be looked
at in detail here. One is the self-reflexive nature of his comments on Bartholomew;
another is the way his responses accord with other evidence for the wish to
collect knowledge, possessions and prestige at individual and national levels; a
third is the evidence it supplies for the basic continuity of medieval cosmological
beliefs well into the early-modern period. David Greetham argues that Batman
uppon Bartholome allows us to see medieval beliefs persisting far later than one
might expect.42
In the preliminary pages, Batman identifies himself as a new compiler,
acknowledges his patron, and addresses his readers in prologues that emphasise
their sophistication in contrast to the archaism of the work. The title page at
once points to those features of Bartholome that differentiate it from earlier
versions of ‘Properties’: Batman's personal role as author and promoter (a role
distinct from that of printer); his personally chosen and composed additions and
emendations; his use of an updated range of modern authorities; and his
optimistic claim that book-readers might be found among ‘all estates’.43  Batman
distances himself and his reader from the earlier work, implying that it is obsolete
and incomplete, and emphasising the up-to-date and practical nature of his own
version:
I have ben made able to renew and finish an olde auncient booke,
containing the properties of sundrie things, the description of Countries,
dispositions of creatures, operation of Elements, effects of simples, and
such lyke, no lesse needfull then profitable, as shall appeare, by perusall
thereof.44
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Batman used as his copy-text Berthelet’s 1535 edition, but made further changes
to the presentation, the language and the content, the appearance and the overall
character of the medieval work. In marginal comments, he refers to De Worde's
version as ‘the olde coppye’.45
In his address to the reader, Batman sums up the way he changes Properties.
Having acknowledged its established reputation, he is going to use the work as
a foundation upon which to construct a new account of the properties of things,
within a modernised cosmography and geography, from the works of modern
writers. His comments and additions demonstrate that his understanding of the
physical world was not fundamentally dissimilar to that of Bartholomew, but
that his purpose in issuing the work anew was overtly didactic and corrective.
They reflect not only his interests and knowledge, but his position as a Protestant
clergyman in the difficult later years of Elizabeth’s reign, with links, through
his patrons, to the centre of government.
An emphasis on English history
Batman’s emphasis on ‘Bartholomew Glantvyle’ at start and finish of the work
combines with numerous added references to England and matters English to
give the impression that the assumed Englishness and gentility of the original
author are important to him, and that he expects his readers to consider them
important also. At the end of his printed version of Bartholomew’s chapter on
Britain, Batman adds a lengthy extract from the Thesaurus linguae Romae &
Britannicae (1565) by Thomas Cooper, English bishop, lexicographer, physician
and writer.46  He does not say why, but we can assume that Cooper, as part of
the pro-Parker network of church reformers and supporters of the Elizabethan
Settlement, was for Batman a more reliable proponent of British history than
Bartholomew. In this extract Cooper lays out the debate over the nation’s origins,
first stating that there ‘is yet no certain determination’ of the naming of the
island since ‘the olde Britaine bookes (such as were)’ had been destroyed by the
Saxons; any works by Roman or other writers on the subject ‘are utterly
perished’. The History of Gildas ‘the Briton’ cannot be found; Bede can be
discounted; even Julius Caesar, while ‘an excellent Prince, and also a great
learned man’, could not discover the origins of the native people. It was,
however, called Albion by some, ‘that is to saye, more happie or richer’. If there
is any writer earlier than Geoffrey of Monmouth or Bede to contest this view,
he says, ‘to such will I gladlye give place’. Cooper cites John Stowe’s description
of England on the nation’s four peoples — the English, Scots, Welsh and Cornish
— saying: ‘All they, either in language, condition, or lawes, doe differ among
themselves.’
Cooper is not a supporter of the legend of Brutus’ foundation of Britain. He states
that since the Trojans were treacherous and condoned the adultery of Paris and
Helen, the Trojan Brutus is merely ‘a vaine Fable’: ‘Yet this follye is founde
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almost in all people, which contend to have their Progenitours come first from
Troy: which fantasie maye well be laughed at among wise men.’ He had always
thought it would be more honourable to have received the first name from
admixture with ‘the most wise and valiant people of Greece, vanquishers and
subduers of Troians’. He concedes, however, that England’s origins lay with
Brutus, and cites the firm opinion of Thomas Lanquet, his contemporary and
source, that England was uninhabited when Brutus arrived. After Brutus, his
son Locrine ruled England, Camber took Wales and Albanact became king of
Scotland. Cooper does not mention the legend of Albina and her giant brood.
Batman inserts Cooper’s historical account without further comment. However,
he does add an account, taken from Lanquet, of the Scots as formerly savage,
cruel and cannibalistic, concluding that on the whole they are now ‘tractable
inough with good governement’.47  Batman's own interest in pre-Norman English
history comes across in comments and additions. To the chapter on Normandy,
he adds: ‘The people and inhabitants of this Province or countrie were the last
that with William Duke of Normandy, subdued England.’48  On Saxony, he
says: ‘After the time of Arthur king of Britaine, the Saxons greatly molested the
Britons, and helde them in subiection, a long time.’49  Here he cites Polydore
Vergil, perhaps for the sake of a good story:
Polidorus Virgilius, in his eyght booke of the histories of Englande,
maketh mention of Emma, mother of Edwarde, the seconde King of
Englande, beeing uniustlye accused by Goodwyn, which after manye
attempted iniuryes, ceased not to accuse hir of adulterye, with the Bishop
of Winchester … the Queene in open view cast her selfe into a great
fire.50
Batman privileges Thomas Cooper, a supporter of Parker and the English
Settlement; on the other hand, he makes a point of dismissing a discredited
Catholic work on martyrs published in 1526, Martiloge in englysshe after the use
of Salisbury, a translation from Latin by Richard Whitford, a brother of the
Brigittine monastery of Syon. In Book 5, chapter vii on blood, Batman notes
with asperity that ‘Martiloge, was a booke of all the dedication of saints, and
Englished by Richard Whitford, Priest, and brother of Syon, by Richmond, a
fond booke’.51  One might expect to find, but does not, references to churchmen
such as Richard Hooker (d.1600) or John Jewel (d.1571) now considered of
note.52  It is hard to believe that Batman did not know of their work but
impossible to discern the personal or political nuances that might have caused
him to omit them. He does on the other hand refer to a more obscure churchman,
William Alley, Bishop of Exeter, to support a lengthy and hostile account of the
life of Mahomet which he adds on to Bartholomew’s chapter on Greece.53
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‘The fressher writers’
By the last decades of Elizabeth’s reign the printing press was a key instrument
for the sharing of knowledge.54  In his new presentation of Properties Batman
does not obliterate Bartholomew’s authorities, but he adds so many others from
the many available to him in print that their opinions tend to predominate in
certain areas of the work. He tends to direct his readers’ attention to present-day
rather than antique authors, although he does show a keen knowledge of classical
mythology, especially in Books 8, 9 and 15. Batman cites and borrows from many
more authors than the ones he names in his preliminary pages, but that list gives
us an indication of those he considers most important:
… whereunto is added so much as hath bene brought to light by the
trauaile of others, as Conradus Gesner of Tygure, Phisition, writing of
the nature of beasts, birds, fishes, & Serpents.55  Fuchsius, Mathiolus,
Theophrastus, Paracelsus, and Dodoneus, these wrote of the natures,
operations and effects of Hearbs, Plants, Trees, Fruit, Seeds, Metalls and
Mineralls.56  Sebastian Munster, Henry Cornelius Agrippa, and others
of Astronomie and Cosmographie.57  Abraham Ortelius of Antwarpe for
maps & discriptions: all which woorkes hath done great good in diuerse
and sundrie Common wealths.58
Batman’s adaptation must be seen, then, in the context of other printed works
available at the time from both continental and English contemporary writers.
These included the accounts of voyages and new discoveries, catalogues,
chronicles, new humanist writings, translations and re-issuings of canonical
works, treatises on many subjects, and polemical works from both sides of the
religious divide in England. An important authority for Batman is himself;
Batman upon Bartholome was the last of nine published works which include
The Travayled Pilgrim (1569), ‘an allegorical poem on the subject of man’s journey
through life’; A christall glasse of christian reformation wherein the godly maye
beholde the coloured abuses used in this our present tyme (1569); The Golden Booke
(1577); The New Arival of the three Gracis into Anglia, Lamenting the abusis of
the present Age (1580); and The Doome warning all men to the Judgement (1581).59
These titles indicate his concern as a churchman to warn and to reform, and
suggest that he may have seen ‘Properties’ as a useful instrument in those causes.
His concerns are also practical and of the moment. He praises modern English
writers and notes English translations; for example, ‘Hernan Lopes, a Portingall
of Castaneda, his discovery of the East Indias, translated into English by Nicholas
Lichfield, gentleman, 1582’.60  He makes approving mention of English scholars,
travel writers and translators such as Andrew Boorde (d.1549) and George Turner
(d.1610): ‘Andrew Bord of Phisicke Doctour, an English man, The Breviary of
health, printed Anno. 1547; Dedor Turner Phisition, Anno 1551, one that for
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his travailes in forren countries, for the onelye benefit of this our realme of
England, deserveth perpetuall praise’.61
Works by classical writers provided another source of newly printed books,
and Batman demonstrates in his comments that he was familiar with many,
including modern translations of Ovid and Homer. Batman’s evident knowledge
of, and interest in, classical mythology is particularly apparent in his marginal
comments on Book 8. He stresses the authority of classical writers on India and
Asia generally, and he also cites medieval travellers later than Bartholomew’s
time such as Marco Polo and John Mandeville (with the aside ‘but manye Fables
are set downe of him’).
Many of Batman’s comments and additions confirm the view that the experience
of things from beyond former horizons, reported and rumoured, generated new
stories but amalgamated them with existing fables and moralisations, as well as
producing more careful categorisations of natural phenomena.62  For example,
he adds a long extract from Ortelius to Bartholomew’s four chapters on elephants
(which were compiled from bestiary sources) ‘For the better vnderstanding of
Elephantes, in what coast they most abound’.63  His comments demonstrate both
a new empiricism and an old adherence to traditional beliefs; thus, into his
marginal comment on the monster ‘lamia’, Batman subsumes the traditional
bestiary warning against sirena, the monster that seduces and kills sailors. On
the other hand, against the chapter on the siren later in the work, he notes
pragmatically: ‘Sirene, is the swift course of water, that whatsoeuer commeth
within the violence of it, is carryed away … Those [sirens with wings and claws]
are Harpie, & both feyned’.
Batman at home
Many of Batman’s comments reflect his concerns as a married cleric responsible
for a family as well as a parish, in difficult times of war and taxes. Bartholomew
had implied in Book 6 that the sacred properties of spiritual birth, nurture and
death are manifested in our experience of the times of day, food and drink,
processes of growth and nurture, waking, moving, eating, exercising and
sleeping. The glosses show that readers could understand the growth of the
foetus and nurturing of the infant as the growth of the soul in the womb of the
church and its nurturing by the clergy on the milk of the gospel. For the married
Protestant minister of the 1580s — struggling to feed his family on an inadequate
stipend, with responsibility for the actual upbringing and disposal of children,
for care of the parish and control of dissidents, contending with bad harvests
and economic exactions — the vision of heavenly peace and plenty and
harmonious family life conjured up by Bartholomew in Book 6, De cena and De
prandia, might have seemed ironic rather than consoling.64 The entries in
Batman’s Table of Principall Matters under the heading ‘Liber 6’ point to practical
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rather than allegorical concerns with domestic life and Batman's urge to control
and restrain it:
Of conception
Of chusing wholsome Nurses
Of taking heede of matching with an uncleane Stocke
Against dronkennesse
Of modest Musike
A disquet minde is enemie to digestion
Batman’s marginal comments similarly show a practical concern with child
rearing, discipline of servants, household economy, diet, health, and clean living:
‘A slowe horse must have a quicke spur: & a malepart servaunt meate, drinke,
lodging, counsel worke, & stripes.’65
How does Batman deal with the sensuous imagery that permeates Books 6, 17
and 19, where Bartholomew conveys the delights of spiritual marriage and of
the Lord’s familia and vineyard? Batman seems to call from the margins for
restraint and denial: ‘Greedye apetite is hurtfull’, he notes in the chapter on the
throat and swallowing.66  At the end of Book 5’s chapter on the genital organs,
he adds a long passage warning against ‘Carnall lust’. This ‘tourneth prosperitie
into beggerye, health into sicknesse, the soule into sinne: to the bodies covering,
the Leprosie, Podegra, the Poxe … griefe of conscience, and contempt of lyfe’.
He goes on to say that ‘The love of the world consist in these 3 things, The lust
of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, The pride of life’.67  From Batman’s point of
view salvation appears to lie not in voluntary poverty or celibacy, but in
self-discipline within marriage and family life.
The care of family and parishioners required knowledge of remedies. Batman
himself was evidently, from his many marginal comments, an expert in plants
and their medicinal uses, noting for example: ‘The common elder is hot and dry
in the third degree, especially in the bark, the leaves and buddes, the tender
crops or buddes sodden in broath: or Potage, doth open the belly, purgeth flegma
and cholarike humours’; and ‘Garden Parsely is hot in the second degree, and
drye in the third, it s good against the cough’.68  His comments and additions
in Book 19 suggest that he chose to ignore the medieval Catholic resonances of
useful and familiar items such as, for example, honey — a potent symbol of the
‘sweetness’ of God for the earlier compilers — in favour of its practical healing
properties: ‘Hunny is of great quantitie in north regions, as Plinie writeth …
Honnie as well in meate as in drinke, is of incomperable efficacie . . . Sir Tho.
Eliot. chap.22 fo.35 in his booke, The Castle of Health.'69
One way in which Batman anglicises Bartholomew and his work is to draw topics
of particular interest to himself, and his supposed readers, into the domain of
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the local and immediate. For example, Batman annotates Bartholomew’s chapter
on the sheep purely from his own experience and opinions. He appears more
interested in sheep as a mainstay of the English economy than as a symbol of
his pastoral role in the parish:
Of sheepe, their Wooll is a singular benefit in a common wealth, especially
the Cotfell wooll for finenesse. And in Bartholmes time, the Staple for
Wooll, was not so well husbanded as it hath bene since. The increase of
pasture for sheepe, hath so much decreased the tillage of corne, that
untill it be restored againe, there wil grow a poore common wealth.70
Batman's many allusions to local points of interest, geography, recent surveys
and documentation of the economy and state of the nation accord with the
historical evidence we have for such projects during the century. Batman alludes
to the work of John Stow (d.1605), whose Survey of London was published in
1598, and William Lambert’s Perambulation of Kent:
in the booke intituled, The Perambulation of Kent, is sufficiently set
downe the fertilitie of the soile, the good disposition of the inhabitants,
and their modestie: the onelye platforme and beautie of Englande, whose
customes and manners are of greatest antiquitie, libertie, and service:
Kent lieng in the Southeast region of this realme, hath on the North the
river of Thamise, now called Temmes … it extendeth in length from
Wicombe in the frontiers of Surrey, to Dele, at the sea side, 50 miles.71
Batman was not only a scholar, a parish rector, a family man and a herbalist, but
also a draughtsman or ‘limner’.72  He makes a significant alteration to
Bartholomew’s Book 19 by inserting a long passage on ‘limning’ into the sequence
of chapters on colours, altering the focus from the properties of light and its
spiritual significance, to the properties of pigments and the techniques of
applying them to surfaces. As Batman notes, the old skill was necessary to the
new map-makers, including Ortelius, who developed the method of colouring
engravings for his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum. It was also a technique used by
heralds for designing and recording coats of arms. From Batman’s addition to
Book 19’s chapters on colour, one can infer that he saw ignorance about limning
as part of the general cultural and moral decline of his country. This is a far cry
from the Franciscan’s belief in colour and light as signs of divine grace. For
Batman, the elements themselves are, for users of colour, salutary reminders of
human virtues: ‘in studieng for coulours to please the eye, they forget those
coulours that beautifie the soule, which are, for fire, love: for aire, faith: for
water, hope: for earth, charitie: for voyce, truth: for person, chastitie.'73
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Batman’s complaints
Some of Batman’s comments reflect the hostile relations between England and
Spain during the 1580s; over competition for New World territory and over the
perceived threat from Spain to English autonomy. In this arena, England had
suffered some humiliation and economic loss, and the victory over Spain was
yet to come in 1588:
As touching of golde, and silver, Spaine is beholding to the Indies, from
whence commeth yearely an infinite masse of treasure: which if slouth
and distrust, had not bene Pilates of England in times past, those Indies
had served England and not Spaine, for the most part, as more plainly
appeareth in the booke tituled, the Decade of the West and East Indies,
and Andrew Theuet.74
Some additions and comments suggest that topics in Properties stimulated Batman
to express a desperate level of irritation at the government and its failures. He
is enraged by the government’s impositions, such as the taxes or ‘arerages’
imposed on clergy in the late years of the reign:
The Basiliske or Cockatrice, among creeping wormes is the most pestilent.
And among men, the most pestilent minded, are the spoilers of the Clergie
with such unconscionable arerages, that many Ministers have bene forced
to leave their lyvings, and go a begging … My selfe have bene so
plagued, that I speak by experience, and have to shewe by proofe, etc.75
This sharp reflection upon the world within his local and personal horizons
against Bartholomew’s chapter on basiliscus ignores the traditional moral
associations of the legendary basilisk. Such a self-reflexive attitude is evident
in other comments upon the government and economy, such as his diatribe in
the margin of Bartholomew’s chapter on the rose in Book 17. He starts with
direct expository statements based on observation of roses, and concludes with
an angry tirade against those whom he sees despoiling the garden of Tudor
England. He calls on the Queen, ‘rose without thorn’, to take note:
Distilled water of Roses, is necessarie to many uses: the red rose to
preserue and to medicine. Dodoneus writeth of ten kinde of roses, among
the which, the Eglantine rose, and Muske rose, yeolow and white. There
is one rose growing in England, is worth all these, Rosa sine spina; which
royall Rose growing in hir proper soyle, is borne up of a well settled
stalke, and armed with such thornes, as are apparant to so gentle a kinde,
the leaves of lilye hiew, called the orient greene, not withstanding,
subiect to flawes of dreadfull blastes, as all our common Roses be to
tempesteous windes … May not the buds by the common profites, that
are made by dayly pillage of the Cleargie, in abusing the gift of the
Maiestie, who are never suffred to be at rest by one extreame assault or
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other, the taxe of rerages hath almost beggared, the humble and dutiful
subiects. God graunt the view of this note to the royall Rose, that the
Cleargie be no more oppressed.76
As we saw in the last chapter, when Elizabeth’s grandfather came to the throne,
Bartholomew’s account of the fresh and blooming rose had helped to validate
the adoption of the Tudor rose as national emblem. Here, that same account of
the rose offers Batman a platform for a scarcely coherent blast against taxation
policies under the Queen. Through his comment we can sense something of a
commoner’s disillusion, a century later, with a somewhat battered and frost-bitten
national emblem.
Batman thunders on behalf of the poor as well as the over-taxed clergy. The
assertiveness of his comments, and his many references to, and expansions of,
biblical texts, also reminds us that he was a popular professional preacher.77  It
has been suggested that medieval people in the differing environments of
cathedral school, university and court had each developed a particular form of
discourse suited to their immediate context: the Elizabethan scholar was a new
kind of professional who was increasingly perceived as someone who could
move readily between these different worlds.78  Batman illustrates this notion
as he blends the discourse of natural history with those of bitter political
complaint and dogmatic assertion.
Batman and cosmology
At first glance it appears that social and religious changes would form a barrier
against the further transmission in England of a scholastic and Catholic text on
the factual and moralised properties of things. Nevertheless, representations of
the medieval cosmic scheme in printed maps and books demonstrate its continuity
from the medieval into the early-modern period; the printed editions of
‘Properties’ in 1495, 1535 and 1582 are among these representations.
It has been argued that when Christopher Columbus set out on his westward
voyage in 1492, his expectations were shaped by biblical, patristic and classical
descriptions of geography and world history.79  He was also impelled by the
Christian notion of the individual as viator journeying through the time and
space of the world, and by a belief in his own destiny as the one destined to find
the new heaven and new earth prophesied by St John. At the time when the
Americas came to be reached by European travellers, the cosmos could still be
conceptualised not only as something spatial surrounding human existence on
earth, but also as a temporal process in which the events of world history played
a part. Columbus’s reading-matter, especially his copy of the imago mundi map
of Hugo D’Ailly, suggest that beliefs about the form and destiny of the world
as expressed in medieval world maps still guided the expectations of travellers
in his time.80  Evidence for the continuation of the medieval conception of the
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world at the centre of the spheres, bounded by the ring of Ocean, can be seen
in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century maps, manuscripts and printed books. In
1481, William Caxton had translated and published The Mirrour of the World,
a cosmology based on the work of Vincent de Beauvais, Bartholomew’s
near-contemporary and fellow compilator.81 This conflation of old and new
learning based on thirteenth-century authorities and put into the English tongue
for the approval of an English lord, shows that for scholars and nobles at the
start of the early-modern period the earth still turned at the centre of concentric
spheres, subject to motion, to the balance and imbalance of the four sublunar
elements and of finite time, and destined for judgement at the end of time. On
the face of the earth the peoples created by God inhabited the three regions of
Asia, Africa and Europe founded by the sons of Noah after the Flood.
How does Batman respond to Bartholomew’s Books and chapters on the cosmic
scheme, as he found them in Berthelet’s edition? A comparison shows that he
makes few major changes to Bartholomew’s chapters on the concentric spheres
surrounding earth, on the sublunar spheres of the elements, and on the
fundamental form of the cosmos described by Bartholomew in Book 8. He gives
us glimpses of English travellers venturing abroad for practical purposes but
also gives reminders that some places, though more accessible than they had
been in the Middle Ages, were still very near the margins of the map, of people’s
experience and of their mental horizon. For example, of Iceland he mentions the
mosquitoes: ‘Those that goe thether on fishing, are mervailously troubled with
a kinde of Flie like a Gnat, and stinketh foule’; but he also refers the reader to
a report of a marvellous property of one of Iceland’s mountains:
mount Hecla, so deepe that no eie canne perceive any bottome, out of
the which Abisme, appeareth as it were shapes of men, as though they
were drowned, and yet breathing foorth a sound, saieng, that they must
depart from thence to mount Hecla: as touching the fearefull noyse of
the Ile, Read R. Eden, and R. Wells.82
Batman's additions to Books 8, 14 and 15 reveal him as a keen armchair traveller
knowledgeable about the current travel literature. He effectively privileges the
huge array of ‘newe Writers’ and ‘fresher writers’ especially in his additions in
Books 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 on newly discovered places, minerals, plants and
creatures. He makes references to many of those who had recorded and shared
their findings; for example, Humphrey Gilbert’s A Discourse of a Discoverie for
a new Passage to Cataia (London 1576).83  He also refers to ‘the newe Cards and
mappes’ as if he expected his readers to have encountered them.84  By his time,
English travellers and the English government were well aware of the New
World and had encountered some of its people, although a commentator in the
preliminary pages of a copy of Ortelius’s Theatrum orbis terrarum, in the British
Library, considers it wonderful that the map adds to the three parts of the world
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another two: Magellanica and America.85  Batman supplements Bartholomew’s
Book 15 heavily with material from Ortelius, adding the Americas as a fourth to
the three major divisions of Asia, Africa and Europe. He adds a lengthy section
to the end of Book 15 to rectify the geographical content of the Book in
accordance with newly discovered countries and seaways; in particular, with
the addition of America.
At the end of the chapter on ‘Eiulath’, a province of India, Batman quotes Thomas
Cooper:
In the second of Genesis, the river Pison compasseth the whole land of
Heuilah, where there is golde, and the gold there is very good, there is
Bdelium and the Onix stone. Euilla or Heuilath, a country in the Orient,
about the which the riuer Pison, which we call Ganges, that commeth
out of Paradise doth runne.
The description reveals that a medieval image of the world as depicted in the
Psalter and Hereford mappaemundi, in which the four great rivers flow out of
Paradise, could still be part of the early-modern scholar’s mental furniture.
However, it is here combined with a shrewd awareness of the world’s material
potential for the explorer. In Batman’s presentation of the world map we can
see a dual focus — that which takes the reader outwards towards the exotic and
new, and that which turns inwards towards Batman’s national and local concerns.
But his comments on the properties of newly discovered or explored places such
as America and India show that the two foci are really one; namely, the resources
or advantages, or problems, those places might offer the English in the political
arena of the time.
Some of his comments do suggest that old certainties were being questioned or
transformed: he adds an ambiguous phrase to the heading ‘The number of
spheres’: ‘as the truth is, and as Plato and Aristotle describeth them’; and
comments in the margin: ‘The varietie of opinions concerning the heavens, doe
manifest the incertaintie of humane skell: Some of the Mathematicians, omit the
burning heaven, and adde the tenth … The Schoole men omit the seate of God.’86
What is striking about Batman’s cosmological comments is his evident interest
in the occult philosophy being expressed by some writers in his own century.
In particular, he adds nearly a folio side to the end of Book 8’s final chapter ‘Of
darknesse’, saying: ‘I have thought good to set before thee, forth of the booke
de Occulta Philosophia of Henrie Cornelius Agrippa, his Ladder, wherein is the
wonderfull compact of the universall division of the number of 12, beginning
with the twelve orders of blessed spirits, omitting the 12 names of God.’ There
follow lists of 12 ‘Angells president over the signes’, Tribes of Israel, Prophets,
Apostles, signs of the zodiac, months, plants, stones, ‘principall members’ of the
body, and ‘The 12 pointes of the dampned Divells’. Then come the four seasons
and finally ‘A briefe note how to understand the Ephimerides’.87
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Batman follows De Worde and Berthelet in omitting chapters iii to xxi of Book
1 on God and the names of God, but replaces them with an extract on ‘the ladder
of unity’, again from the De Occulta Philosophia of 1531, by the contemporary
continental magus Henry Cornelius Agrippa. Mystical aspects of Catholic doctrine
and worship may have been officially discarded, but Batman shows us that a
new mysticism, based on occult interpretations of Pythagoras and Plato, still
provided explanations about the cosmos and gave status to those claiming esoteric
knowledge of its workings. There is much evidence for the use of astrology at
this time — both at the level of popular demand for consultations on day-to-day
matters, and as a guiding tool for policy makers.88  Like the magus Cornelius
Agrippa and the popular astrologer Simon Forman, John Dee (1527–1608), an
English Cambridge graduate who came within most of the contemporary
definitions of ‘magus’, is another example of the proponents and codifiers of a
new form of medieval cosmology more acceptable to Protestant theologians. Dee
owned at least two copies of Bartholomew’s work, one in Latin and one in
English.89 The manuscripts owned by Dee contain ciphers and notes in the
margins, some of which have been identified as being in Dee’s hand.90  By
profession he was an astrologer, at one time employed by the Queen but later
excluded from the court. His notes and diary record that in 1583 his library in
Mortlake was ransacked by angry neighbours who feared him as a conjuror of
evil spirits. Some of his property was later returned.91 The Latin manuscript
once owned by Dee and now in the library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford,
is missing a folio containing the chapter on the fall of the evil angels, but one
can only speculate that it may have been ripped out in such an incident.92
In Book 2 of ’Properties’, Bartholomew had given a medieval Catholic account
of the properties of fallen angels and spiriti maligni drawn from scriptural and
medieval sources.93  Batman’s response to Bartholomew’s accounts of evil spirits
tends to confirm that the accepted wisdom on the nature of the cosmos supported
the notion of social order based on degree, but also encouraged people at all
levels of society to believe in the invisible presence on earth of spirits, both good
(personal angels) and bad (the servants and helpers of the Devil). In a long
addition to the chapter ‘On dreaming’ in Book 6, Batman cites, among others,
his near-contemporaries Peter Martyr on dreams and Edward Fenton on
monstrous births.94 This Protestant interpretation of Bartholomew’s evil angels
in terms of human possession by incubi is consistent with the social trends
documented in the court records of English witchcraft persecutions in the late
sixteenth century.95 The idea of Lucifer and his aides as part of the Protestant
vision of the apocalypse still fitted the idea of a cosmos of spheres teeming with
celestial and infernal inhabitants. However, Batman adds comments in the margin
of Book 1 on the need for faith as the basis for good works; and on the importance
of conscience and true contrition, not confession, as the way to forgiveness —
comments in tune with the directives of the Protestant church.96  He does not
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mention the saints or the Virgin Mary, but a reader in a copy of his work has
made an anti-marian note in the margin of Book 1, and later calls her ‘an idoll’:
‘The virgin Mary was not without sin for John acknowledges Christ her saviour
Luk. 1.46.’97
‘Warning all men to the judgement’
A hundred years after Columbus, written sources show a continued sense of the
decay of the world and an expectation of its ending. Astronomical events, unusual
weather, bad harvests, and national and international conflict seemed to point
to the fulfilment of this prophecy.98 While for Columbus, a Catholic, the
apocalyptic vision had been that of the new heaven and the new earth, for
English Protestants such as John Bale and Stephen Batman it was the downfall
of Antichrist, identifiable with the papacy in the climate of the times.99
Contemporary works warning of imminent apocalypse include Batman’s verse
tract of 1581, to which he refers in Book 18 at the end of Bartholomew’s chapter
about the dragon: ‘Of the wonderful greatnesse of Dragons and how manye
sortes hath bene, and of the mischiefes they have done, read the Chronicle of
the Doome.’100  In Book 11, he adds a margin note to the column text in the
chapter on the rainbow: ‘That the rainbowe shall not be seene 40 yeares before
the dome.’101  Such comments indicate that Batman saw his own and others’
printed books, especially ‘Properties’, as tools to use not only for declaring
political abuses, but also for saving the souls of his parishioners by reminding
them that the end was near.
Bartholomew’s chapters on rumoured monsters provide another platform from
which Batman inveighs against what he sees as corruption and wickedness,
moral and political, in his own country. From his identification of abhorrent and
monstrous creatures with the religious sect known as The Family of Love, for
example, we can see something of the way the print medium helped to direct
establishment hostility towards such non-conformists. In 1578 Batman had
likened the founder of the sect, Henry Nicholas, to the monster ‘onacratolus’,
and in 1580 the queen issued a Proclamation against the Sectaries of the Family
of Love, ordered their books to be burned and members to be imprisoned, but
they continued to spread.102  In Book 5 on the chapter on the head, the column
text mentions the fish ‘Lamia, that hath as the Glose saith … an head as a maide,
and bodie like a grimme beast’. Here Batman adds a long margin note describing
the monster:
Lamie, a kinde of women, by whose sight infants are frighted, & become
Elues, they be also those that bee called Ladies of the Fairies, which do
allure yong men to company carnaly with them, & after those men are
consumed by lechery, they deuour them.103
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It is arguable that the ‘lamia’ signified for Batman moral corruption,
non-conformist sects and, in particular, the Family of Love. In a copy of The
Doctrine of the Heart, written in English in an early-fifteenth-century hand,
Batman had made a marginal drawing of a scaly bird with a woman’s head,
wearing a steeple head-dress, and another of a man with a balance; it seems
reasonable to speculate on a possible connection between this image of a
woman-headed bird and Batman’s marginal comment in Book 5.104  Similarly,
in Book 12 against Bartholomew’s chapter on mergus, the cormorant, he adds:
‘Of the doung of these filthie sectes have proceeded a newe Mergus, a cormorant
foule, the familie of love.’105  Batman’s shafts aimed at the Family of Love from
the margins of Bartholome and elsewhere are consistent with the evidence that
extreme nonconformist sects were being suppressed during the 1580s.
It is important to note that even though the editions printed by De Worde and
by Berthelet, and re-interpreted by Stephen Batman, give Properties the
appearance of an expository rather than a devotional text, a reader could still
find confirmation in them of the belief that the cosmos and the properties of the
things within it displayed God’s creation of, and purpose for, the world. This
was fundamental doctrine for Catholics and Protestants alike. In spite of new
discoveries and technologies, at the start of the early modern period
Bartholomew’s work still supported with its authority a fundamentally medieval
conception of the physical world and the larger cosmos, of world history, and
of belief in the coming of Judgement Day founded on the Bible’s teaching. We
can conclude that it was a safe text for readers whatever the prevailing orthodoxy
during the reigns of Henry, Edward, Mary and Elizabeth, being an explicitly
utilitarian text that could lend itself to a covert devotional purpose.
Collecting knowledge for the nation
At this time, travellers were finding plant and animal life that confirmed,
contradicted or confused the received wisdom concerning exotic and fabulous
creatures. As a collector of others’ work Batman exemplifies a cultural
phenomenon that had been gathering pace during the sixteenth century.
According to a recent study, a culture of collecting culminated in the seventeenth
century in the appropriation by the Royal Society of private collections of exotic
natural objects and artefacts, and in the museum movement. However, it had
its origins in the intense public interest in the trophies brought back to Europe
by the overseas travellers of the later-fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. As
Marjorie Swann makes clear, this earlier interest was in objects as novelties and
marvels, and did not imply the rationalist methods of enquiry we associate with
the Royal Society and the Enlightenment.106 There is a shift in emphasis here,
away from the medieval concept of compilation as the bee-like plundering of
morally useful writings of others and towards the meaning for which Swann
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argues: that of collection, applicable to natural and cultural objects, including
works of art and books, and to the knowledge embodied by them.
The known provenance of manuscripts and books as they passed through the
hands of collectors in the sixteenth century supports Swann’s argument. The
dissolution of the monasteries had released many ancient texts into circulation
and, in effect, commodified them. We have seen that manuscripts of ‘Properties’
formerly in religious houses, and of the translation Properties, were owned and
traded by known collectors including Richard Parker, John Dee, Simon D’Ewes
and William Dethick. In the light of Swann’s argument, we can consider Batman
uppon Bartholome as a compilation or collection in which Batman is a declared,
named collector of Bartholomew’s authorities, but also of modern authorities
and the knowledge they embody. His lists and citations of modern and classical
writers, and his recounting of classical myths and other stories, confer a kind
of authority on Batman himself. At the same time, he is a collector of property
in the new material sense: he collects Greek myths; he collects stories about
English history and landscape and about exotic customs; he collects facts, through
the observation and categorisation of plants and other natural phenomena; and
he collects interesting specimens. The following addition to the end of the chapter
on the rhinoceros provides a peep-hole on Batman as the possessor of at least
one displayable curiosity:
The Rhinoceros in Aethiopia, a perpetuall enimie to the Elephant, hee is
not so high as the Elephant, armed ouer with shells in steed of haire, so
that nothing can easily pearce the same: euen so is the little beast, called
of the Affricans Tatton, of Gesner Zibet, in fo.20 at the end of his booke
of birdes, etc. Which armed case I haue to shew.107
Thus, Batman’s additions to, and marginal comments in, Batman uppon Bartholome
constitute a display of his own collections; and of a personal identity that aims
to be both authoritative and authorial.108
We might also consider the likelihood that Batman, like patrons of ‘Properties’
in the fourteenth century, was endowing his patron with a flattering mantle of
wisdom appropriate for one of England’s chief noblemen. Batman expresses the
idea of collecting knowledge for the sake of one’s country, as well as one’s patron,
in his preliminary address to the reader. Here, having praised John Bale and
other ‘famous, and worthy persons, of singular perseuerance and learning’, such
as ‘Gesner, Fuchs, Mathiolus, Paracelsus, Dodoneus, Munster, Agrippa and
Ortelius’, he aligns his own efforts with theirs:
I haue therefore as an imitator of the learned, for the good will I bare to
my countrie, collected forth of these aforesaid Authors, the like deuises,
which they in times past gathered of their elders, and so renuing the
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whole booke, as is apparant by additions, is brought home, the Master,
the Pilot, and the profit thereto belonging.109
In this passage, Batman declares his aim as a collector of others’ work, in the
sense of both imitator and compiler. Bartholomew had declared a similar aim.
Unlike Bartholomew, however, he adds, by means of his maritime metaphor,
the connotation of collected wealth from beyond former horizons, like the booty
and novelties being brought to English ports from the New World and Asia.
Whereas Bartholomew compiled the fruit of others’ labours in order to share its
moral usefulness widely through an international brotherhood, Batman collects
knowledge for the intellectual coffers of England, his patron Carey and himself.
Swann argues further that the development of the culture of collecting during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries gave a new meaning to the word
‘property’.110  Formerly, the concrete sense of this word had applied to land,
but early-modern collectors aimed to fashion an imposing personal identity for
themselves through ‘property’ in the sense of awe-inspiring possessions, collected
and displayed. Published catalogues of private collections, descriptions of items
and lists of donors were texts symbolic of the collection itself, as well as
advertisements of that identity. We can deduce that the concept of the ‘property’
of a thing lost the connotation of an underlying moral significance or inherent
powerfulness that it had carried in the Middle Ages. Rather, things — including
ideas — could become the property of a person, or of a nation. Evidence for the
wider existence of such an attitude to intellectual property occurs in
seventeenth-century verses written on the flyleaf of a manuscript of Properties
now in the British Library. These verses extol Bartholomew as an Englishman
who bestows ‘property’ on his country, playing on the variable meaning of the
word, and as a universal authority:
On the famouse Bartholomew Glanvill commonly called the English
Bartholomew relating to his Booke of the properties of things
Thy country truly, but yet subtly too
Hath stiled thee the English Barthol'mew.
Whilst properties of things thou wrotst of, shee
Makes sure of Getting Property in thee;
Would from thy name her own new worth Discover,
And be at once unto all learning Mother.
But had shee silent been, thy Booke alone
Had seated thee in a far larger throne:
This but consulted, none could call thee lesse
Then Barthol'mew of the great Univers.
By both these titles be thou euer known,
One for our glory, tother for thy own.111
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The verses are followed by a seventeenth-century addition by Julius Glanville
of Lincoln’s Inn.112  According to Seymour, Julius Glanville was the son of Sir
John Glanville, who ‘may have owned the manuscript in the belief that
Bartholomaeus, traditionally surnamed Glanville, was an ancestor’.113 The lofty
inscription is consistent with family pride in ‘Properties’ as a repository of
wisdom and a testament to the worth of the owner.
‘Shakespeare’s encyclopedia’
As Julius Glanville’s interest suggests, the story and the journey of ‘Properties’
does not end with the Tudor era. As far as we know, no editions of the Latin
text were printed in England, and there is no evidence that scribes made new
manuscript copies of the Latin ‘Properties’ or of Properties in that country after
the end of the fifteenth century. For this reason it is usually claimed that
Bartholomew disappeared from the English literary scene after 1582. Later
evidence shows, however, that the printed edition of 1582 is not followed by
the tidy demise that the literature suggests. Manuscripts of Properties used and
abused by people unknown to us over recent centuries, further published
adaptations of the work, and specific references to it by known readers testify
to the work’s prestige and commodification as a historical curiosity.114  In the
eighteenth century, England’s ancient buildings, historical documents and
national heroes again came to be valued as an important legacy from the nation’s
past. Thomas Hearne (1678–1735), one antiquary who expressed concern at the
loss of England’s medieval manuscripts, pleaded for the re-establishment of an
Antiquarian Society of scholars working together to preserve them, such as that
founded by Archbishop Parker in 1572.115  From the seventeenth and into the
nineteenth centuries, antiquarians in England and on the continent included
Bartholomew among noteworthy authors.116  English readers continued to make
adaptations of it, and claims for it, up to the time of Robert Steele in the 1880s.
The belief that Bartholomew was a member of an English aristocratic family may
have contributed to the attempts by early Shakespeare scholars — Douce, Anders
and Furnivall, followed by Steele, Matrod and Se Boyar — to sustain the view
that Bartholomew was a genuine source for Shakespeare, to the extent that the
English could not understand Shakespeare without the medieval work as a
guide.117
Individuals left the mark of their ownership or patronage of ‘Properties’ on
individual copies. One of these is a copy of the 1535 printed edition of Properties
(see Figure 7). This has the forged signature of Shakespeare at the top right-hand
corner of the title page — ‘William Shakspeare his Booke 1597’ — and the library
stamp of Joseph Banks in the centre. The forgery dates from the late eighteenth
century; the imprimatur of Joseph Banks from a few decades later. The use of
Properties as a site for the forgery helps to illumine the role ‘Properties’ could
play in  an era when the production of counterfeit  medieval  texts,  such as
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Figure 7: Title-page and part of Table of Contents, Bartholomeus De
Proprietatibus Rerum. Printed by Thomas Berthelet, 1535. Copy BL 456.a.1
formerly owned by Joseph Banks.
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MacPherson’s ‘Ossian’, and Thomas Chatterton’s ‘Rowley’ poems, exploited and
reflected a fashion for the medieval gothic.118  It was also a time of fashionable
interest in Shakespeare as a ‘primitive’ English genius who, it was assumed,
must have had access to Batman’s edition. As Se Boyar points out, Douce had
praised Bartholomew as ‘our English Pliny’ and used the compilation to elucidate
passages in Shakespeare’s plays. William-Henry Ireland and his family capitalised
on the fashion for Shakespeare by buying up sixteenth-century books and papers
to put together a ‘library’ of works containing the forged signature of
Shakespeare.119 The copy of Berthelet’s edition of ‘Properties’ shown here is
among these works.120
The title-page illustrated in Figure 7 includes not only the signature of
Shakespeare forged by Ireland, but also the genuine stamp of the travelling
botanist Joseph Banks (as do the title-pages of other copies of the printed editions
in his collection, including that of 1495, bequeathed by him to the library of the
British Museum). This emphasises the question of Bartholomew’s continuing
authority for educated gentry. We do not think of Banks as ‘medieval’ in his
world-view but, rather, as a modern European open to the novelty of the
antipodes; yet he had more than one copy of Bartholomaeus in his scientific
library. Banks was a voyager and enquirer into the world who lived at a turning
point in the way scientific knowledge was conceptualised and systematised —
a position comparable to that of Columbus, who knew of Ptolemy but took
D’Ailly’s Imago Mundi on his westward voyage. For Banks, Bartholomew could
still be worth owning as ‘our English Pliny’, the transmitter of knowledge from
esteemed scholars of the early and medieval Christian era, and the promulgator
of a once-enduring Christian image of the world.
We can conclude that, although Bartholomew’s position in the early-modern
hall of fame was partly founded on error and prejudice, there are some important
continuities in the English reception of ‘Properties’ that help to explain its
passage across daunting cultural barriers. The printed editions of 1495 and 1535,
in the current English dialects of the London region, each carried Bartholomew’s
authority and reputation into another cultural context and readership. As a
financial venture, the printing of Properties could succeed through the
cooperation of a close network of investors and other interested parties. There
is evidence that during Henry VIII’s reign, the king, government and church
were keen to build a basis for English autonomy not only in religion but also in
language, history and legend, landscape and cultural achievements. By claiming
Bartholomew as a native-born Englishman and writer, antiquaries and churchmen
such as John Leland and John Bale were able to construct an identity for him
and his work that supported such nationalistic efforts. ‘Properties’ as a printed
book survived increasing scrutiny of the press in Henry VIII’s time partly
because, though a Catholic work, its practical utility answered a need of the
times. Moral interpretations implied in the glosses were no longer attached to
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the text and thus the text did not need to be associated only with the preaching
of Catholic priests and friars; its scope and content could still cast a flattering
mantle of omniscience over those who patronised it. Solomonic wisdom was still
an ideal connected with nobility, and existing knowledge derived from antiquity
underwent a process of accommodation rather than rejection. We might consider
the likelihood that Stephen Batman, like patrons of ‘Properties’ in the fourteenth
century, was endowing his patron, Lord Hunsdon, with a flattering mantle of
wisdom appropriate for one of England’s chief noblemen.
In Batman uppon Bartholome we see Bartholomew’s representation of the world
on the one hand held out to yet another generation of readers as an authoritative
text, by a churchman and scholar; and on the other hand partially retracted or
modified by him to bring it into line with the new array of printed knowledge
circulating in his own day. Batman’s additions and marginal comments constitute
a display of his own intellectual property — and perspicacity. Whereas
Bartholomew had been compiling his work for a growing brotherhood of homeless
preachers involved in a new kind of Christian outreach, Stephen Batman’s many
comments on local objects and topical matters sharply reflect his own domestic
life, work and professional interests.
In Batman’s as in Bartholomew’s day, readers’ mental horizons were created by
assumptions about the finite nature of the world and its physical extent. Sponsors
— whether Pope Alexander IV, King Henry VII or Queen Elizabeth I — sent
out travellers for reasons that were political and commercial as well as religious,
in both eras. The passion for tangible evidence of other places existing beyond
known limits, and the wonder they evoked, suggests an extension of mental
boundaries comparable to that of the early Franciscans and Dominicans as they
pushed beyond the borders of Christendom.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion
As a topic for research, ‘Properties’ is not new or unexplored, but perceptions
of it change during our own times just as they evidently did during the Middle
Ages. The earlier literature on ‘Properties’ is an invaluable resource in that so
much groundwork has been done as a basis for fresh research into the compiler,
the manuscripts, the translations, and the place these occupied in late-medieval
English life and letters. Twentieth-century research into the context in which
the work appeared, and the excavation of related documents, has brought the
compiler more clearly into focus. As a result, this long-lived work, that held
value for many different readerships, can indeed help the historian in tracing
long continuities in thinking about the world in which we live.
Research into the genre of the thirteenth-century compilatio as a tool of the
militant Catholic church, and as part of a wider exchange of knowledge between
east and west, has improved our understanding of the genre’s context and
function. The important studies of the English translation, the later-medieval
ownership of manuscripts and the literary borrowings from Bartholomew, help
to contextualise the work within a widening English readership of the later
Middle Ages. However, in the present century important ongoing research is
being shared and published in languages other than English. The size and scope
of the work has so far prevented the appearance of a detailed reception history,
but the present study contributes to such a project by examining, in English,
the work’s transmission and diffusion in this small but significant area of its
medieval and early-modern readership.
In structure, content and purpose, ‘Properties’ can reasonably be considered as
a parallel to the graphic compilations we tend to call mappaemundi today. The
compilation deserves consideration as a specimen of a particular medieval genre
based on a longstanding tradition of imago mundi texts that was both verbal and
graphic, but essentially didactic in function. The ‘world book’ might take the
form of a written tract or a drawn map, or both, but its function was to teach
the world’s biblical history, its coming end and God’s judgement, and the way
for the spiritual pilgrim to reach God. Bartholomew’s image of the world, far
from being a static account of the properties of things, is potentially dynamic
and interactive in its appeal to the reader. It contains descriptions of people and
things in action and at rest, in growth and decay, in transit and flux, inviting
the reader’s involvement through memory and identification of experience.
Overall, Bartholomew makes strong contrasting statements about the coldness,
instability and trouble of the physical world, set far from the sun, as in the
preamble to Book 8; and about the joy and solace to be gained from things put
into the world at Creation: light, stars, air, water, land, and the plants and
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creatures that 'adorn' these elements. His work affirmed the orthodox accounts
of Creation derived from Genesis, but also accommodated the Neoplatonic literary
cosmologies blended into that orthodoxy by intellectuals of the twelfth century,
such as Bernard Silvestris.
In setting out an accumulated body of conventional wisdom about matters to
do with the material world, Bartholomew was using an up-to-date empirical
approach, like earlier writers on nature such as Bernard Silvestris and the
Aristotelian translators, and later ones such as Albert the Great.1  But he was
also working in the tradition of monastic instruction, exegesis and consolation
for an audience versed in allegorical didactic literature, for whom all nature is
‘a book of tropes cleverly arranged by the Creator to teach both logic and
morality’.2  From a small sampling of the work, this study indicates that
‘Properties’ holds rich reserves of evidence about the ways clerics were taught
in the Middle Ages; about the imagery and rhetoric of the Franciscan Order as
it was establishing itself throughout Europe; about the models of ideal communal
life and social hierarchy that entered the stream of English didactic literature.
It also has literary qualities that could relate to the author’s need for diplomacy
in teaching Franciscan students about their calling. This was a time when the
church was alert against heterodoxy; when perceived papal favour towards the
mendicants caused some ill-feeling from outside the Order; and when there was
growing division within the Order over the definition of poverty. The medieval
compilatio implies a long-established pastoral metaphor of gathering, as bees
gather honey or gleaners gather corn. The way Bartholomew builds upon these
familiar analogies leads one to conclude that his readers could engage
imaginatively in familiar parables of earthly labour. Fragments from an implied
larger narrative — in particular, those of the worker and the traveller, and of
the ranks of the familia at their occupations indoors and out — invited meditation
upon other stories drawn from memory and from the Christian Scriptures. The
narrative element in his work suggests that readers, whether clerics or laymen
and women, could ruminate upon the fundamental Christian themes of repentance
and salvation as they dipped into the work in a spirit of contemplation. In a
context of familiarity with the parable of the workers in the vineyard, the ox
and oxherd, the bee, the vine, and the good servant all serve as models for
material and spiritual labour, reward, fertility and fruition, and thus their
recurring presence in the work can be seen as logical and necessary for its didactic
purpose. Although this underlying logic in the work is not immediately apparent
to us today, we can work towards it with the help of marginal glosses,
perpetuated by copyists, reflecting a response by readers relatively close to
Bartholomew in time and culture. These readers may not have been those for
whom he originally prepared the work and who remain unknowable by us, but
the thirteenth-century marginal glosses confirm that later practising preachers
could find in ‘Properties’ a handy guide to help them in their professional work.
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We may anticipate that the closer study of the glosses proposed in the
forthcoming Latin/French edition will reveal more clearly the ways in which
the text was interpretable by clerical readers, and the value of ‘Properties’ to
the church in the context of its preaching crusade.3
By the time the Order of Friars Minor was integrated into English society
‘Properties’ was one of the books long held in the libraries of monasteries, the
centres of expertise in salvation, and in the college libraries of Oxford and
Cambridge, the centres of learning. It was valuable to scholars in that
Bartholomew refers to a range of medieval authorities, including those relevant
to practical curricula (such as Aristotle, Galen, Constantinus and Richard Rufus),
as well as the Fathers of the church. Comprehensive sources, moral utility and
practical applications helped to give the work wide appeal. The presence of
‘Properties’ in the Trevisa canon of translations made for Lord Thomas Berkeley
IV indicates strongly that, in the political and economic upheavals of the late
Middle Ages, ‘Properties’ could be regarded as a component of chivalric
literature. However, it was also a source for preachers and a resource for
‘pragmatic’ readers and re-writers needing factual information. We have seen
that the latter drew from it elements they needed to support their own position,
to criticise and call to order, and to record knowledge of the material world. The
conveniently defined format, flexible array of sources and verbal directness of
Bartholomew’s text lent itself to such uses and adaptations. Readers could have
confidence in what it contained, but could adapt it to make new, authority-based
texts that accorded with their needs, tastes and mental horizons. In the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, Bartholomew was a source which helped people to know
‘to which authorities one should give credence’, as a reader of BL Ms Arundel
123 notes in the margin close to a mention of St Jerome.4  But the truths readers
could find in ‘Properties’ were also flexible and complex. They could find
scriptural truths — concerning the parable of the vineyard, for example — or
the moral significance of the bestiary elephant. They could also perceive truth
as in a mirror, reflecting a contemporary ideal: for example, in the normative
descriptions of lordship or marriage in Book 6; of the idyll of summer in Book
9; or of the feats of Alexander in Book 15. A third, multivalent or ambiguous
kind of truth could emerge from Bartholomew’s impartial combinations of source
material — as in the case of the bee, the stag, the cock or the lion. As we have
seen, readers and writers could exploit the resulting ambiguities within the text
to create portraits of living people in the context of the immediate here-and-now,
highlighting qualities they wished to advertise or criticise. In the case of heralds
and satirical writers, their understanding of the multiple sources feeding into
medieval accounts of the created world enabled them to draw on the symbolic




‘Properties’ can be a starting point in the historian’s attempt to understand, from
a historical perspective, what late-medieval people were expressing in their
coded responses to immediate events. It was one repository of conventional but
multi-stranded knowledge that fed into the exchanges of later-medieval society,
particularly in the imagery of the natural world used by writers and artists. To
be able to participate as non-contemporary observers in this serious play of
allusion and counter-allusion, we need access to the layers of potential meaning
available to the players. Our own awareness of the multiple constructions of
things and properties available to readers can help us to understand something
of the work’s function as a source of religious authority, but also of a range of
interpretative possibilities for later-medieval readers and writers. It is not possible
— or necessary — to claim that readers or writers knew the work directly; but
by doing so ourselves we might understand better what was being conveyed in
those exchanges.
In the fifteenth century, the making of copies of Trevisa’s Properties, and of
other texts wholly or partially derived from the Latin ‘Properties’, coincides
with evidence for the acceptance of English as a useable and worthy language
for prose works. By this time, the compiler himself had gained a reputation as
a repository of religious authorities, and as the prime authority on the properties
of things. We find the compiler invoked as ‘master’ of received knowledge about
the properties of the created world at a time when much new knowledge was
becoming available from classical sources and from direct observation. By this
time, the concept of ‘property’ had broadened to take in commercial and
professional senses, but Bartholomew’s representation of the divine cosmos, the
world and society still supported the beliefs of later-medieval and early-modern
Christians. The discoveries of Columbus, Cabot and Amerigo Vespucci in the
1490s posed a great intellectual challenge to the imago mundi that described and
portrayed a Mediterranean-centred Christendom, based on the people, events
and places of sacred history. The printed editions of Properties reveal that this
image of the world was still meaningful during the period of maritime expansion,
and tell us something about the gradual process by which people adjusted their
mental horizons to new descriptions of the world’s places and peoples.
In spite of its size and bulk, the labour of production and the expense of
materials, and possible commercial risk, the translation and the printing of
‘Properties’ and Properties were evidently seen as worthwhile undertakings by
those involved. There are many gaps in our knowledge of the dynamics of both
the translation project and the later ventures into print, but it does appear that
each one was brought about by a team of people making different contributions
according to their position and abilities. The historian gains some access to the
kind of corporate commercial activity that could centre on a marketable text, at
a time when the physical and intellectual expansion of the sixteenth century
again presented challenges to accepted images of the world already documented
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and approved. As the traditional conception of the cosmos was challenged, and
Trevisa’s ‘orisoun’ was literally traversed by explorers, ‘Properties’ could be
re-interpreted to support with its underlying authority new models of society
and concepts of nature in the late-medieval and early-modern period.
By 1582, ‘Properties’ had survived changes in readership and conditions of
production over three and a half centuries. Scholarly fashions had swung between
Aristotelian and Neoplatonic explanations of the universe. Bartholomew’s
supposed Englishness, combined with his authority as a source of wisdom, would
account for the way certain English men of letters promoted the myth of his
English birth and respectable status while others saw commercial opportunities
in the informative content of the work. We have no firm evidence that
Bartholomew had any reason to favour England but passages in ‘Properties’ and
Properties could be interpreted as privileging English interests, extolling the
character of the English people, and endorsing an acceptable version of English
history. In sixteenth-century England, a specific and literal interpretation of
Britannia and Anglia as a fertile land with a genial and vigorous populace was
congruent with the nationalism of the time, amid controversy about the English
church and its doctrine, social tension over religion, war, famine and royal
succession. A thriving print-culture enabled Stephen Batman to bring up to date
the cosmology and geography already in ‘Properties’, since other descriptions
(including those of contemporary travellers and magi) were available that he
could plunder and incorporate into the work. The greater focus in ‘Properties’
on scriptural history and eschatology fitted the apocalyptic vision of Batman’s
own day and his concerns as a preacher. In the later years of the reign of Elizabeth
I, Batman claims authorship and possession of the wealth of knowledge in his
updated version of ‘Properties’, but also gives the mantle of wisdom to his patron
and the profit of knowledge to his country. His edition can be understood best
not as a re-issuing or updating of ‘an olde auncient booke’, but as an original
contribution to learned debate about the world and about religion that was then
being conducted widely with the aid of the printing press. Underlying Batman’s
commitment to his own country’s immediate interests, to his education and
political awareness, there is a strong strand of continuity with the past that can
be found in his assumption that the created world of place and time was governed
by divine providence and will, that people were living in its last age, and would
be judged by God. His image of the world differs from that of Bartholomew in
culturally specific details, but not in that basic assumption. In a culture where
the wisdom of Solomon represented worldly power, patronage of ‘Properties’
endowed political sanction combined with moral gravitas. Its value as a repository
of wisdom and knowledge that had both authority and practical usefulness, and
sanctioned by its long association with the church and with preaching, enabled
‘Properties’ to survive the controversies generated by Lollard texts and Protestant
reforms. Right up to the time of the gentleman scientists and scholars of the
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nineteenth century, such as Joseph Banks and Robert Steele, ‘Properties’
remained the supposed property of the English nation and a symbol of national
achievement.
NOTES
1  Klingender, pp.350–9.
2  Greetham, 1980, p.671.
3  See Chapter 1, n.18.
4  BL Ms Arundel 123, f.21v.
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Appendix A. British Library Manuscript
Arundel 123, the contents of the
codex.1
Universal description of the world compiled in alphabetical
order from original works of Isidore of Spain, and from others







Somewhat concerning the dimension of the world out of
Priscian in his ‘Cosmography’.a
Quaedam de orbis dimensione
ex Prisciano in Cosmographia
f. 22v
‘Image of the world’ of Honorius Augustodunensis, or whoever
the author may be.
Honorii Augustodunensis, sive
cuiuscunque sit, Imago mundi
f. 24.
‘The Life of the King of Antioch’ of Apollonius (a spurious
author).
Apollonii (auctoris spurii) Vita
Regis Antiochi
f.33
The book on the life and death of King Alexander the Great
ascribed to Aesop.




Aristotle’s Letter to Alexander the Great.Aristotelis Epistola ad
Alexandrum Magnum
f.71v
On the expeditions of Alexander the Great.De Alexandri Magni
expeditionibus
f.73
On King Alexander and his origin, a description out of the book
of Hermes about sayings of the philosophers.
De rege Alexandro et ejus
origine ex libro Hermeri de
dictis philosophorum descripta
f.74v
Sayings of Alexander from that same book by Hermes.Dicta Alexandri ex libro
ejusdem Hermeri
f.80
Some other sayings of philosophers, not all found in the book
of Hermes, together with a description and account of their
sources, added by the same compiler.
Quaedam alia philosophorum
dicta licet non omnia in
Hermeri libro inventa cum
descriptione et progressu
originis quorundam eorum ab
eodem compilatore addita
f.81v






a The extract from Priscian (f.22v) is added in a second scribal hand. There is a further gloss in a third hand
against this addition, stressing the information on quantities of seas, islands, mountains, provinces, rivers
and peoples in the world: quanto maria sunt in mundo nota quanto insula quanto montes quanto provincia
quanto flumina et quanto gentes sunt in mundo nota.
NOTES
1  British Museum, Catalogue of Manuscripts in the British Museum: Part I The Arundel Manuscripts.




‘Properties’ in Bodleian Library
Manuscript Laud Miscellany 682.
Books 1 to 15 and Book 19 are omitted wholly.
In Book 16, on rocks, gems and minerals, all chapters are retained.
In Book 17, on plants and trees, only the following chapters are retained:
On the almondde amigdalo
On aloede aloe
On anisede aniso
On wild garlicde allio
On wormwoodde absinthio
On celeryde apio
On [an unidentified herb]de aristologia
On yarrow, wormwood, tarragon or similarde arthemisia
On beetde beta
On cinnamonde cynamomo
On laburnumde cassia fistula
On the caperde cappari
On calamintde calamento
On the thistlede carduo
On the rushde carica
On bitter cucumber or gourdde coloquintida
On the crocusde croco
On the onionde cepa
On the ‘biting onion’de cepe canino









On [an unidentified plant]de epithimo
On the elder treede ebulo
On the ash treede fraxino
On the broad beande faba
On fennelde feniculo
On juniperde iunipero
On the sweet chestnutde castanea
On lettucede lactuca
On burdockde lappa




On the applede malua
On the nutde nuce
On the plum treede pruno
On the poppyde papavere




On the leekde porro
On the rosede rosa
On rampionde rampno
On the willow treede salice





On the violetde viola
On the nettlede urtica
On broomde zizania
On gingerde zinzibero
In Book 18,on land-animals, only the following chapters are retained:
On the lambde agno agniculo
On the frogde rana
On the assde asino
On the marede equa
On the harede lepore
On the mulede mulo
On the mousede mure
On the weaselde mustela
On the lousede pediculo
On the fleade pulice
On the foxde vulpe
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Balliol College Oxford Ms 329. Un-headed list of books, writer unknown: fifteenth
century.
Balliol College Oxford Ms 294. Latin ‘Properties’: late fourteenth century.
Bibliothèque national de France Ms Lat. 3332. Liber de moralitatibus corporum
celestium, elementorum, avium, piscium, animalium, arborum sive plantarum et
lapidum preciosorum: fourteenth century.
Bibliothèque national de France Ms Lat. 16098. Latin ‘Properties’: late thirteenth
century.
Bodleian Laud Miscellany 733. English translation of BL Ms Add. 28791: fifteenth
century.
Bodleian Library Oxford Ms Laud 682. Home-produced abstract of ‘Properties’:
fifteenth century.
Bodleian Library Oxford Ms e Museo 16. English translation of ‘Properties’, On
the Properties of Things: late fourteenth century.
Bristol City Library Ms 9. English translation of ‘Properties’, On the Properties
of Things: late fifteenth century.
British Library Ms Additional 28791. Latin Tractatus on heraldry: late fourteenth
century.
British Library Ms Additional 27944. English translation of ‘Properties’, On the
Properties of Things: late fourteenth century.
British Library Ms Arundel 123. Collection of extracts from works on world
history and ‘wisdom’ literature: fourteenth century.
British Library Ms Harley 614. English translation of ‘Properties’, On the
Properties of Things: early fifteenth century.
British Library Ms Harley 512. Abridged version of Latin ‘Properties’: fifteenth
century.
British Library Ms Royal E 15 ii and iii. Two-volume translation of ‘Properties’
into French, Livre des propriétés des choses: late fifteenth century.
British Library Ms Royal E 12 iii. Workshop-produced collection of extracts
from ‘Properties’: fifteenth century.
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Cambridge University Library Ms Gg 6. 5. Home-produced collection of extracts
from ‘Properties’ in the form of a bestiary: late fifteenth century.
Corpus Christi College Oxford Ms 249. Latin ‘Properties’: fourteenth century.
Wellcome Library Ms 115. Latin ‘Properties’: late thirteenth century.
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